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CHAPTER 4

TRANSIENT NAVTER-STOKES EQUATIONS:
FULLY DISCRETE ALGORITHM

AND COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

4.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present an algorithm for the numerical simulation of
the Navier-Stokes equations combining the ideas of Chapters 1 and 3, basically, and
part of Chapter 2. The emphasis will be mainly computational, giving in Section 4.6
a fully discrete and linearized numerical scheme adapted to the implementation on a
computer.

The basic tools of the numerical model are now briefly described. The temporal
derivatives are discretized using the generalized trapezoidal rule as described in Chapter
2 for the convection-diffusion equation. The incompressibility constraint is treated by
using div-stable velocity-pressure interpolations. The pressure is eliminated through
penalization. Several choices are discussed, in particular the iterative penalty method
introduced and analyzed in Chapter 3 (using weak penalization) and a particular version
of the artificial compressibility method. Since the stabilization of the pressure is left to
the finite element interpolation, only the convection of the velocity has to be stabilized
when high Reynolds number flows are considered. This is done by means of a Streamline
Diffusion (SD) operator added to the Galer kin variational form and properly linearized.

While the mathematical analysis of the finite element method for the convection-
diffusion equation and the stationary Navier-Stokes equations using the Galerkin ap-
proach is fairly complete, there are still a lot of open questions for the full Navier-Stokes
equations. The most extensive analysis of the transient problem we are aware of is
that of Hey wood & Rannacher [HRl-4]. Error estimates are given for the Galerkin
finite element approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations with homogeneous Dirich-
let boundary conditions. The time discretization using the Crank-Nicolson scheme is
analysed in the last paper of this series [HR4]. Although we are interested in more
general situations, the results obtained by these authors will be often referred to in
this chapter. Our approach differs from the one they analyse in the use of penalty
methods, the SD operator, the boundary conditions and the way the trapezoidal rule
is implemented.

Based on the results of the previous chapter, the penalization of the incompress-
ibility constraint is viewed as an iterative procedure to achieve this restriction rather
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than a perturbation of the initial problem. Because of this, it is not considered until
Section 4.5, where the way the nonlinear system of equations is solved is treated.

Once the description of the numerical algorithm is complete, Section 4.7 presents
the methods used to compute nodal pressure values as well as nodal values of the
vorticity and the physical properties when they are variable. This will be used in the
next chapter, where the numerical simulation of thermally coupled flows and nonlinear
materials is studied. In these cases, the density depends on the temperature and the
viscosity depends on the invariants of the strain rate tensor and perhaps also on the
temperature. For the particular case of two-dimensional flows, an algorithm to compute
the streamfunction is presented.

The numerical examples presented in the previous chapters were mainly intended
to verify the theory. However, such theoretical grounds are not available for the gen-
eral problem considered here and the numerical experimentation is of fundamental
importance. The most common benchmark tests for the numerical simulation of in-
compressible flow problems are presented in Section 4.8, namely, the driven cavity flow
at (relatively) high Reynolds numbers, the flow over a backward facing step and the flow
past a cylinder. The meshes used in the calculations are somehow coarse, if compared
with the results presented in the literature, since one of our purposes is to assess the
performance of the SD operator when the Galerkin approach yields oscillatory results.
Nevertheless, they have to be fine enough to capture the physical details of the flow.
In complicated flow situations (the most common in reality) this is the main challenge
that computational fluid dynamics has at present.

The literature on finite element methods for incompressible viscous fluids is vast.
We again refer to the well-known text books [CO], [CSS] and the more recent texts [Gu],
[Pi] for a general presentation of the problem. A mathematically oriented exposition can
be found in the books of Temam [Te] and Girault & Raviart [GRl]. For a comprehensive
engineering treatment of the problem the reader is referred to the book of Zienkiewicz
& Taylor (vol. 2) [ZT]. .

4.2 The continuous problem

In this chapter we will attempt the numerical solution of the following initial and
boundary value problem:

p[dtu + (u • V)u] - 2/iV • e(u) + Vp = pf in fi x (O, T) (4.1)

V - u = 0 innx(0 ,T) (4.2)
u = ü onF0x(0,r) (4.3)

n - < r = t onFjvx(0,r) (4.4)

u(x, 0) = uo(x) on fi x {0} (4.5)

Besides the notation introduced in Chapter 3, the meaning of the different symbols
appearing in (4.1)-(4.5) is the following. The time interval where the problem is to be
solved is (0,T), with T > 0. The temporal derivative of the velocity has been denoted
by dtu, t being the time variable. The overbars in ü and t denote prescribed values
(boundary conditions). The former is the velocity given on a part TD of F := dSì
(Dirichlet-type prescription) and the latter is a given surface force vector on Tff C F
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(Neumann-type prescription), satisfying F = T D U T ff, with Fjj n T ff = 0. The unit
outward normal to T has been indicated by n. The (Eulerian) stress tensor for a
generalized Newtonian fluid is

<r=-j»I + 2ii«, e(u):=|[(Vu) + (Vu)T] (4.6)

where I is the unit tensor. In this chapter, the dynamical viscosity /i and the density
p will be considered constant (Newtonian behavior).

There are two main reasons for writing the viscous term as 2/*V • t. The first
is that the boundary condition (4.4) on I> enters naturally the variational form of
problem (4.1)-(4.5). The second is that in Chapters 5 and 6 we will consider cases
with variable viscosity, and the expression 2V • (/¿e(u)] will be needed (otherwise, the
gradient of /i has to be calculated). Moreover, for obtaining the simplifyed form ¿í Au
used in (3.1) the condition V • u = 0 has to be employed. This condition will not hold
exactly when using penalty methods and it seems preferable not to use it in deriving
the equations.

Equation (4.5) is the initial condition. A generic point in fl has been denoted by
x. The given vector function UQ(X) is assumed to be divergence free and to satisfy the
Dirichlet boundary conditions.

A mixed type of boundary prescriptions can also be considered. For that, let
FM C F and let gi,gj (in 3D) be the local basis for the tangent space to TM. In
practice, it is often useful to consider the following conditions:

u - n = un, n - < r - g i = ii, n - < r - g 2 = i2, on IM (4.7)

where un is a given scalar and t\ and ijj are the components of the force tangent to T M
in the local basis gì , g2- In the numerical simulation of turbulent flows, it is common to
consider un = 0 (impermeable wall condition) and to express f i and ¿2 in terms of the
velocity tangent to J?MI trying to emulate the frictional effects of turbulent boundary
layers. In Chapter 6, a special type of friction law will be introduced. For the moment,
and to simplify the exposition, boundary conditions of type (4.7) will not be considered.
For the stationary problem and using the Galerkin approach, they have been studied
by Verfürth [Ve].

In order to write the weak form of problem (4.1)-(4.5) we need to introduce some
functional spaces. The test function spaces for the velocity and the pressure, Vt and
Qt, will be

Vt = {v € H l(ü)N - I v|r0 = 0}

Qt = 2 ( ' '

The spaces of trial solutions will consist of time dependent functions. At least when
T N = 0, it can be shown [Te] that the minimum regularity in time that has to be
required is square-integrability. Thus, let us introduce

V, = {v e £2(0, T; Hl(u)N'") | v|r0 = ü, t e (O, T}} (4.9)

Q, = { q € L 2 ( Q , T ; L 2 ( f ï ) ) \ f qdíi = O, í 6 (O, T), if TN = 0} (4.10)
Ja

as spaces of trial solutions for the velocity and the pressure. For the latter case, it has
to be remarked that when Tff ^ 0 the pressure is not underdetermined by a constant,
since the boundary condition (4.4) involves the pressure itself, not its derivatives:

n • c = -pn + 2/m • e = t (4.11)
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The data f, ü, t and u0 is assumed to satisfy the following conditions:

f eL2(0,T;Ia(íl)*")

)
"')

uo € {v € L2(íl)w" | V - v = 0}

Finally, as for the stationary problem we define:

a(u, v) = 2/i / e(u) : e(v)dQ,
Jn

*(ï,v) = f qV-vdü,

f I f í4'13)
c(u, v, w) = p í [(u • V)v] • wdn + -p I (V • u)v • wdn,

Jrt ¿ Jn

/(v) = /o / f -ve in + / t -vdT,
7n JrK

all these functions taking values in £2(0,T). The choice of the convective term c has
been already discussed in Chapter 3.

The weak form of problem (4.1)-(4.5) reads now as follows: Find u 6 V, and
p 6 Q, such that

p(dtu, v) + c(u, u, v) + a(u, v) - 6(p, v) = /(v) Vv e Vt

6(î,u) = 0 V ç e Q t (4.14)
(u(x,0),v)=(uo(x),v) VveFt

For the case F# = 0, it is proved in [Te] that all the terms in (4.14) make sense.
Moreover, the regularity of the solution is higher than a priori required. If N,¿ = 2 a
unique solution to problem (4.14) exists. One of the most important open questions in
the mathematical analysis of the Navier-Stokes problem is the existence and uniqueness
for N,¿ = 3. Existence is a well known result (weak solutions), but uniqueness can only
be proved in spaces of functions more regular than (4.9)-(4.10) (classical solutions), in
which case only local existence can be proved, i.e., for sufficiently small T (see, e.g.,
[CF], [La], [Li], [Te]).

The coercivity condition (3.9) and the BB condition (3.10) are also needed for
the transient equations, both for the continuous and the discrete problems. Condition
(3.12) is not assumed.
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4.3 Discretization in time

Consider a nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations of the form

x = F(M) (4.15)

where x = x ( t ) is a vector function. Let us define, for 6 € [0,1],

x£ := 0xn + (1 - 0)xn-1 , i£ := Btn + (1 - 0)tn~l

Fn(xit):=F(xn,tn)

where in := nAt, zn is an approximation to x(tn) and Ai is the time step size of a
uniform partition of [0,T]. The generalized trapezoidal rule used in Chapter 2 for the
linear convection-diffusion equation can be extended in two different ways to non/mear
problems. These two forms are:

¿(xn - z""1) = 6Fn(x,t) + (1 - 9)Fn-1(x,t) (4.16)

¿(z« -*"-') = Fi*?,*?) (4.17)

The first choice has a clear geometrical interpretation: the time derivative in the
interval (ín-1,ín) has been approximated by a combination of the derivatives at in-1

and tn. The interpretation of the second method is not so clear. If x(t) were linear,
then Xg = x(tg) and (4.17) would mean that the time derivative has been calculated
at a point within the interval (tn~l,tn).

Here we will discuss the implementation of both approaches for the Navier-Stokes
problem. In the literature, the most common approach is (4.17) [Gu], [HR4], although
(4.16) is also used [CSS].

Consider first (4.16). When it is applied to the strong form of the Navier-Stokes
equations (4.1)-(4.2) one has to find un(x) and pn(x), aproximations to u(x,in) and
p(x, £n), such that

p[(un - un~l)/At + 0(un • V)un+(l - 0)(un~

- 0)V
- e)pr-1 { ' '

v . un = o
for n = 1, 2, ..., with u°(x) = uo(x). The initial pressure p°(x) will be the solution of
the boundary value problem

V = V • [pf° - p(u° • V)u°] in fì

on To (4.19)

p° = 2/in • e(u°) • n - t • n on T N

In [HRl] it is proved for the case Tff = 0 that a unique solution (modulo constants)
exists for this problem.

The velocity u" and the pressure pn solution of problem (4.18) have to satisfy the
boundary conditions (4.3) and (4.4).
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The weak form of problem (4.18) will be:

/>4-(u" - un-1,v) + 0c(un,un,v) + (1 - 0)c(un-l,un-l,v)

+0a(un, v) + (1 - 0)a(un~l , v) (

-0b(pn, v) - (1 - e)b(pn~l, v) = 0/n(v) + (1 - 0)ln~l(v)

6(g,u") = 0

for all v 6 Vt and q 6 Q t- Observe that / is a linear function and hence /n(v) is the
value of /(v) evaluated with f* and tn.

It is easy to see that (4.20) is also obtained from the time discretization of the
continuous variational form (4.14). Symbolically, we have the following commutative
diagram:

Time discretrization
Eqns. (4.1) - (4.5) - > Eqn. (4.18)

Wedle form Weak form

Time diicretrication
Eqn. (4.14) - > Eqn. (4.20)

This remark might seem obvious in this case. However, the definition of the SD
operator will depend on the order of the space and time discretizations.

Let us consider now (4.17) applied to the time discretization of the weak form of
the continuous problem (4.14). Instead of (4.20) we will find:

p ( u » - u"'1 , v) + c(u?, u?, v) + oK. v) - fc(p?, v) = C(v)

b(q, u?) = 0

where u£ := 0un + (l - 0)un~l, pj := 0pn + (l - 6)pn~l and /J(v) is calculated with
Ç := of1 + (l - ^f-1 and t£ := 01" + (l - 0)ïn~l. Since c, a, 6 and í are linear
in each argument, the only difference between (4.20) and (4.21) will be the convective
term. For (4.21) we will have that

c(u£,u?, v) = c(0un + (1 - 0)un-1,0un + (1 - 0}un~l
t v)

= 02c(un,un,v) + 0(1 - 0)c(un,un-\v)

+ 0(1 - 0)c(un-\ un, v) + (1 - ^cfu"-1, u—1, v)

If we denote by c£(u, u,v) := 0c(un,un,v) + (1 - 0)c(un-1,un-1,v) the convective
term in (4.20), it is easy to show that

c(uj, u?, v) - c? (u, u, v) = 0(0 - l)c(un - u"'1 , un - u"'1 , v)

and therefore the difference between (4.20) and (4.21) will be a term of order O(At2)
(in the H i(íi)N·d— norm). Since this is the best consistency error we can hope for (using
0 = 1/2, i.e., the Crank-Nicolson scheme), the accuracy will not be affected if (4.20) or
(4.21) are used.
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Without any further information about the difference between (4.20) and (4.21)
concerning their convergence properties (nonlinear stability), the decision for choosing
one scheme or another will be based on computational criteria. First observe that

u" - u""1 = u? - u"-1

and thus (4.21) may be rewritten as

(u?, v) + c(uj,uj, v) + aK, v) - 6(j>î, v) = Ç(v) + (u-1, v)

This expression involves only the unknown u£. The computational effort of (4.20) is
higher than that of (4.22), since there are more right-hand-side terms to calculate per
time step. These additional terms are

-(1 - 0)c(un-l,un-1, v) - (1 - oWu-1, v) + (1 - Wp—1, v)

In spite of this higher computational effort, we have chosen (4.20) and not (4.22) for the
numerical implementation. There are several reasons for this. The first is the definition
of the SD operator to be introduced later. It is conceptually simpler if the unknown
is the velocity un and not an intermediate value u£ between u""1 and un. Also, the
penalty methods we will discuss will be based on the fact that the pressure pn, and not
Pg, has to be calculated. The most important reason, however, is the following. Both
(4.20) and (4.22) are nonlinear problems and have to be solved iteratively. In Chapters
5 and 6 we will attempt the solution of thermally coupled flows of (possibly) nonlinear
materials and perhaps with a free surface. Both for the constitutive laws and for the
tracking of the free surfaces the velocity un is needed. Since the iterative procedure
due to this new nonlinearity will be coupled to that of the Navier-Stokes equations, the
use of (4.22) would require the calculation of un from ujf and u""1 for each, iteration.
We would have to deal with u""1, u£ and u" and this means either more computer
memory (if un is stored) or more calculations (if un is computed when needed). For
all these reasons, scheme (4.20) will be used in what follows.

•To conclude this section, let us discuss the choice of the parameter 6. The only
interesting cases are 0 = 0 (forward Euler), 0 = 1/2 (Crank-Nicolson) and 0 = 1
(backward Euler). The first value yields a conditionally stable scheme and the other
two values an unconditionally stable algorithm [Te]. However, due to the implicit nature
of the pressure, the case & — 0 is unconditionally unstable using the u— p formulation. If
the incompressibility constraint is penalized, e being the penalty parameter, the critical
time step Aic will behave as e when e — » 0 (incompressible limit). To see this, one can
argue as follows. Once the pressure is eliminated from the penalized incompressibility
condition and it is substituted in the momentum equations, the effective viscosity that
will multiply some second derivatives of the velocity will be \i + 1/e (see Eqn. (3.22)).
Since Aic will be proportional to the inverse of this viscosity (see Chapter 2), Afc ~ e
for e -> 0.

The Crank-Nicolson algorithm will be useful when the accuracy in time be fun-
damental, since a second order approximation can be expected [HR4J. However, if the
transient evolution is not very important, 0=1 should be preferred, since the resulting
scheme is computationally cheaper (several terms in (4.20) vanish). Also, either if 0 = 1
or 6 = 1/2 is to be employed, the former value is recommended for the first few time
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steps (usually one or two). This was also valid for the transient convection-diffusion
equation discussed in Chapter 2. The explanation we gave there was the difficulty in
reproducing the rapidly oscillating harmonics associated to the series expansion of the
solution of parabolic equations. Now there are two more reasons. The first is that if
0^1, the use of (4.20) necessitates the initial pressure p° for n — 1 and hence problem
(4.19) has to be solved. The other reason is the singularity for í -» 0 that will be
discussed later.

4.4 Space discretization and Streamline Diffusion
operator

The particular version of the SD method we will consider will be based on the idea of
stabilizing the convective term of the Navier-Stokes equations, with the same motivation
as in Chapter 1 for the convection-diffusion problem. The role of stabilizing the pressure
is assigned to the finite element interpolation, that is, the velocity-pressure spaces will
have to be div-stable. It is important to emphasize this fact because this is the main
difference between the formulation presented here and the least-squares techniques, to
which much attention is currently being paid in the literature.

4.4.1 Galerkin approach and finite element spaces

The semidiscrete problem

The finite element approximation we will consider is conforming, both for the
Galerkin approach and adding the SD operator [Hul], that is, the discrete spaces of
test functions and of trial solutions will be linear subspaces of the corresponding spaces
for the continuous problem. We will denote them by Vj,it C Vt and V/,,, C Vt for the
velocity and Qh,t C Qt and Qh,t C Qt for the pressure. They will be constructed from
a finite element partition {fie}, c = 1, ..., Nei, of the spatial domain fi.

The Galerkin semidiscrete problem consists in seeking u/, 6 V},,, and ph 6 Qh,t
such that

c(uh, uhi v/J + a(uh, vh) - b(pH, vh) = l(vh) Vvfc e Vh¿

= 0 V?Äe(?Ä,t (4.23)
= (UO(X),VÄ) Vvh e Vh,t

This problem is nothing but the space-discretized version of the continuous variational
equations (4.14).

Finite element spaces

As in Chapter 3, we will use penalty methods. It is therefore desirable to employ
a discontinuous pressure interpolation, since this allows to eliminate the pressure nodal
unknowns at the element level as already explained. Moreover, the velocity-pressure
pairs will have to satisfy the Babuska-Brezzi stability condition (div-stability).

Some of the elements we have implemented in the computer code with which
the problems of this and the following two chapters have been solved are collected in
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Box 4.1. There, Nnv is the number of nodes of each element with velocity unknowns
(standard ¿7° interpolation) and Ngp the number of pressure nodes within each element
(C~l interpolation). Concerning the schematic for the 2D case, nodes with velocity
unknowns have been represented by a circle and nodes with pressure unknowns by a
triangle.

Box 4.1 Some finite elements with discontinuous pressure

Element N^-N^ (2D/3D) Description Schematic (2D)

QI/PQ 4/8 — 1/1 -Continuous b¡- or tri-linear velocity.

Piecewise constant pressure.

Q^/PQ 8/20 — 1/1 -Serendipid velocity interpolation.

Piecewise constant pressure.

QïlPl 9/27 — 3/4 -Continuous bi- or tri-quadratic velocity.

Piecewise linear pressure.

Pi/Pc 6/10 — 1/1 -Continuous quadratic velocity.

Piecewise constant pressure.

P2 /Pi 7/15 — 3/4 -Continuous quadratic velocity

enriched with bubble functions.

Piecewise linear pressure.

Let us comment now some properties of the elements in Box 4.1 concerning their
convergence for stationary flows. It will be discussed thereafter what happens for the
transient Navier-Stokes equations.

• Element Q!/PO

This is the bilinear (in 2D) or trilinear (in 3D) velocity-constant pressure element
already discussed in Chapter 3. It does not satisfy the BB condition, although there
are ways to stabilize it, as it has already been explained in the previous chapter. There
is a simple way to see that it may work without any particular stabilization procedure.
For simplicity, consider the two-dimensional case. Figure 4.1 shows how a quadratic
triangular element enriched with a node placed at the barycenter of the triangle can
be splitted into three bilinear elements. If we consider a pressure unknown for each
quadrilateral, we see that the velocity and pressure spaces will be isomorphic to those
of the PZ~/PI element discussed thereafter. The velocity-pressure interpolation for this
element satisfies the BB condition. Therefore, the macroelement depicted in Figure 4.1
composed of Qi/Po elements will also be div-stable.

Clearly, the main problem with this approach is the distorsion of the triangular
patch of three quadrilaterals. This patch has to be regular enough (i.e., the angles
sufficiently close to T/3) to ensure that the isoparametric mapping to the parent domain
(usually [-1,1] x [-1,1]) be invertible. See Reference [Ci] for the regularity conditions
that a finite element partition has to satisfy.
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Figure 4.1 A div-stable macroelement composed of Qi/Po elements.

The macroelement of Figure 4.1 is homeomorphic to the macroelement of Le Tallec
& Ruas [TR].

In the three-dimensional case, the Pf /Pi element has to be splitted into four
Qi/Po subelements. Apparently, this connexion between the Pf/Pi and the Qi/Po
elements has never been exploited.

Concerning the convergence properties of the Q\/Po pair, the best we can expect
is an error estimate of the form

||u - iifclU < Ch?-k, \\p - pfcHo < Ch (4.24)

for k = 0,1 in stationary problems, since this is the interpolation error. In Refer-
ence [TR] it is proved that this is true for the Stokes problem using the macroelement
introduced in this paper. In (4.24) and below, u, p denotes the solution of the contin-
uous problem and u/,, ph the solution of the problem discretized in space. Also, it is
understood that the L2 estimate for the pressure holds modulo constants if Fjy = 0.

• Element QÏ/Po

This and the following elements are div-stable (see, e.g., Reference [GR3] for the
proofs). The velocity interpolation uses the serendipid shape functions [Hu2], [ZT] and
there is a single pressure unknown for each element. Its convergence will be driven by
the pressure interpolation. Again, only an estimate of the form (4.24) can be expected.

Although several researchers actually favor the use of this element (cf. [Hu2])
because of its 'robustness', we have found from numerical experiments that it usually
yields overdiffusive results, similar to those of the Qz/Po pair emulated via reduced
integration of the volumetric term (RIP method) presented in Chapter 3. The slightly
higher computational effort needed for the Qz/Pi element is certainly worth affording.

• Element Q2/Pi

For this element, both the velocity and the pressure converge at an optimal rate,

||u - UfcHfc < Ch3-k, \\p - pfcHo < Ch2 (4.25)

for k = 0,1 (see [GR3]).
For the engineering applications, it is not only important to know that the asymp-

totic estimates (4.25) are optimal, but also to know how accurate the element is for
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a given mesh diameter h (loosely speaking, this means how large the constants in
(4.25) are). This knowledge is only acquired by numerical experiments. We have found
the QZ/PI pair an excellent choice for viscous incompressible flow calculations, in ac-
cordance with the results reported in the literature. This element combines several
interesting features: it is quadratic in velocities, it is a quadrilateral and pressures
are discontinuous. Experience shows that quadratic elements in velocities are an equili-
brated compromise between accuracy and complexity (and hence, cost) [Gu]. Moreover,
one can hardly expect more regularity for the continuous solution u and p than the one
needed for obtaining (4.25), that is u e H3(fì)N-d, p € H2(fl) for í € (O, T). On the
other hand, quadrilateral elements are known to be more accurate, for a fixed A, than
triangular ones, especially for structured meshes. Finally, elements with discontinuous
pressures are superior to continuous pressure elements in capturing the details of the
flow, especially in recirculation zones and boundary layers. A vast amount of numerical
experiments support these facts.

Concerning the implementation of piecewise linear pressures, two options are pos-
sible. If s = (ai, 32»53) (in 3D) are the coordinates of the parent domain of the el-
ements, the first choice is to place N,j + 1 = 4 nodes within the elements, with co-
ordinates Sj, j = 1,2,3,4, and construct shape functions NÌ(S}, i = 1,2,3,4, such
that Ni(sj) = 6ij (the Kronecker symbol) for i,j = 1,2,3,4. Then, if the pressure is
interpolated as p(s) = £¿=1 JV,-(s)p,-, the coefficients pi, i = 1,2,3,4, have the mean-
ing of being the nodal values of the pressure. A simpler option is to interpolate p as
p(s) = po + Sipi + 32P2 + ¿3?3- Now, po is the value of the pressure for a\ = »2 = 33 = 0
and pi,p2 and pa are its first derivatives. In our computations, we have found no
difference in the numerical results using both approaches.

The QÏ/PI element for the 3D case is represented in Figure 4.2. The pressure
nodes are located at the vertices of a tetrahedron placed in the interior of the brick
with the velocity nodes.

Figure 4.2 Three-dimensional Q2/Pi element.

• Element P2/P0

This element suffers from the same problems that the Q^/Po element, perhaps
to a lesser extend. Although the velocity is quadratic, the fact that the pressure is
piecewise constant controls the error of the approximation. Only the estimate (4.24)
can be obtained.
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• Element P2
+/Pi

This element is sometimes referred to as the Crouzieux-Raviart pair [CR]. The
triangular quadratic element in velocities is enriched with bubble functions. For the 2D
case, a single node is added at the barycenter of the element, whereas for the 3D case
nodes have to be added also on the faces of the tetrahedron. The pressure is piecewise
linear and discontinuous. The same remarks as for the Qt/Pi element regarding the
implementation of the pressure interpolation apply. The 3D Pf/Pi element is shown
in Figure 4.3.

A B A

Figure 4.3 Three-dimensional Pf /P\ element.

This element also converges at an optimal rate, i.e., estimates (4.25) hold true.

Although we prefer the Qi/Pi element for simple geometries, triangular elements
have the important attribute that automatic mesh generation and thus adaptivity are
easier to implement using triangles, since they are well suited for designing unstructured
meshes. Therefore, the P£¡P\ pair should be considered as a good alternative to the
QÍ/PI element in complicated geometries or when adaptive procedures have to be used
to obtain an error below a prescribed threshold in the computation.

For two-dimensional problems, there is a heuristic index that gives an idea of the
accuracy of the element and of how can it reproduce the incompressibility constraint.
It is the so called constraint ratio, that is the number of velocity unknowns over the
number of pressure unknowns in the asymptotic limit h -» 0 [Hu2], For the Pf/Pi
element it is 2, thus reproducing what happens in the continuous problem. In this
sense, 2 is the optimal value. For the Qi¡P\ it is 8/3, showing that this element is
somehow underconstraint.

Fully discrete problem

When the generalized trapezoidal rule is applied to problem (4.23) one is led to
the following algorithm:
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For n = 1, 2, ..., N, given u^x) and pj~l(x) find u£(x) and p^x) such thai

/»¿K - »C1. Vfc) + *«,<, Vfc) + (1 - oMuïTVr1, Vfc)

+0a(u£,Vfc) + (1 - fyiK-'.Vfc) (4.26)

, Vfc) - (1 - 0Wi>rX. Vfc) = 0/n(vfc) + (1 - o)/n-X(vfc)

where N is the number of time steps of size Ai in which the interval [0, T] has been
divided. Clearly, we could also have started from (4.20) and discretize this problem
in space using the Galerkin method. The following diagram shows how the different
problems are related:

Space discret.
Eqn. (4.14) - > Eqn. (4.23)

I Time discret. I Time discret.

Space discret.
Eqn. (4.20) - » Eqn. (4.26)

This is a commutative diagram.

Convergence results

Our purpose now is to quote some of the results obtained by Heywood & Ran-
nacher [HR1-4] for the semidiscrete problem (4.23) and for the fully discrete problem
(4.26) in the case IV = 0, i.e., when the velocity is prescribed on the whole boundary
F (see also [BR] for a similar analysis). For (4.26), 0 = 1/2 is considered. In fact, in the
above quoted references the trapezoidal rule is implemented using the discrete version
of (4.22). For the reasons explained earlier, we believe that these results will also hold
for (4.26).

Consider first the semidiscrete problem (4.23) and assume that the finite element
spaces satisfy the following interpolation properties:

, \\(p - ¿ïfc)(í)||o < C'A—1 (4.27)

where ü/, and ph are the finite element interpolants for the velocity and the pressure,
respectively, m Ç {2, 3, 4, 5} and C is a constant independent of í. Then, for the solution
Ufc(x,i), ph(x,t] of problem (4.23) the following error bounds can be proved [HR2]:

||(u - UfcKOHo < £i(*)fcm, ||(P - PfcXOHo < E2(t)h
m-1 ' (4.28)

where the error constants Ei(t) and E¡(t) become singular when í -* 0+. If UQ(X) =
u(x, 0) on F and V • uo = 0, it can be shown that

||u(i)||« + ||ftu(i)||m-a < Ktl~m'\ as t -» 0+ (4.29)

where A" is a constant independent of t. A similar 'smoothing estimate* is found for
parabolic equations [LR]. Since the function E\(t) involves ||u||m, it will behave as
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¿i-m/2 for i _> Q+ A similar bound can be proved for Ei(t). Roughly speaking, Ei(t)
and Eì(t) will behave as follows:

Ei(t) ~ f1'"12, E2(t) ~ í 1 2-">2 ) a s f -»0+ (4.30)

For the particular case m = 3, the function £i(f) can be bounded above by a con-
stant independent oft if the data f , UQ(X) and u(x, t) satisfy the following compatibility
condition:

There exists p0 G Hl(Sl)/n such that

Apo = V • [f - (uo • V)uo] in ÎÎ (4.31)

Vpo = p[f - («o • V)uo - ötü] + ¿lAuo on T

This an overdeterrnined Neumann problem, with boundary conditions on Vj>o and not
only on dp0/dn. If (4.31) holds true, then ||u(i)||3 < oo and ||otu(i)||i < co for all
t 6 (Q, T) and therefore Ei(t) < E Vi 6 (O, T), with E < oo independent of í.

The main conclusion of these results for someone interested in computational
aspects is that for t small it is not possible in general to achieve the accuracy that the
finite element interpolation might provide. For m = 3, i.e., when elements quadratic in
velocities are used, both Ei(t) — > oo and Ez(t) — > oo as í — » 0+. The best one can hope
for is one degree of convergence less, i.e., m = 2. In this case, E\(t) remains bounded
for t — * 0+, but still E<i(t) — > oo. These facts give another convincing argument for
choosing a dissipative time stepping algorithm for the first few time steps. Using the
generalized trapezoidal rule, 0 = 1 is a wise option.

Estimates (4.28) are local, i.e., they hold for sufficiently small t. Similarly to what
happens for the continuous problem, E\(t) and E2(t) grow exponentially in time if
N,j = 3. Nevertheless, if the solution of the continuous problem is stable, one can hope
that upper bounds for Ei(t) and E¡(t) exist as t — » co. Results concerning these facts
are proved in [HR2] and [HR3].

Let us go now to the fully discrete problem (4.26). In Reference [HR4] the following
estimates are derived for the Crank-Nicolson scheme:

IK - ugnilo < fi(í")Aí2, M - pH(tn)\\o < Fa(í")Aí (4.32)

In general situations, the functions Fi(t) and ̂ (0 behave as follows:

F!(t)~t-1, F2(*)~r3/2, a s f - » 0 + (4.33)

But an upper bound for -Fi(i) and FÌ(Ì) is obtained if ||<9t
2
tu(i)||0 < oo, and this holds

if the compatibility condition (4.31) does.
If the continuous solution u is exponentially stable [Jos], [Ge], then (4.32) are also

valid as global estimates in time, that is, the functions F\(t) and ^(t) are bounded
above as t — * oo. But this is only true if the time step size is such that

Ai < Ch32 (4.34)

for 6 = 1/2. Restriction (4.34) is not needed if the Crank-Nicolson scheme is combined
with the implicit Euler method in the way explained in Reference [HR4]. In any case,
this analysis shows that the exponential stability of the continuous problem implies
exponential stability of its discrete counterpart. A comforting result, actually.
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4.4.2 Streamline Diffusion operator

The Galerkin aproach discussed so far has a hidden difficulty not apparent in the error
estimates (4.24), (4.25) and (4.28): the stability constants are proportional to the
Reynolds number of the problem, Re. Therefore, for Re~l < A, these estimates are
misleading, they are not as optimal as they appear at first glance.

As for the convection-diffusion equation, the suboptimal rate of convergence of
the Galerkin approach is not only reflected by a more or less small loss of accuracy,
but it is found in practice that important numerical oscillations occur. The parameter
that now plays the role of the Péclet number is the cell (or element) Reynolds number,
already introduced in Chapter 3:

(*»)•:=,!££ (4.35)

Linear elements are expected to yield oscillatory results for (Re)e > 1 and quadratic
elements for (Re)e > 2.

The use of upwind techniques is absolutely necessary for convection-diffusion prob-
lems. However, this is often questioned for the Navier-Stokes equations and in fact these
methods (as a family) are blamed to be inaccurate in some well known text books [CSS],
[Gu]. We firmly believe that they are also necessary in this case. The problem is that
high Reynolds numbers are associated to complex flow features, such as small recir-
culation zones, boundary layers, flow detachment, periodic oscillating flow patterns,
instabilities and, finally, turbulence. There is no way to capture all these flow details
but using small element sizes and therefore small cell Reynolds numbers.

Semidiscrete problem

Let us start considering problem (4.23). In order to stabilize the convective term
c(u/i,u/,, v;,), the same procedure as for the convection-diffusion equation will be ap-
plied. The test function v^ will be perturbed by adding a term only affecting the
element interiors. This term will be proportional to the convection operator applied to
the test function.

The variational problem to be solved is the following: Find u/,(x,f) 6 V/,,, and
, t) 6 Qh.t such that

4- c(uhluh, v,,) + a(u/,,Vfc) - b(ph,vh)

= l(vh) Vvh e Vh,t

where <Se(uj,,ph; v&) is the nonlinear functional

S°(uh,Ph;vh) := f Ç(uh,vh)-[M(uh,Ph)-pf}dil (4.37)
Jne

The perturbation Ç of the test function is defined as

:= Te(uh • V)vfc (4.38)
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where T" is the intrinsic time to be specified later. In (4.37), the Navier-Stokes operator

V)uh] - /*Auh + Vpfc (4.39)
s

Remarks 4.1
(1) We have employed the simplified version ¿lAufc instead of 2/zV • e(ufc) for the

viscous term. Observe that second derivatives of the shape functions will be
needed for calculating this term. The main problem with this simplification will be
found in the case of nonconstant viscosities. Implicitly, in (4.37) it is assumed that
the viscosity is constant for each element. In practice, this situation will be rarely
found: fluids with variable viscosity usually flow at a very low Reynolds numbers,
in which case adding the SD operator to the Galer kin equations is unnecessary.

(2) The functional «Se(uf,,p/»; v/J, defined on V/,,, x Qh,t x V/»,t, is linear in the last two
arguments, but highly nonlinear in the first. Besides the quadratic dependence on
u/, of Af(uh,ph) and the linear dependence of the term (u/, • V)v/,, the intrinsic
time Te will be a function of |UH| and the cell Reynolds number (Re)* given by
(4.35).

(3) The perturbation C(uj,, v>») will te in practice calculated not with a variable veloc-
ity u/,(x, í), but with a characteristic value for each element, ue(f ), usually taken
as the mean velocity in the element. p

The definition of the SD method (4.36) has the important drawback that it is
not clear how to discretize it in time. Once the spatial discretization has been done, a
system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations of the form

is found, with Fi(x,x,t) coming from the SD term and FI(Z,Í) from the Galerkin
terms.

Fully discrete problem

The conceptual problem found above is due to the fact that we are mixing a vari-
ational method for the spatial discretization and a finite difference method to discretize
in time. In order to have a problem where only the space has to be discretized, we may
assume given the time discretization (problem (4.20)) and then to discretize in space.
Following this approach, a SD term will have to be added to the Galerkin equations
(4.26), and not to (4.23). The residual method we will end up with is the following:

For n = 1,2, ...,N, given v£~l(x) andp^^x) And u£(x) and p£(x) such that

£, vh) - (1 - 0)b(pn
h~\ vh)

(4.40)

essi

where «Sn'e(u/,,pj,; v/») is defined as

Sn-'(nh,Ph-t VH) := / CK, vh) • (W(uh,Ph) - pÇJdíl (4.41)
Jn*
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Here, £ is again given by (4.38) (but evaluated with ujj) and

') W* • VX~1 (4.42)

- MI - fljAuj;-1 + flvps + (i -

Remarks 4.2
(1) Observe that the perturbation C given by (4.38) has to be calculated using the

velocity u£, since what is pretended using (4.40) is to balance the convective term
pO(u% • V)u£ with the viscous term 2/ioV • e(u£) (written in weak form).

(2) Clearly, (4.40) is a residual method, i.e., the continuous functions in the space
variable un(x) and p"(x) solution of problem (4.20) satisfy (4.40) for all n.

(3) The following diagram represents the relation between the semidiscrete and the
fully discrete problems using the Galerkin approach and adding the SD operator.
Problem (4.40) is not obtained from (4.36) using the generalized trapezoidal rule
for the time discretization in its standard form. rj

SD operator
Eqn. (4.23) - > Eqn. (4.36)

Time discret.

SD operator
Eqn. (4.26) - > Eqn. (4.40)

The SD method we will consider in all what follows is (4.40). It only remains to
apply the ideas of Chapter 1 to compute the intrinsic time re.

Definition of the intrinsic time

The parameter re will be calculated for each element using the results of Chapter
1, collected in Section 1.6. The only remarkable aspect is that for quadractic elements
a single upwind function will be used (see Box 1.1). Moreover, both for linear and
quadratic elements, the upwind functions will be approximated by their asymptotic
expressions. Prom the numerical results of Chapter 1 it was concluded that this pro-
cedure results in a certain loss of accuracy, but the numerical implementation is much
easier and cheaper. In particular, the calculations to be carried out are exactly the
same for linear and for quadratic elements.

The steps to be followed to compute re for element e, e = I, ...,Nei, are:

• Compute ue as the mean velocity over the element.
• Compute UQ = J~1ue, where J is the Jacobian matrix of the isoparametric map-

ping to the parent domain evaluated at the center of gravity of the element (as-
sumed to be the point with velocity ue).

• Compute the characteristic length as (formula (1.118)):

The values ho = 2 and A0 = 0.7 are recommended for the standard parent domains
[ZT] of quadrilaterals and triangles, respectively.
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• Calculate the cell Reynolds number (Re)e given by (4.35) using the values just
obtained.

• Set the upwind function equal to

a" = ÜQ nun

where ao = 1 for linear elements and ao = 1/2 for quadratics.
• Finally, compute

Some remarks about least-squares techniques

The SD method described above is close to the original SUPG technique of Brooks
& Hughes [BH] and used by many authors. Reference [ADP] is sometimes considered
as the first to make a systematic use of this formulation.

Already before the first paper of Hughes et al. [HFB] about the Galerkin/least-
squares method, Johnson & S arañen proposed in Reference [JS] a velocity-pressure
formulation for the Navier-Stokes equations introducing a perturbation of the test fun-
tions of the form

VflJ (4.44)

i.e., including the gradient of the pressure test function (see also [Joh]). Although the
method was not analyzed in the quoted reference, the analysis of Hughes et al. for
the Stokes problem revealed that this was the key for circumventing the BB condition.
The least-squares techniques followed as a natural consequence of these results (see the
references of Chapter 3), both for the Stokes problem and the Navier-Stokes equations.
Several partial results concerning the convergence of this method are already available
[HS], [TLuj. _

A very interesting fact is that sometimes the introduction of Vg/, in (4.44) is
equivalent to a mixed velocity-pressure formulation using div-stable interpolations. In
particular, Bank & Welfert [BW] proved that this is indeed the case for the Stokes
problem if the minielement of Arnold et al. [ABF] is used for the Galerkin approach
and the linear simplicial element is used for the least-squares formulation. Of course
the finite element interpolation is simpler in the latter case, but the construction and
assembly of the element matrices is more complicated. It is not known which method
is finally more efficient. Probably, this will depend on the problem. The use of mixed
interpolations to stabilize the pressure has the important advantage that discontinuous
pressure spaces are easily accomodated and therefore penalty methods fit nicely in this
approach.

Let us finally mention other approaches to least-squares methods such as methods
based on other variables [HG], [JS] or the interpretation of the least-squares procedure
using certain time stepping algorithms [Sa], [Zi]. For another upwind technique different
from the SD method and fully analyzed, see [GR2].
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4.5 Linearized equations and penalty methods

4.5.1 Linearization of the convective term and the Streamline Diffusion
operator

The algorithm we will use for the computations is (4.40). It only remains to describe
how is it linearized in order to implement it in a computer code.

There are two sources of nonlinearity: the convective term and the SD operator.
The first has a quadratic dependence on the velocity u£. We will consider the two
iterative methods analyzed in Chapter 3 in the context of iterative penalization, namely,
the Picard and the Newton-Raphson algorithms. Both methods may be written in the
same unified expression. Assume that the velocity at time step n and iteration i — 1
(i > 1) is known. This velocity will be denoted by u ^ ' ~ . Then, the convective term
evaluated at u^ *' will be approximated by:

+ ,
(' ]

For ß = 0 this is the Picard approximation and for ß = 1 the Newton-Raphson method.
If Su := u^ *' — u£ ~ ', the linearization error in the first case is 0(||£u||i) and in the
second case it is O(||5u||j).

The convective term in the Navier-Stokes operator J\f£ given by (4.42) will be
linearized in a similar way:

Concerning the perturbation of the test function (4.38) that defines the SD
method, the velocity with which it is calculated should only affect the accuracy of
the numerical method, not the convergence of the iterative procedure. In other words,
this source of nonlinearity appears only because the accuracy will be improved evaluat-
ing C with u£, one of the unknowns of the problem. In order to simplify the calculations
per iteration, £ has been calculated using the velocity of the previous iteration, u£'''~ .
This leads to the following linearized expression of the SD operator:

- pff]
J

(4.47)
> e

where

, v.) : = P O C « - ur1) + ̂ (u^-1' - VK'W

*-» *-« (4

is the linearized expression for the Navier-Stokes operator at time step number n and
iteration number i.
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Remarks 4.3
(1) The fact that £ is evaluated with uj*1''"1' could hinder to achieve quadratic con-

vergence of the Newton-Raphson scheme. Numerical experiments indicate that
this happens sometimes, but in general the difference in the test functions from
one iteration to another keeps the quadratic rate of convergence.

(2) The values at time step n — 1 are considered converged. This is why no iteration
superscript has been introduced for them.

(3) In practice, the initial guess for each time step has been taken as the converged
unknown from the previous step, that is,

i#(0) = „r1 (4.49)

(4) In Chapter 3 it has already been said that the Picard scheme converges for
the steady-state problem whenever condition (3.12) holds and that the Newton-
Raphson algorithm is convergent if the initial guess is close enough to the final
solution. For transient problems condition (3.12) does not make sense: the solu-
tion is unique for both the continuous and the discrete problems in 2D. For 3D
problems, a unique solution also exists for the discrete problem (it is not known
whether this is true or not in the continuum). This can be proved using a discrete
Gronwall inequality as in References [GR1], [JS] (the stability of this discrete so-
lution is another matter). The only requirement is that the time step size Ai
be sufficiently small. This provides a natural way for obtaining stable station-
ary solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations, whenever they exist: to advance in
time until the steady-state is reached. This avoids the need for using continuation
techniques for the stationary equations. The situation in completely different in
solid mechanics, where the differential equations of motion involve second time
derivatives.

4.5.2 Penalty methods

Similarly to what was done for the stationary equations, the incompressibility constraint
in problem (4.40) will be penalized. In view of the results of Chapter 3, the iterative
penalization is considered as a way to satisfy this condition. Once again, the iterations
due to the nonlinearity of the problem and the penalization will be dealt with in a
single iterative loop.

From the algorithmic standpoint, it is possible to place three different penalty
methods within the same coding structure. For that, consider that the incompressibility
condition in (4.40) is replaced by the penalized equation

<(Pr(i), ft) + *(ft. <li(°) = «ÍP*. ft) (4.50)

for all qh € Qh,t- The superscript e has been added to indicate that the solution comes
from a penalized problem. According to the pressure j>£ to be introduced in (4.50) we
obtain the following penalty methods:

• p"h = 0: Classical penalty method

This approach should be viewed as a perturbation of the initial problem. The
incompressibility constraint will be satisfied up to an error of order e that will not
improve as the iterative procedure goes on.
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* p' = pjj"1: Artificial compressibility

From (4.50) we will have that

This is the discrete version of the continuous equation

— 0 t p + V - u = 0, in í ïx(0,T)
cz

provided that the backward Euler scheme is used to discretize in time and e is taken as

e = l/c2Aí

the constant c being the speed of sound of a slightly compressible fluid. Thus, setting
p'h = p£~a a particular version of the artificial compressibility method of Chorin [Ch] is
obtained. Clearly, if the steady-state is reached, dp/dt -» 0 as t —> co andp£— p£-1 —> 0

as n —» oo for the discrete problem. Therefore, 6(gfc,u£'€* ) —» 0 as n —* co. But when
we are far from the steady-state or it simply does not exist, an error of order e will
again remain for the incompressibility constraint.

• p"h = p£ ~ : Iterative penalization

This method is the extension of the one analyzed in the previous chapter for the
stationary equations to the transient problem. For each time step n, the incompress-
ibility condition is expected to be iteratively approximated. Although the convergence
analysis of this method has not been attempted, numerical experiments show that
the norm of the discrete divergence of the velocity field in fact decreases similarly to
what was observed for the stationary problem. Some of these numerical results will be
presented in Section 4.8.

4.5.3 Fully discrete and linearized algorithm

The final problem will be (4.40) with the approximations (4.45), (4.46) and (4.47) for
the linearization of the nonlinear terms and (4.50) for the penalty method to be used.
In the equations below, we assume that the iterative penalization is employed, that is,
the pressure p£ is set equal to p£ ~ . It is understood that the other possibilities
described earlier can be also considered.

The perturbation of the test funtion for the SD term is computed using the char-
acteristic element velocity ue, computed as the mean value of the velocity u£ ~ ' over
element e. The calculation of the intrinsic time re has already been described in detail.

Concerning the way convergence is checked, we have used the following criterion:

where TOL is a given tolerance and || • ||x,« denotes the discrete Lq norm. A selected
choice for q controls the convergence, although the norms for q = 1, q = 2 and q = co
(i.e., maximum norm) are always computed. There is also a check to decide whether
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the steady-state has been reached or not. Since the difference between u£ and u£-1

will be of order Ai, the stationarity criterion that has been chosen is

IK - urxllL« £ TOL Ai IKIU« (4-53)
All the terms that are known for a given iteration within a time step have been

written in the right-hand-side of the equations. These equations are

• Momentum equation:

PK*0, vfc) + e*tc(

«'i(<), vh) -

<(u< • V)v„]

= vh + / » , v h (454)

- (1 - flJAícíujr'.uj»-1, v*) +

- (1 - ffJAíaíuJ-1, vh) + (1 -
^Vel .

E yne i
re(ue •

+p0Aí/3(U;;·e(í-1) • VJu^1''^ + /i(l - OJAiAu^-1 - (1 -

+ (l -

+

• Penalized íncompressib/JJty equation:

t)\ / n,€Í¿— 1) \ / . »«.\
) = e(Ph • ifc) (4-55)

4.6 Matrix formulation

The different problems considered so far will be written now in matrix form. This will
allow us to present the basic flow chart of the algorithm implemented in a computer
code that collects the numerical techniques that have been discussed in this chapter.

Let us introduce the vector
s := T'U' (4.56)

defined for each element e with characteristic velocity ue and intrinsic time r", com-
puted as described earlier. If s is calculated using the velocity obtained for the i-th
iteration of the n-th time step, we will indicate it by sn'*.

Once the finite element interpolation has been chosen, every element of the spaces
of test functions and of trial solutions will be represented by a vector containing the
nodal values of this element. This vector will be denoted by the boldface capital
letter corresponding to the lower case function. For example, V will be the vector of
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nodal values of a generic velocity test function and U the vector of nodal values of the
unknown velocity. Superscripts will be used to indicate the time step and the iteration
counter.

The définitions of the matrices that will be needed are collected in Box 4.2. The
L2 inner product in the pressure space has been denoted by (•, -)q and in the velocity
space by (-,-)v-

Box 4.2 Matrix form of the discrete equations

Matrix version Terms from where it comes
JV.I .

Vr - M„,, • U p(ufc, vfc)v + V / [(s

Vr - Kc,,(Ua) . U2 c(uM,ufc|2,vfc) + V [(. . V)vh] • [p(uM • V)uM]dii
tZÍJn*
tf.i ,

Vr - K;,(UO • U2 C(UM,UM, v*) + V / [(s • V)vk]
^íy°e

î .

Vr - Kd., • U a(ufc, VA) + V / [(s - V)vh] • (-/
^i^0'
^«« ,.

Vr G, P 6(ph, vfc) - Y, / Ks

Having introduced all these matrices and vectors, some of the problems considered
heretofore can be written as follows:

• Problem (4-23), semidiscrete Galerkin:

Find U = U(í) and P = P(t) such that, for t 6 (0,T),

MU|o • £v + Ke,o(U) • U + K¿,o • U - Go • P = F„.0

GT • U = O í4'57)
Mu>o • U(0) = U0

where UQ comes from the right-hand-side in the initial condition of problem (4.23).

Neither in (4.57) nor in what follows Dirichlet boundary conditions have been
introduced. They will lead to a force term in the discrete continuity equation. Subscript
naught in Eqns. (4.57) indicates that the matrices are calculated with 8 = 0.
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• Problem (4-26), fully discrete Galerkin:

For n = 1,2, ...,#, given U""1 and Pn~x, And Un and Pn, approximations to U(tn)
and P(in), such that

M^o • Un + 0AfKCt0(Un) • Un + OAtKd.0 • U" - 0AtG0 • P
n

= 0AfF?>0 + (1 - OjAíF^Ò1 + M„,o • U""1

- (l - OjAíKc.oíU"-1) • U""1 - (1 - 0)AíK¿,0 • U"'1 (4.58)

+ (1 - 0)A*G0 • P"'1

G l • Un = O

• Problem (4-40), fully discrete SD method:

For n = 1,2,..., N, given Un-1 and P""1, find Un and P", approximations to U(ín)
and P(ín), such that

Mv,,n - Un + 0AfKc,,»(Un) • Un + OAtKa,,» • Un - 0AfG.n • P"

= 0AtF£.» + (1 - 0)AíF£j + Mv>ín . U""1

- (l - OjAíK^ÍU"-1) • U"'1 - (1 - 0)AíKdi.« • U"-1 (4.59)

+ (l-o)AíG ín -P"'1

G J • Un = O

• Problem (4.54)-(4-55), fully discrete and linearized SD method:

For n = 1,2,..., N, given U"-1 and P""1, find Un and Pn, approximations to U(in)
and P(in), as the converged solutions of the following iterative algorithm:

0AÍ/3K* ̂ -»(U"1^-1)) • Uni<W

Unit(1') - OAíGan.¿-, • ?"•*(*)

l - ö A t F M.,̂ .. - U"'1

n-1 • "'1- (1 - 6)&tKCt.n,i-i(V
n-1) • U

- (1 - OJAtK^n.i-í • U""1 + (1 - 0)A<G,»,i-i • P"-1

nit('') + Gj • Un-*W = cMpP"-'^-1)

We are now in a position to present the basic flow chart of the algorithm to be
implemented on the computer. This has been schematically represented in Box 4.3,
where the following integers have been introduced: neu is the number of time steps in
which the Euler scheme (9 = 1) is to be used and ¿^ is the number of iterations to be
carried out using the Picard scheme (ß = 0). For At small enough, ipi may be set to
zero, since the solution of the previous time step will be a good initial guess for the
solution of the current step and the Newton-Raphson method (ß = 1) will converge.

For steady flow calculations, the convergence tolerance within each time step may
be larger than the tolerance to check if the steady-state has been reached, in order to
perform only one iteration per time step.
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In Box 4.3 we have taken into account the fact that the pressure is discontinuous
between elements. This allows to eliminate the pressure in the momentum equation as
explained in Chapter 3. Expressions (3.48)-(3.50) have been used for the problem now
considered to form the element matrices of the final algebraic system.

Box 4.3 Algorithm for the transient Navier-Stokes equations

• Set the initial condition U° and P° = 0
• n := 0
• WHILE n < N and (non-stationary) DO:

• n «— n+ 1
• IF n < netl then 0 = 1

ELSE select 0, 0 > 1/2
• « := 0
• Set Un'e(°) = U""1 and P"-^0) = P"-1

• WHILE (not converged) DO:
• ¿ *- i + l
• IF i < ipi then ß = O

ELSE ß = l
• IF (classical penalization) then P* = 0

ELSE if (artificial compressibility) then P* = Pn-1

ELSE if (iterative penalization) then P* = Pn.«(«'-i)
• For each element, compute s"1*"1 and

AM: = M« -

_t

BW : =

- (l -

+ (l - OJAíGW.^p«.»-! + flAíGja_1 pW,-

• Assemble AW and ßW and solve AUn'€W = B
• Compute Pn-€W = PA - lM-1G^Un·í(i)
. IF ||U».«W - UMi-i)||£t < TOL\\Un*M\\Vi then (converged)

END while /'noi converged)
• Un *- Ure'«(')
• Pn <— Pn'e(0
• IF ||U" - U"-1!!̂  < TO L Ai ||Un||Lî then (stationary)

END while n < N and (non-stationary)
END
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4.7 Computing secondary variables

Once the velocity and pressure Eire calculated, one may be interested in other physical
unknowns of the problem. Moreover, for visualizing the flow it is interesting to obtain
a continuous pressure field and, for two dimensional flows, the streamfunction. Here
we will describe some numerical procedures to obtain nodal values of the pressure,
the vorticity and the physical properties of the fluid whenever they be variable. An
algorithm to compute the streamfunction will also be described.

4.7.1 Least-squares smoothing

In the numerical procedure described in the preceeding sections, the pressure nodal
values are located within each element. Also, when the physical properties of the fluid
are variable (Chapters 5 and 6) they have to be stored at the integration points in
order to perform the numerical quadrature. All these scalar fields will be discontinuous
across interelement boundaries. For plotting purposes, it is interesting to obtain a
continuous function that approximates a discontinuous one. Here, the least-squares
technique employed in our calculations will be briefly described.

Let 4>c be a computed function, discontinuous across elements. A continuous
function <j>, is then calculated by minimizing:

<t>c-<t>.fdfl (4.61)

The function <j>, is interpolated like the components of the velocity field. If Ntp is the
total number of nodal points of the mesh, N^ denotes the shape function associated to
node i and <f>, is the nodal value of <f>, at this point, the minimization of the functional
(4.61) leads to the system:

Mc* = R (4.62)

where the components of the matrix Mc and the vectors $ and R are:

Mfj = f N^N^dSÎ, i J = l, ..., Ntp (4.63)
./n

tftp (4.64)

A,- = N f a d f i , i = i, ..., íftp (4.65)
Jn

This smoothing technique is standard [Hu2], [ZT]. In order to avoid the solution
of the system (4.62), it is usual to approximate the matrix Mc by a diagonal matrix
M'. This matrix can be obtained either by the row-sum lumping technique or by using
a nodal quadrature rule to evaluate the integrals in (4.63) and (4.65). In this case, the
quadrature points are placed on the nodes of the element and the shape functions are
assumed to be such that

NM(xj) = Su (4.66)

when evaluated at the j'-th node of the finite element mesh, with coordinates xy. An
estimate of how well fi, approximates <j>c can be easily obtained using standard results
from interpolation theory and numerical quadrature theory [SF].
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4.7.2 Nodal quadrature rules

We present in Box 4.4 some nodal quadrature rules for the most common finite elements
used in practice. Some of these rules are well known (rules 1-3, 6-11, 17 in Box 4.4).
Our interest in obtaining the others is not their accuracy but the fact that they allow to
approximate the matrix Mc in Eqn. (4.62) by a diagonal matrix, as explained above.

In Box 4.4, Rn indicates the rule number and N^, the number of nodes of the
element. This is followed by a schematic description of the element that has to be
precised. For both 2D and 3D elements, the bubble function is associated with a node
placed at the center of the element. It is understood that the original shape functions
(without the addition of the new node) have to be modified in order to have zero value at
the center. Otherwise, the nodal unknown at this point would not have the meaning of
being the value of the interpolated function and the matrix Mc would not be diagonal,
since condition (4.66) would not hold. For the element considered in rule number
15, bubble functions are also added in the center of the faces of the element. Elements
corresponding to rules number 1, 2, 5 and 6 are triangular, tetrahedral for rules number
9, 10, 13 and 14, quadrilateral for rules number 3, 4, 7 and 8 and hexahedral for rules
number 11, 12,15 and 16.

The quadrature rule is defined by the weights of the nodes. All the nodes placed
at the corners of the element have the same weight, as well as the nodes placed in the
middle of the edges and in the center of the faces (in 3D elements). The values given
have been normalized in such a way that their sum is 1. In the final entry of Box 4.4,
the accuracy of the quadrature rule is given by the polynomial that can be exactly
integrated. The set of polynomials of degree n is denoted by Pn, whereas Qn denotes
the set of tensor-product polynomials of degree n in each Cartesian direction x, y, z.

All the rules except rule number 5 are the best that can be obtained with the
given number of quadrature points. In fact, for the 2D quadratic (simplicial) element,
a second order quadrature rule is obtained if the weights are taken as 0 for the corner
nodes and | for the mid-side nodes. However, this rule yields a matrix M', approxima-
tion of Mc, with some zero diagonal values (those corresponding to the corner nodes).
The weights given for rule number 5 have been obtained splitting the triangle into
four subtriangles and applying rule number 1. It is interesting to remark that if the
Richardson extrapolation is applied to rules number 1 and 5, the mentioned second
order rule is recovered.

In general, these quadrature rules cannot be used for the numerical integration
of the matrices of the discrete Navier-Stokes equations, since their accuracy is not
enough to preserve the order of convergence of the finite element discretization. Open
quadrature rules have to be employed in these cases, i.e., with the nodes placed in
the interior of the elements. The product Gauss-Legendre rule is the common option
for quadrilateral and hexahedral elements. Open quadrature rules for triangles can be
found in Reference [LG] and for tetrahedra in Reference [GeH].

4.7.3 Pressure, vorticîty and physical properties smoothing

The least-squares technique combined with the nodal quadrature rules to compute the
integrals will be applied now to approximate several discontinuous fields by continuous
functions. The number of integration points used for the calculation of the element
matrices of the Navier-Stokes equations will be denoted by Ngp. A point in the parent
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domain fio will be indicated by £.

Box 4.4 Nodal quadrature rules for linear and quadratic elements

Two-dimensional elements

An

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Nno Description Weights Polynomial

Comen Edges Center
3 Linear 1/3
4 Linear + bubble 1/12 3/4

4 Bilinear 1/4
5 Bilinear + bubble 1/12 2/3

6 Quadratic 1/12 1/4

7 Quad. + bubble 1/20 2/15 9/20

8 Serendipid -1/12 1/3

9 Biquadratic 1/36 1/9 4/9

Pi

P2

Qi
P2
Pi
P3
P2
<?3

Three-dimensional elements

An

9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

Nno

4
5
8
9
10
11

15
20
27

Description Weights

Corners Edges Faces Center

Linear 1/4

Linear + bubble 1/20 4/5

Irilinear 1/8

Trilinear + bubble 1/24 2/3

Quadratic -1/120 1/5

Quad. + bubble 1/160 1/15 8/15

Quad. 4- bubble

+ face bubble. 17/840 4/105 27/280 32/105
Serendipid -1/8 1/6

Triquadratic 1/216 1/54 2/27 8/27

Polynomial

P3

xj«

Pi
P2
Qi
P2
P2
Pa

and terms

z.Vz.xyz3

P2

Qz

Since all the matrices and vectors are obtained from the assembly of their element
contributions, we will only concentrate on these elemental expressions.

The Gramm matrix appearing in Eqn. (4.62) can be approximated in all the cases
by the diagonal matrix resulting from the nodal quadrature rule. The right-hand-side
term in this equation, R, can be computed either using this nodal rule or the same
numerical integration employed for the Navier-Stokes equations. For the smoothing of
the pressure and the vorticity, both options are equally easy to implement. However,
when the physical properties of the fluid are considered, we will see that the second
procedure is much easier than the former.
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Let J(£) be the Jacobian determinant of the isoparametric mapping and wki k —
1, ..., NW the weights given in Box 4.4 multiplied by meas(00)- The components of the
element contributions to the matrix Mc and the approximated matrix M' are:

= í tf <··Í
J(i'

tei (4.67)
Nno

(no sum)

Let Np3' be the pressure shape function associated to the j-th node of element
e and p(e J) the corresponding pressure nodal value. The components of the force term
R for the pressure smoothing approximated by the nodal quadrature rule will be

(4'68)

It is observed from (4.68) that all the shape functions (those associated to the continu-
ous approximation and the discontinuous pressure interpolation) and their derivatives
have to be evaluated at the nodes of the elements.

The smoothing of the vorticityw/, := Vxu/, can be performed in a similar way. For
two dimensional flows, this vector has only one non-zero component, 0*3 = diu2 — #2^1»
the subscripts referring to the Cartesian coordinates now denoted z,-, t = 1,2,3. For
simplicity, assume that N,¿ = 2. The components for the right-hand-side term R are
now

= í
Jrt'

= í NJfì<
, Nno

= I tf (ei°(fl E (
yno

(4.69)

j=i
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Consider now a variable physical property y>(x). Examples of this situation will be
found in the next two chapters. In order to compute the matrices for the Navier-Stokes
equations (or for the temperature equation, as it will be seen in the following chapter)
the values of f> have to be stored for each element and for each quadrature point within
the element. Let us denote them by <p? ', j = 1, ..., Ngp. If <f> is interpolated within the
element and this interpolation is used to compute the values at the nodes, the resulting
function will be discontinuous and the smoothing is again needed. Observe that the
interpolation functions are not the standard shape functions of the element. Therefore,
it is easier to compute the integrals in Eqn. (4.65) in this case using the same numerical
integration as for the Navier-Stokes equations. Otherwise, a new set of interpolation
functions should be defined. The right-hand-side term of the smoothing equations will
be

A W = í tf(«.«V«)dn= / NM(t)<pM(t)\W(t)\<Kl
Jn* Jn0
NaP (4.70)

where u>£ are the weights for the quadrature rule of Ngp points, with coordinates in the
parent domain £fc.

4.7.4 An algorithm for the calculation of the streamfunction

For incompressible bidimensional flows, the streamfunction provides a simple way for
plotting streamlines (its contours) and also gives a measure of the quantity of fluid
that crosses a segment of a curve per unit of time, i.e., the flux of the velocity field
multiplied by the density. Here we will present an algorithm for the calculation of the
nodal values of this function (see Reference [Ja] for a different method).

For exactly divergence free velocities (V-u/, = 0) there exists a streamfunction Vft
such that Uh = V x i¡>h := (d^hi ~^i1lih)· Consider a segment of curve defined by the
initial point A and the end point B. Let t be the tangent to this curve and n normal
to it, {n,t} having the same orientation as the canonical basis. We will have that

n= (ni,nz) = (t2,-ti)

and hence
fB f
I uh-nds =

JA JA

= f
JA

A

Wv, • ids =
A

that is,
B

uh- nds (4.71)
A
f

= r/>h(A) +
JA

If AB is a straight segment of length \AB\ and we define

AB:=(Bl~Al,B2-A2)
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we will have that n = ÁB±/\AB\. Assuming that the variation of u/, • n along AB is
linear, Eqn. (4.71) reduces to

ì [K • n)(¿) + (u* • n)(5)] \AB\
2 (4.72)

Equation (4.72) provides a method to calculate the streamfunction values at the nodes
of the finite element mesh. Recall that the two approximations inherent to (4.72) are
that AB has been considered a straight segment and the variation of Uh • n linear along
it.

The velocity UH. that will be obtained from the finite element solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations is not pointwise divergence free. All we can expect is that
/n„ V • Uhdfì = 0 for all the elements. In fact, this equation will not hold exactly, since
the continuity condition has been penalized. Nevertheless, our method will be based
on this equality.

The idea is the following. Once fa is known for a certain node of an element, the
value of this function can be computed for the next node using (4.72). In this way,
we can go through all the nodes of the element placed on its boundary. What is not
possible is to compute fa for the interior nodes of the elements, whenever they exist.
What we do in these cases is to interpolate fa for this node using the values calculated
for the others and the shape functions corresponding to the interpolation without the
interior node. For example, for the seven-noded quadratic triangle enriched with a
bubble function, fa for the central node is computed from the quadratic interpolation
based on the six-noded triangle.

Once we come back following this process to the first node of the element where
the streamfunction was known, the new value may be slightly different from the original
one. What we do is to compute fa several times for each node (as many as the algorithm
presented thereafter yields) and take the final result as the average of the calculated
values.

The final algorithm is presented in Box 4.5, where the following variables and
arrays have been introduced:

Value of fa for node i.

cp

NT(i)
N,
N$

Wi

Number of times that fa has been calculated for the node i.
Number of points where fa is known.
Number of points of element e where fa is known.
First node of element e where fa is known.
Weights coming from the interpolation of fa for the interior nodes.

Since the streamfunction is determined up to a constant, its value for the first
node of the mesh has been set equal to zero. Thus, the algorithm starts with one
known value of Vv»-

The fact that node number Nno of the element be interior or not has been indicated
by the statement (N„o interior). No distinction has been made between the global and
the local numbering of a node. In Box 4.5, »'„<, stands for the node where fa is to be
calculated and i^ for the 'previous' node, where the streamfunction is already known.
Finally, recall that Ntp is the total number of nodes of the finite element mesh.

This algorithm has proved to work very well for the problems we have considered,
even though the velocity is not exactly weakly solenoidal.
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Box 4.5 Algorithm for the calculation of the streamfunction

Set e = 0, NT(1) = 1, V(l) = 0, NCJ, = 1
WHILE Ne,, < Ntp DO:

• e <— mod(e + 1. Nel)
• IF e = 0 then e <- Nt¡
• Compute N$
• IF 0 < N$ < NM then

• Determine 1$
• FOR t = !,#„„ DO:

• ¿no = /e) + »
• IF ino = #no and (N™> interior) then i™, *- »no + 1
• IF ino > Nno then :'„<, <— mod(ino, #,„,)
• IF ino > 1 then ip, = ¿no — 1

ELSE if ftfn,, interior) then ipr = ^n» - 1
ELSE i> = N,»

• Compute

^(tno) «- ^(»'no) + V'(tpr)

+ 0.5 M^) + MI»] [ritn.) - y(v)]
+ 0.5 [«jit,«,) + tn(v)] [^(v) - ^(l'~>)]

• IF ^rii,«,) = 0 then J\r«p «- tfcp + 1
• ^T(tm>) «- JVTiin«,) + 1

END
• IF (Nno interior) then

• NT(ino) «- ^T(ino) + 1
END

END
END
FOR i =1,^ DO:

END
END
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4.8 Numerical examples

In this section, some classical benchmark problems for incompressible viscous flows will
be solved. The first is the driven cavity flow, for which detailed numerical results can
be found, e.g., in References [GGS], [GC2], [GuH], [Ki], [KM], [Sh], [SK], [So], among
many others. The second problem is the flow over a backward facing step. Numerical
experiments for this problem are reported in References [ADS], [Ga], [GC2], [HRS],
[Ki], [KM], [So]. Both for this problem and for the first one the stationary solution is
sought. The next example is the flow past a cylinder, for wich the steady-state solution
is not stable and a periodic flow pattern develops behind the cylinder if a uniform initial
condition is slightly perturbed. Numerical experiments for this problem can be found
in References [EJ], [GC2], [TGL], [TLi], [TMS].

All the above quoted references have been selected because of the details they give
about how the numerical simulation has been carried out, but many other works dealing
with numerical models for the Navier-Stokes equations present similar experiments.

Our calculations have been performed on a CONVEX-C120 computer using double
arithmetic precision.

Example 4.1 Flow inside a wall-driven cavity

The Stokes solution for this problem has been considered in detail in the previous
chapter. The essential feature of this benchmark test case when the Navier-Stokes
equations are solved is the prediction of various vortices inside the cavity. The notation
we will use for them is shown in Figure 4.4.

(0.1)

= (0.0)

VORTEX 3

O VORTEX 2

(1.1)

U=(0.0)

(1.0)
U = (0.0)

Figure 4.4 Geometry, boundary conditions and nomenclature of cavity flow

Numerical results will be presented for values of the Reynolds number Re = 1000,
4000 and 8000, computed using the length of the cavity and the velocity prescribed
on the top edge. In References [GGS], [GC2], [Ki] and [So] results are presented for
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other values of Re, so our results are complementary to theirs. In particular, the case
Re = 10000 is solved in these references. This value can be considered as a limit for
steady calculations, since Shen has shown through detailed numerical experiments that
above this bound the stationary solution ceases to be stable and a Hopf bifurcation
occurs [Sh].

The computational domain has been discretized using a mesh composed of 676
QilPI elements and 2809 nodal points for all the Reynolds numbers. This mesh has
been designed to capture the details of the flow in the corners and boundary layers
(see Figure 4.5). The smallest element size is hmin = 0.01 (twice the distance between
nodes).

Figure 4.5 Finite element mesh for the cavity flow problem (676
ments, 2809 nodal points).

ele-

This mesh is similar to the one used by Gresho et al. [GC2], which consists of
50 x 50 QI/PO elements and 51 x 51 = 2601 nodal points. They also used an upwind
technique [GCl]. For Re > 4000, the Galerkin method yields oscillatory results and it
is only possible to use this method on much finer meshes, as those used by Kim [Ki]
(1024 QZ/PI elements, 4225 nodal points), Sohn [So] (1600 Q^/Pi elements, 6561 nodal
points, hmin = 0.00326) or Ghia et al. [GGS] (uniform mesh of 257 X 257 = 66049 nodal
points, with h = 0.0039). In this last reference, a finite-difFerence multigrid method
based on the streamfunction-vorticity formulation is used.

In all our computations we have taken e = 10~3 (penalty parameter). The iterative
penalty method has been employed. Concerning the parameters of the SD method,
AO = 2 has been chosen (element length for the parent domain) and QO = 0.5 (upwind
factor).

For Re = 1000, the Galerkin solution yields very good answers, without any
oscillations. Results are shown in Figures 4.6 to 4.9.
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• 33M-1 MM» -JI4

Figure 4.6 Numerical solution of the cavity flow problem at Re = 1000
(Galerkin method), streamlines. (1): General pattern; (2): Detail
of the top left corner; (3): Detail of bottom left corner; (4): Detail
of bottom right corner.

Since the computation has started with zero velocities everywhere, the first effec-
tive initial guess is the Stokes solution. If the Newton-Raphson method is then used,
the algorithm does not converge. The strategy we have followed is to use the Picard
method (ß = 0) for the first three iterations and then move to the Newton-Raphson
scheme (ß = 1). For a convergence tolerance in the relative L* norm of 0.1 %, i.e.,
TOL = 10~3 in (4.52), eight iterations have been required. The final value of the norm
of the discrete divergence of the velocity has been approximately IO"11, starting from
an inital value of order 10~4.

The streamlines are shown in Figure 4.6. For this value of the Reynolds number,
vortex 3 in Figure 4.4 does not appear. The extreme values of the streamfunction
in vortices 1 and 2 will be compared with the results presented in References [GGS],
[GC2], [So] and [Ki]. Recall that our results have been obtained using the Galerkin
formulation. Results of Reference [So] have been obtained using the FEDAP code,
which allows to use a version of the streamline upwind (STU) technique employed also
in [GC2] and described in [GC1], but now applied to quadratic elements (in particular,
to the QÌ/PI pair). This consists basically in adding an anisotropic viscosity following
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Figure 4.7 Numerical solution of the cavity flow problem at fie = 1000, ve-
locities. (1): Detail of the top left corner; (2): Detail of bottom
left corner; (3): Detail of bottom right corner; (4): Contours of
the velocity norm.

the streamlines, something very similar to what the Taylor-Galerkin method yields.
Therefore, the final scheme is not a consistent weighted residual method, in the sense
that the exact solution does not satisfy exactly the discrete variational equations.

The extreme values of the streamfunction to be compared are the following:

Reference

[GGS]

[GC2]

[Ki]

[So], without STU

[So], with STU

Present study

Vortex 1

1.75 x 1ÍT3

1.76 X 1(T3

1.66 x 10~3

1.63 x 1(T3

1.10 x IO'3

1.61 x 10~3

Vortex 2

2.31 x 1(T4

2.00 x 10~4

2.20 x 10~4

2.17 x 10~4

9.40 x 10~5

1.99 x 10~4

It is observed that the STU technique used by Sohn yields overdiffusive results
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Figure 4.8 Numerical solution of the cavity flow problem at Re = 1000. Pres-
sure contours.

•-•»$
•JM
•IJ«
•MS
-UT
•LT1
-uà
-IM

Figure 4.9 Numerical solution of the cavity flow problem at Re = 1000. Vor«
ticity contours.

and that the extreme values of ̂  are higher using linear elements (Qi/Po in [GC2], a
difference scheme in [GGS]) than the Q<i/P\ pair (results of Kim, Sohn and ours). It is
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also observed that the extreme values found in the present work are slightly smaller than
those in [Ki] and [So]. It is very important to keep this fact in mind because the same
behavior will be observed for higher Reynolds numbers using the SD method described
in this chapter. Since, apart from the iterative penalty method, our formulation is very
close to that employed in [Ki] and [So], we believe that these differences are due to the
fact that the mesh employed here is much coarser than theirs. Moreover, Kim has also
compared the results for a coarser mesh (25 x 25 nodal points) concluding that this
yields smaller absolute values for the peaks of the streamfunction.

Details of the velocity vectors in the corners of the cavity are shown in Figures
4.7.(l)-(3). The contours of the Euclidian norm of these vectors have been plotted
in Figure 4.7.(4). Observe that no oscillations appear. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the
pressure and vorticity contours, respectively. In general trends, these results are very
similar to those presented in the above quoted references.

Figure 4.10 Numerical solution of the cavity flow problem at Re — 4000
(Galerkin method), streamlines. (1): General pattern; (2): De-
tail of the top left corner; (3): Detail of bottom left corner; (4):
Detail of bottom right corner.

Consider now the case Re = 4000. The iterative strategy followed consists in using
the Picard scheme for the first three iterations and the Newton-Eaphson algorithm from
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Figure 4.11 Numerical solution of the cavity flow problem at Re = 4000,
velocities. (1): Detail of the top left corner; (2): Detail of bottom
left corner; (3): Detail of bottom right corner; (4): Contours of
the velocity norm.

there on. Now, twelve iterations have been needed to converge up to a convergence
tolerance of 0.1%, but again the Stokes solution has been found to be a good enough
initial guess for the iterative process.

Numerical results are shown in Figures 4.10 to 4.12, corresponding to the same
plots as for the Re = 1000 case. Once again, the Golerkin formulation has been
employed.

From Figure 4.10.(2) it is observed that now the top left vortex has appeared,
with an extreme value of 0.9 x IO"3 for the streamfunction. The other two vortices
have an increased strength with respect to the results for Re = 1000.

The velocity vectors are shown in Figure 4.11. From the contours of their norm
plotted in Figure 4.11.(4) it is seen that small numerical oscillations begin to appear
in zones with a high velocity and a relatively large element size, that is, with a large
cell Reynolds number. These oscillations appear near the bottom right corner. Never-
theless, they do not affect the quality of the solution in the rest of the domain and, in
particular, the vortices are well reproduced. The effect of the small velocity oscillations
on the pressure is very weak, as it may be observed from Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12 Numerical solution of the cavity flow problem at Re = 4000.
Pressure contours.

The situation is completely different for Re = 8000. Concerning the iterative pro-
cedure, we have failed to obtain a converged solution by solving directly the stationary
Navier-Stokes equations. The alternative to use continuation techniques as in [So] is
to advance in time. We have chosen the solution obtained for Re = 4000 as the initial
condition. In order to decrease the computational effort, the following strategies have
been used:

• 0 = 1, i.e., the Euler scheme has been used. The steady-state is reached faster
than using 0=1/2 (Crank-Nicolson) and the computational effort is smaller.

• Artificial compressibility method. Only for the steady state a good approximation
to the incompressibility constraint is needed. For e = 10~3, the final value of the
norm of the discrete velocity divergence has been found to be of order 10~10.

• High convergence tolerance. In order to perform only one iteration per time step,
we have taken TOL = 0.1 (10%) in (4.52).

• Small tolerance to check the steady-state. TOL = 10~3 (0.1%) has been taken in
(4.53).

• The time step size has been chosen as Ai = 0.1 For higher values, the solution
oscillates from one time step to another.

Using all these numerical parameters, the steady-state has been found using the
SD method for t = 5.1, i.e., after 51 time steps. The steady-state has not been found
using the Galerkin method. The solution obtained at every time step is oscillatory.

Numerical results using the SD method are shown in Figures 4.13 to 4.15. In
general, the flow features encountered for Re — 4000 are now accentuated, although
nothing new appears. For Re — 10000 it is known that new secondary vortices develop
in the left and right bottom corners.

Let us compare now the extreme values for the streamfunction at Re = 5000 that
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Figure 4.13 Numerical solution of the cavity flow problem at Re = 8000 (SD
method), streamlines. (1): General pattern; (2): Detail of the
top left corner; (3): Detail of bottom left corner; (4): Detail of
bottom right corner.

we have obtained (plots not shown) with those given in the previous references. The
results are the folowing:

Reference

[GGS]

[GC2]

[Ki]

[So], without STU

[So], with STU

Present study

Vortex 1

3.08 X 1(T3

3.87 xl(T3

2.79 x 10~3

2.80 x 10~3

1.71 x 10~3

2.49 x 10~3

Vortex 3

1.46 X 10~3

1.23 x 10~3

1.30 x 10~3

1.28 x 10~3

1.94 x 10~4

1.21 x 10~3

The conclusions that may be drawn from these values is that the SD method we
have employed is much less overdiffusive than the STU technique used by Sohn, but
peaks are still smaller than in [Ki] and [So] using the Galerkin formulation. Recall
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Figure 4.14 Numerical solution of the cavity flow problem at Re = 8000,
velocities. (1): Detail of the top left corner; (2): Detail of bottom
left corner; (3): Detail of bottom right corner; (4): Contours of
the velocity norm.

that this also happened for Re = 1000 when the Galerkin method was used in our
computation. The fact that our mesh is coarser than the one used in [Ki] and [So] may
be responsible in part for these results. Anyway, if the SD method contributes to damp
peaks out, it is clear that this effect is not very important and the numerical answers
are very accurate.

We consider now the convergence of the SD method. When the Picard scheme
is used, the rate of convergence is only linear and the way the SD has been linearized
does not affect it. The situation is different when the Newton-Raphson algorithm is
employed. The linearization of the SD operator described earlier is only linear, and
therefore the rate of convergence of the scheme may be driven by this linearization,
regardless of the fact that the convective terms of the equations have been linearized
up to second order.

Let us see what happens when the Pf /Pi element is used. The mesh used is
shown in Figure 4.16. It is an unstructured mesh composed of 338 P£ ¡P\ elements
and 1063 nodal points. The iterative penalization has been used, with e = 10~4.
For the SD method we have taken cto = 0.5 (upwind factor) and AO = 0.7 (element
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Figure 4.15 Numerical solution of the cavity flow problem at Re — 8000.
Pressure contours.

L, AAA7\A¿>

Figure 4.16 Finite element mesh for the cavity flow problem (338 P
elements, 1063 nodal points).

length in the parent domain). For Re = 1000, the velocity does not oscillate using the
Galerkin method. Results are shown in Figure 4.17, both using the Galerkin and the
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Figure 4.17 Numerical solution of the cavity flow problem at Re = 1000 using
the P?/Pi element. (1): Streamlines, Galerkin formulation; (2):
Pressure contours, Galerkin formulation; (3): Streamlines, SD
method; (4): Pressure contours, SD method.

SD formulations.
The convergence history has been plotted in Figure 4.18.(a). The Picard method

has been used for the first two iterations, after which the Newton-Raphson scheme
has been employed. It is observed that the Galerkin method yields a quadratic rate
of convergence. However, this rate turns from quadratic to linear at iteration number
eight if the SD method is used. The evolution of the norm of the discrete divergence
is quite peculiar (the same notation as in Chapter 3 has been adopted). From Figure
4.18.(b) it is seen that this norm increases during the first three iterations and then
decreases with a rate similar to that of the convergence history. Of course this does
not contradict the results of Chapter 3, since what we obtained there was only an error
bound for the difference between the penalized solution and the solenoidal one. In
Figure 4.18.(b), ||BU|| has been normalized by dividing it by N^*.

The same numerical experiments have been carried out using the Qz/Pi pair for
Re = 1000 and a uniform mesh composed of 12 x 12 elements (625 nodal points), with
e = 10~4. Results are again very similar using the Galerkin and the SD methods (not
shown). The convergence history and the evolution of the discrete norm of the velocity
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Figure 4.18 Comparison of the convergence of the Galerkin and the SD meth-
ods for Re = 1000 using the Pf/Pi element, c = IÓ"4. (1):
-Convergence history; (2): Norm of the constraint.
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Figure 4.19 Comparison of the convergence of the Galerkin and the SD meth-
ods for Re = 1000 using the Qt/Pi element, e = 10~4. (1):
Convergence history; (2): Norm of the constraint.

divergence have been plotted in Figure 4.19. The same general trends as for the Pf
element are observed, although now convergence is faster and the residual using the
SD method is smaller than using the Galerkin approach during the first six iterations.

Prom the all the results obtained for this example, it may be concluded that the
SD method fulfils the requirement for which it has been designed: it produces numerical
answers without oscillations at high cell Reynolds numbers. Nevertheless, there is a
price for it. First, care must be taken in the computation of the intrinsic time in order
to avoid overdiffusive results, which anyway will be somehow overdamped. Second, the
SD operator introduces a high nonlinearity in the problem that may deteriorate the
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convergence rate of the Newton-Raphson algorithm.

Example 4.2 Flow over a backward-facing step

The laminar backward-facing step flow is now considered. The problem descrip-
tion is shown in Figure 4.20. Aspect ratio of the backward-facing step (H) to the
overall sectional width is 1:2 and the total length in the horizontal direction is 401?. A
fully developed velocity parabolic velocity profile is prescribed at the inlet boundary.
Experimental data can be found in Reference [ADS]. A detail of the mesh used in the
calculation is shown in Figure 4.21. This mesh is composed of 495 Qi¡P\ elements and
2077 nodal points.

1_
Figure 4.20 Geometry, boundary conditions and nomenclature of backward-

facing step problem.

According to Amali et al. [ADS], the Reynolds number will be based on the
average value of the inlet velocity profile and the cross-sectional width of the whole
domain. For Re < 500 there exists only one recirculation zone behind the step. For
higher values of Re, another recirculation zone appears at the top wall of the channel.
Experimental results indicate that a third recirculation zone appears at the bottom
wall for values of Re higher than approximately 1000.

The main feature of this test for the stationary Navier-Stokes equations is the pre-
diction of the vortices as well as the position of the separation and reattachment points
(coordinates Zi, «2 and x¡ in Figure 4.20). For low values of Re, approximately up to
500, a fairly good agreement exists among the numerical and experimental results that
can be found in the literature [ADS], [KM], [Ki], [So]. For Re > 600, three-dimensional
effects in the experiments are the argued reason for the discrepancies between compu-
tational predictions and experimental results [ADS].

Our numerical results agree very well for Re < 600 with those that can be found
in the above mentioned references. For brevity, they have not been included here. We
will concentrate only on high values of the Reynolds number. In particular, results will
be shown for Re = 800 and Re = 1000.
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Figure 4.21 Detail of the finite element mesh for the backward-facing step
problem (495 Qi/P\ elements, 2077 nodal points).

Figure 4.22 General pattern of the streamlines for the backward-facing step
problem at Re = 800.

The SD method has been used in the calculations, with QO = 0.5 and ho = 2.
The penalty parameter has been taken as e = 10~4, using the iterative penalization,
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L,.

Figure 4.23 Vorticity contours for the backward-facing step problem at Re
800.

f\

Figure 4.24 Pressure contours for the backward-facing step problem at Re =
800.

yielding a final value of order 10 14 for the norm of the discrete velocity divergence. For
Re = 100, the computation has started with zero velocities everywhere. The numerical
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Figure 4.25 Details of the velocity and the streamlines in the recirculation
zones for the backward-facing step problem at Re = 800. (1):
Streamlines behind the step; (2): Streamlines in the recirculation
zone at the top wall; (3): Velocity vectors behind the step; (4):
Velocity vectors in the recirculation zone at the top wall.

results obtained for this case have been used as the initial guess for Re = 200, and the
procedure has been repeated until Re = 1000. This type of continuation technique has
been adopted only because the whole range of Reynolds numbers were to be solved.
For Re = 1000 we have also tried to reach the stationary solution via the evolution in
time, starting from the Stokes flow solution. The convergence towards the steady-state
has been found to be extremely slow, and only after a time t = 207 the steady-state
has been reached. We have used Ai = 0.1 and the backward Euler scheme (6 = 1),
with a single iteration per time step (TOL = 0.1 in (4.53)) and a tolerance of 0.1% to
check if the steady-state has been reached. This slow evolution towards the stationary
solution is due to the pressure waves that are reflected at the outflow boundary, for
which the numerical boundary condition chosen is zero traction. Concerning the steady
calculations, two Picard iterations and three or four Newton-Raphson iterations have
been performed for each Reynolds number increment to reach a convergence tolerance
of 0.1%.

Consider first the case Re — 800. Figure 4.22 shows the general streamline pattern
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(the y-direction has been scaled by a factor of 5 in all the plots). Vorticity and pressure
contours are shown in Figures 4.23 and 4.24, respectively. From the last picture, it is
observed that the zero traction outflow condition, which must be viewed as an artificial
boundary condition to simulate a long channel, does not produce pressure reflexion.
The pressure gradient is parallel to the x—direction.

A detail of the streamlines and the velocity vectors in the recirculation zones is
shown is Figure 4.25. The vortex behind the step is much stronger than the one in the
top wall of the channel. The extreme values of the streamfunction are —3.88 x 10~2

for the first vortex and 6.67 x IO"1 for the second. The values of the coordinates
Zi, i = 1,2,3 in Figure 4.20 are the following:

Coordinate Experimental

14.3
10.6

19.8

Computed

10.3
10.8
17.2

The given computed values have been obtained from the plots and therefore should
be considered only as an approximation. The experimental values correspond to those
given in [ADS]. As it has been already said, discrepancies should be expected due to
the three-dimensionality of the experimental flow at this Reynolds number.

Figure 4.26 General pattern of the streamlines for the backward-facing step
problem at Re = 1000.

Results for Re = 1000 are shown in Figures 4.26 to 4.29. The essential features
of the flow are the same as for Re = 800, although now accentuated. In Figure 4.28
it is observed that higher pressure gradients develop at the reattachment point behind
the cylinder. The detail of the vortices depicted in Figure 4.29 indicate that they are
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Figure 4.27 Voiticity contours for the backward-facing step problem at Re ••
1000.

Figure 4.28 Pressure contours for the backward-facing step problem at Re —
1000.

stronger now that for Re = 800. It is also observed that a third vortex begins to appear
at the top wall (Figure 4.29.(2)).
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Figure 4.29 Details of the velocity and the streamlines in the recirculation
zones for the backward-facing step problem at Re = 1000. (1):
Streamlines behind the step; (2): Streamlines in the recirculation
zone at the top wall; (3): Velocity vectors behind the step; (4):
Velocity vectors in the recirculation zone at the top wall.

The approximate values of the coordinates x,-, i = 1,2,3 are found to be x\ =
12.8, Z2 = 13.0 and 13 = 22.1. Although the recirculation zones are now longer that for
the Re = 800 case, they are still shorter than the experimental values for this Reynolds
number.

Example 4.3 Vortex shedding behind a cylinder

This last example involves the flow past a cylinder, another widely solved bench-
mark problem. A circular cylinder is immersed in a viscous fluid. The Reynolds number
is based on the cylinder diameter and the prescribed uniform inflow velocity. The ge-
ometry and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 4.30.

For Re approximately less than 40, two symmetrical eddies develop behind the
cylinder. These eddies become unstable at higher Reynolds numbers and periodic
vortex shedding occurs, leading to the so called von Karman vortex street. The case
Re — 100 to be solved here is usually considered as the standard test.

Consider first the stationary (unstable) solution. To show the behavior of the
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-U=(0,0)

12

Figure 4.30 Geometry, boundary conditions and initial perturbation for the
flow past a cylinder.

Figure 4,31 Finite element mesh for the flow past a cylinder using the
element (1014 elements, 3112 nodal points).

Pf /Pi pair, we have solved this problem using this element. The unite element mesh
shown in Figure 4.31 consists of 1014 elements and 3112 nodal points. The steady
calculation has started with zero velocities everywhere. First, two Picard iterations
have been performed, after which four more Newton-Raphson iterations have been
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Figure 4.32 Stationary (unstable) solution using the Pf/Pi element. (1):
Streamlines; (2): Detail of the symmetrical eddies at the down-
stream side of the cylinder; (3): Pressure contours; (4): Vorticity
contours.

needed to reach a convergence tolerance of 0.1%. The iterative penalty method has
been employed, with a penalty parameter e = 10~3. The upwind factor to calculate
the intrinsic time has been chosen as oto = 0.5 (quadratic elements) and the length of
the parent domain ho = 0.7. Results are shown in Figure 4.32.

If the stationary solution is slightly perturbed, the two symmetric eddies disappear
and vortex shedding occurs. The numerical simulation of this phenomenon has been
carried out using the Qt/Pi element and the finite element mesh depicted in Figure
4.33 (500 elements, 2100 nodal points). First, the stationary solution has been obtained
(results not shown), with a strategy similar to the previous case. This solution has been
perturbed by introducing a small rotating flow field around the cylinder, as shown in
Figure 4.30, and taking this as the initial condition for the transient computation.

In order to obtain a fully developed vortex shedding, 90 time steps have been
performed with At = 1 (time step size) and 8 = 0.5 (Crank-Nicolson scheme), although
0 = 1 has been chosen for the first time step. The convergence tolerance within each
time step has been taken as 1%. A single Picard iteration has been needed using
the classical penalty method with e = 10~3. The parameters of the SD method are
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Figure 4.33 Finite element mesh foi the flow past a cylinder using the
element (500 elements, 2100 nodal points).

a0 = 0.5 and hQ = 2. The solution thus obtained is only a crude approximation, but
the computational effort has been relatively low (56 CPU seconds per time step) and
the periodic flow pattern obtained is fully developed.

The results obtained using this procedure have been taken as the initial condition
for a more accurate calculation. Now, Ai = 0.1 has been chosen. Two Newton-Raphson
iterations coupled with the iterative penalization have been performed for each time
step. The initial guess for the first one has been the solution of the previous step. The
relative £2-norm of the velocity residuals found has been approximately the 2% and
the normalized norm of the discrete velocity divergence of order 10~6. After the second
iteration, the relative norm of the velocity residuals decreases to the 0.02% and the
norm of the discrete velocity divergence to a value of order 10~8. The total CPU time
required per time step has been 139 seconds.

Numerical results are shown in Figures 4.34 to 4.40. The period of the oscillations
has been found to be 5.7 time units. The values given in references [BH] and [GC2] are
6.0 and 5.6, respectively. In Reference [EJ], the period obtained with a very fine mesh
(3426 QÌ/PI elements, 14000 nodal points) is 5.8 tune units.

The streamline snapshots shown in Figure 4.34 correspond to the times, t =
10, 11, 12 and 13, that is, approximately half a period (t = 0 corresponds to the
periodic solution computed as described earlier with a higher tolerance and a higher
time step size). Details of the streamlines and the velocity vectors at the downstream
side of the cylinder are plotted in Figures 4.35 and 4.36, respectively. The pressure
and vorticity are shown in Figures 4.37-4.38 and 4.39-4.40. In general, all these results
agree very well with those that can be found in the literature. Perhaps the only point to
be remarked is that the smoothing of the pressure and the vorticity we have employed
does not yield very smooth contours, since both fields are highly variable in space due
to the transportation of the eddies downstream.
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Figure 4.34 Development of vortex shedding: Streamlines. (1): í = 10.; (2):
t = 11.; (3): t = 12.; (4): t = 13..

4.9 Summary and conclusions

The finite element method to solve the Navier-Stokes equations proposed in this
work has been fully described in this chapter. Most of the ideas developed in the
previous chapters have been applied here, although now the purpose has been to present
a methodology rather than to introduce new developments. In particular, the following
items have been treated:

• Time discretization. The trapezoidal rule applied to the transient Navier-Stokes
equations has been described in detail. Special emphasis has been given to justify,
both using theoretical and computational arguments, the choice of the parameter
6 of the trapezoidal rule.

• Streamline Diffusion method. As for the convection-diffusion equation studied in
Chapter 1, a SD term is added to the Galerkin formulation of the Navier-Stokes
equations. This term has been designed to avoid the numerical oscillations of
the Galerkin approach, but not to stabilize the pressure interpolation. Therefore,
the velocity-pressure spaces to be used have to be div-stable. The calculation of
the intrinsic time is of fundamental importance, since overdiffusive answers are
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Figure 4.35 Development of vortex shedding: Detail of streamlines. (1): t =
10.; (2): t = 11.; (3): t = 12.; (4): t = 13..

obtained if this parameter is overestimated. The simplest method of those pro-
posed in Chapter 1 for computing the upwind function has proved to be effective.
Whenever a converged solution has been obtained, no oscillations have been found
and the results compare very well with reference numerical solutions selected from
the available literature.
Linearization procedures. The way the final nonlinear system of equations is lin-
earized has been treated in detail. In order to avoid a high computational effort
due to the SD method, terms coming form the SD operator have been linearized
only up to first order. When the convective term is linearized up to second order,
the quadratic rate of convergence that one finds using the Galerkin approach is
in general deteriorated, although convergence is still much faster than using the
Picard scheme, i.e., first order linearization for the convective term. This is a price
to be paid for using the SD method.
Iterative penalization. The iterative penalty method analyzed in Chapter 3 has
been extended to the transient equations and used in conjunction with the SD
method. We have found that this is certainly worth doing in all the cases. Al-
though it has not been our purpose here to check its behavior, for which the
numerical experiments of Chapter 3 were intended, in all the numerical examples
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Figure 4.36 Development of vortex shedding: Detail of velocity vectors. (1):
í = 10.; (2): í = 11.; (3): t = 12.; (4): t = 13..

we have given the penalty parameter and the final value of the norm of the ve-
locity divergence. Results have always been very good, with an approximation of
the incompressibility constraint much better than what could be expected using
the classical penalty method.

Some specific contributions have also been introduced here. After describing the
smoothing technique employed in the calculation of the pressure and the vorticity, nodal
quadrature rules have been given for the most common finite elements used in practice,
not only those that have been employed here. Finally, an algorithmic procedure to
calculate the streamfuction has been presented using the genuine structure of finite
element programming.
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Figure 4.37 Pressure contours at t = 15. time units.

Figure 4.38 Detail of pressure contours at t = 15. time units.
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Figure 4.39 Vorticity contours at í = 15. time units.

Figure 4.40 Detail of vorticity contours at t = 15. time units.
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CHAPTER 5

THERMALLY COUPLED FLOWS
AND NONLINEAR MATERIALS

5.1 Introduction

The numerical model developed in the previous chapters will be now applied to several
problems of physical and engineering interest. In particular, this chapter will be devoted
to the numerical simulation of thermally coupled flows and nonlinear materials and the
following to the mould filling simulation. The technological interest of these problems
will be discussed in detail in the numerical examples that will be presented.

Thermally coupled flows involve the numerical solution of the energy balance
equation, together with the momentum and incompressibility equations, and a cou-
pling algorithm between these two problems. Besides the description of the numerical
solution procedure for each problem independently, a block iterative technique used to
couple them will be discussed. This will be the only new ingredient of the numerical
model and will be treated in some detail.

The coupling between the mechanical and the thermal behavior of a fluid may be
due basically to two physical effects. First, temperature variations may lead to density
gradients whose presence means that gravitational potential energy can be converted
into motion through the action of bouyant forces. These density gradients may be also
due to concentration differences in mixtures of one or more components, like salt water.
Both effects are coupled in some practical physical situations (see [He] and references
therein). Here, only density variations due to temperature will be considered. When
the fluid is assumed to have a uniform density except for the body force term, one is led
to the so called Boussinesq approximation (see, e.g., [LL]), a model of wide applicability
in practical problems. The Boussinesq problem will be the subject of Section 5.2.

Thermally coupled flows may also arise because of the variation of some physical
properties of the fluid with temperature [IOS], [ZMS], such as the viscosity, the diffusion
or the specific heat. The temperature in turn changes with the velocity field due to
convection and the dissipation of mechanical work into heat (Joule effect). Usually, this
source term in the energy equation is negligible, although it has to be taken into account
when highly viscous flows are considered. In particular, this term is fundamental when
the flow of viscoplastic materials is studied.

Section 5.3 is concerned with the numerical simulation of generalized Newtonian
fluids. This is a particular case of non-Newtonian behavior in which the constitutive law
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takes the same expression as for Newtonian materials although the viscosity is allowed
to depend on the invariants of the strain rate tensor. The flow of many fluids can
be accurately represented by some well known constitutive laws (power-law, Carreau
model, etc.) derived from experimental results (see [Ta] for a comprehensive description
of this type of fluids). Another important family of constitutive laws of this kind is the
one represented by viscoplastic materials when the elastic effects are neglected (flow
approach). This rheological behavior is widely used in metal forming processes (see,
e.g., papers in [CO], [TWZ]).

The general problem, including material nonlinearity and thermal coupling, is con-
sidered in Section 5.4. The basic algorithm of Box 4.3 is completed with the numerical
solution of the energy balance equation and the block iterative algorithm.

Some results concerning the analysis of the problems to be considered here will be
referred to during the exposition. These analyses are restricted to some simplified prob-
lems, but they help to get insight into the numerical problems that may be encountered
when dealing with more complicated situations.

The last part of this chapter contains the numerical results obtained for three dif-
ferent model problems, representative of the type of applications that may be treated
with the numerical tools described here. The first problem is the simulation of the ther-
moconvective instability of plane Poiseuille flow heated from below, using the Boussi-
nesq approximation. This model is also used to solve the natural convection of low-
Prandtl-number fluids, such as liquid metals. A periodic oscillating flow pattern is
encountered when the Grashof number exceeds a critical value. The last example is the
4:1 plane extrusion of a power-law fluid with an exponential-type thermal dependence.
Numerical results will help to understand the physics of this problem. Although the
simulation of all these flow problems has an inherent interest, emphasis will be placed
on the numerical behavior of the finite element model proposed here, trying to demon-
strate its potential applications.

5.2 The Boussinesq model

5.2.1 The continuous problem

The Boussinesq approximation is based on several thermodynamical assumptions and
an analysis of the relative importance of the thermal effects (see, e.g., [Jo], [LL]). The
main hypothesis, based on thermodynamical grounds, is that the density satisfies the
following equation of state:

40)] (5.1)

Here and below, the temperature will be denoted by i? (not to be confused with the
parameter 9 of the genealized trapezoidal rule). The parameter ß in Eqn. (5.1) is the
volume expansion coefficient and subscript naught refers to a reference state.

Once (5.1) is assumed, a dimensional analysis reveals that the density may be
taken as constant and equal to pQ for all the terms of the Navier-Stokes and temper-
ature equations except for the body force term of the former. Neglecting the rate of
dissipation of mechanical energy in the temperature equation and assuming the physi-
cal properties to be constant, the system of partial differential equations we are led to
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is the following:

Po[dtu + (u • V)u] - 2/iV • e(u) + Vp = p0g[l - ß(o - i?0)] (5.2)
V • u = 0 (5.3)

1 + (u • V)tî] - kM = 0 (5.4)

to be solved in an open bounded domain fl of TR.Ntd with some certain initial and
boundary conditions. In (5.2)-(5.4), g is the gravitational acceleration, Cp is the specific
heat at constant pressure and k is the thermal conduction coefficient. The rest of the
notation has been introduced in the previous chapters. For simplicity, source terms in
(5.4) have been omitted, as well as body forces in the Navier-Stokes equations other
than gravitational.

Assume now that there is a length scale L and a temperature scale tfi? inherent
to the problem. For example, L may be taken as the diameter of fi and S-d as the
temperature difference between two walls of dSl. Given a velocity scale U, the following
dimensionless numbers are defined:

Re := - , Reynolds number
V-

pe := P t pedet number
K

Grashof number

Pr := Prandtl number
k

Ra := Rayleigh number
UK

U2

FT '•— — i , f ,. Froude number
Po\S\SdL

These numbers are related by

Ra = GrPr, Fr = Re2Gr~l, Re = Pe Pr~l (5.5)

If the thermal diffusivity K := k/cppo and the kinematic viscosity v :=
are introduced, Pr may be written as Pr = v/n. Therefore, the Prandtl number is
a measure for the similarity of the transport of heat and momentum. The Grashof
number is a measure of the relative importance of the bouyancy forces to the viscous
forces.

For the definition of the velocity scale U, two cases will be distinguished. First, if
the velocity u is prescribed to a nonzero value on a part of <9fì, a characteristic value of
the boundary condition may be chosen as U (e.g., the average or maximum prescribed
values). This is the so called forced convection problem. If time is nondimensionalized
using L/U as time scale, equations (5.2)-(5.4) may be written in dimensionless form
as follows:

dtu + (u • V)u - 2— V • e(u) + Vp = — —rfg
tie r T

V - u = O (5.6)

òtti + (u • V)iî - -J-At? = 0
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Here, body force terms of the form (7g, with C a constant, have been introduced in Vp
and the resulting pressure nondimensionalized by poU2 . The vector g in the momentum
equation denotes the normalized gravity acceleration vector. No distinction has been
made between dimensional and dimensionless variables.

The second case of interest is found when u is prescribed to zero on 5 fi, part of
which may be left free. In this case, there are two possibilities for choosing the velocity
scale U. If we take U = n/Lpo, then Re = 1. On the other hand, if U — K/L is chosen,
then Pe = 1 automatically. Using this last choice, the dimensionless form of equations
(5.2)-(5.4) may be written as

dtu + (u • V)u - 2Pr V • e(u) + Vp = ~Pr Ra i?g
V • u = 0 (5.7)

ôttî + (u • V)t? - Ai? = O

This case is known as natural convection.
Both for the forced convection and the natural convection cases, a stationary (or

motionless) solution may exist, whenever it does exist for the uncoupled Navier-Stokes
equations. If the temperature field is such that Vi? is parallel to g and normal to u, the
velocity and pressure solutions are independent of the temperature. Otherwise, motion
is induced by the bouyancy forces. However, the stability of the stationary solution can
only be ensured for low values of the Reynolds and Rayleigh numbers [Jo]. As they are
increased, bifurcation phenomena occur and stable solutions are no more stationary.

Let F be the boundary of the domain fi, splitted into two sets of disjoint compo-
nents F = Fdu U rnu and F = T¿t U Tnt- The type of boundary conditions that will be
considered is the same as in the previous chapters for the Navier-Stokes equations and
the convection- diffusion equation, that is, (4.3),(4.4) and (2.2),(2.3), respectively. Let
n be the unit vector normal to F, ü the velocity prescribed on T¿u, t the prescribed
traction on rnu, t? the given temperature on T¿t and (p the prescribed heat flux on rnt.
The boundary conditions to be considered are

u = ü on r¿u

n .<r = t o n rnu

t? = t? on Tdt

-kn • Vtf = <f on rnt

where the expression of the stress tensor a is given by (4.6).
The notation used heretofore to indicate the spaces of test functions and of trial

solutions will be slightly modified. Subscripts u, p and t will be used to refer to velocity,
pressure and temperature, respectively.

If (0, T) denotes the time interval where the problem is to be solved and u(x, 0) =
UQ(X), t?(x,0) = t?o(x) are the initial conditions (x 6 fl), the spaces of trial solutions
that will be needed are

vu = {v e i2(o,r; ̂ (íi)"") | v|r-m = a, t e (o,T)>
Fp = {g6£2(0,T;¿2(n))| f qdíl = O, t £ (O, T), if Tnu = 0} (5.9)

Jn
Vt = {r, € L * ( O t T ; H l ( t Í ) ) \ n\rdt = *, í 6 (0,T)>
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The corresponding spaces of test functions are

W« = {v € &(&)»« | v|rfc = 0}
Wp = I2(ii) (5.10)

Wt = {>? € Hl(íl] I Tjlr* = 0}

The reason for choosing these spaces has already been explained in Chapters 2 and 4.
In order to write the weak form of problem (5.6) with the dimensionless form of

the boundary conditions (5.8), let us introduce the multilinear forms

a(u,v)= 2-
Re

(u, v, w) = / [(u • V)v] • wdfl + - / (V • u)v • wdii,
Jn ¿ Ja

(5.11)

/n

/u(v)= / t -vdT,

't(l) =

where u, v, w 6 Vu or Wu, q € Vp or Wp and t?, T? 6 Vt or Wt. The weak formulation
of the problem is now given as follows: Find u £ VU1 p G Vp and t? G V» such that

(Otu, v) + c(u, u, v) + a(u, v) - 6(p, v) + d(t?, v) = /„(v) (5.12)
6(g,u) = 0 (5.13)

W, i?) + /(u, t?, 17) + e(i?, 17) = lt(r¡) (5.14)
(u(x,0)1v) = (uo(x),v) (5.15)
(i?(x, 0), »7) = (i?o(x), »7) (5.16)

for aU v 6 Wu, g € Wp and 17 6 Wt and for í 6 (0,T).
Some partial results concerning the existence, uniqueness and regularity of solu-

tions for problem (5.12)-(5.16) are known. For the stationary problem and natural
convection, uniqueness of solution can only be proved for sufficiently small values of
the Rayleigh number [Li], [Cu] (the changes to be introduced in the dimensionless
parameters of (5.11) to consider the natural convection problem (5.7) are obvious).

5.2.2 Discretization in space and time

The numerical solution of problem (5.12)-(5.16) will be carried out using the same tech-
niques as in Chapter 4 for the transient Navier-Stokes equations. The space discretiza-
tion will be performed using div-stable velocity-pressure finite element interpolations
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and the Streamline Diffusion (SD) method to stabilize high-Reynolds-number flows.
The finite element space for the temperature will consist of piecewise polynomials of
the same degree and with respect to the same finite element partition {Sle} as for the
velocity components. In doing so, the same convergence rate for the temperature as
for the velocity can be expected, at least for the Galerkin approach (cf. [Gu]). The SD
method will also be used for the energy equation.

Once space has been discretized, the resulting initial-value problem will be solved
using the generalized trapezoidal rule.

As usual, subscript h will be used to denote the discrete finite element spaces and
the functions belonging to them.

Using the same notation and arguments that led us to problem (4.40), the fully
discrete version of problem (5.12)-(5.16) that will be used reads as follows:

For n = 1,2,..., N, given u^x), p^W and ^"'W- fi^ UE(*). Ph(*)
such that

(u£ - uJT1, v*) + *c(uK,uS, vh) + (1 - fMur'.ur1, vk)

+ (i - (5-17)

e=l

(5.18)

N« (5.19)

e=l

for a// vh 6 Wu,fc, ^ 6 WP,H and 77^ e t^t.fc.

The Streamline Diffusion term «$u'e(u/,,p/,,t?/,; v>») for the momentum equations
is defined as

(5.20)

where

(5.21)
^-ÖA< - —(i - fljAujr1 + övp? + (i -
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(5-22)
The intrinsic time T£ is computed as in Chapter 4 (Eqn. (4.43)) using the cell

Reynolds number, now given by (Re)e = \ue\h'Re/2 (recall that ue and he are assumed
to be dimensionless).

For the energy equation, the SD term is

(5.23)
J ne

where
1 n n-l n n n-1 n-1¿¿*k - \ ) + ¿K • v)*fc + (i - *)K . VK (5^24)

- —(l -

(5.25)

and the intrinsic time T* is computed as explained in Chapter 1 for the convection-
diffusion equation using the cell Péclet number 7 := \ue\h'Pe/2.

Remarks 5.1
(1) The observations pointed out in Remarks 4.1 and 4.2 also apply to the problem

now considered.
(2) In Reference [He], it is concluded that the consistent Streamline Diffusion method

does not work for a problem very similar to the present one using the Qi/Po
element. The misbehavior found was overcome dropping the bouyancy forces in
(5.20) and the discretized version of the velocity time derivative in (5.21) (the vis-
cous and pressure terms vanish for the Qi/Po element). As explained in Chapter
1, this is equivalent to introduce an artificial diffusion along the streamlines. We
have not encountered these problems. The answer we give is that the Qi/Po ele-
ment is not div-stable. Pressure gradients in (5.21) do have an important role and
for the Qi/Po element they do not approximate the gradients of the continuous
pressure field.

(3) An analysis of the Galer kin finite element solution of the natural convection prob-
lem can be found in Reference [BL], where a slightly different formulation of the
physical problem is considered. The fluid-filled domain is linked through an in-
terface with heat conduction in the solid enclosing the fluid. Optimal rates of
convergence are proved when the velocity-pressure interpolation consists of non-
conforming PI /Po elements and Vt,h is built up using PI elements with respect to
the same triangulation as for the velocity. Q

Before going any further, let us introduce the matrix version of problem (5.17)-
(5.19). The matrices defined in Box 4.2 for the Navier-Stokes equations will also be used
now (taking / > = ! , / * = I/ Re, I = /„, f = 0 and replacing the vector s by su := r¿ue, ue

being the characteristic velocity for element é). The new matrices that will be needed
to account for the thermal coupling are defined in Box 5.1, where st := r"ue, 0 denotes
the vector of nodal values of a generic function in Vt and 0 the vector of nodal values of
an element in Wt. The vector of nodal values of an element in the velocity test function
space Wu has been represented by V. The Z2 inner product in the temperature space
has been indicated by (•, -)t. In order to avoid the introduction of more subscripts
in the matrices, the convection and diffusion matrices for the temperature have been
denoted by H, instead of the traditional notation K, already used for the matrices of
the Navier-Stokes equations.
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Box 5.1 Matrix form of the discrete equations

Matrix version Terms from where it comes
Nel f

VT C,. 6 d(i?ht vh) + [(su - V)vfc] - g- g—

M, • e (0fcl i7fc)t + V / [(st

er.Hc,,,(u).e

O1" - Hd,„ - 0 e(0h,i7h) + ¿ [(«e • V)^] - - A t ? du

er • Ft

Having introduced these matrices and vectors, problem (5.17)-{5.19) may be writ-
ten as follows:

For n = 1, 2, .... N, given U""1, P""1 and Bn~l, find Un, Pn and 9n, approximaííons
to U(ín), P(ín) and Q(tn), such that

v,,» • Un + 0AtKC|,n(Un) • Un + 0&tKd,,n • Un

,n . Pn + OAtC.» • en

+ (1 - o)AíF^;¿ + MUiJ» • U"'1 (5.26)

- (l - 0)AíKe,.:(U
n-1) • U""1 - (1 - flJAíKrf... • U"'1

+ (1 - 0)AíG.» • P"'1 - (1 -

G£ . IT = O (5.27)

A/T . fàn 4- 0AÍÏT ^TT*M • fìn 4- í9A¿TTj n • ftn

= ÖAtF? + (l - ÖjAtFp1 + Mt|(r • O"'1 (5.28)

- (l - 0)AiHc,,»(Un-ï) - e"'1 - (l - 0)AíH,i,,r • S"'1

5.2.3 Block iterative algorithm

Now we will consider an iterative solution procedure for problem (5.26)-(5.28). In
particular, the block iterative technique used to uncouple the calculation of the tem-
perature and the velocity and pressure will be discussed in detail.

Equations (5.26)-(5.28) may be written together in a unified matrix expression.
Let us denote by R„ and Rt the right-hand-side terms in Eqns. (5.26) and (5.28),
respectively, and define the following matrices:
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An(Un) := M.,.. + 0AíKc,.»(Un) + 0AfKd,.»
A» := -ÖAiG,»
A13 := 0AfC,n (5.29)

A21 := G£
A33(U

n) := MM» + 0AíHc.,?(U
n) + 0A*H¿,,r

Having introduced this notation, Eqns. (4.26)-(4.28) are rewritten as:

'A„(U») A12 A13 \ /U"\ /Ru\
A21 O O Pn = ° (5'3°)
o o AM(u»)/ \en/ VR,/

In fact, Ai2 and Ai3 also depend on Un through the SD term, although such de-
pendence has not been explicitly indicated. Assume for a moment that the Galerkin
formulation is used and therefore AU and Ai3 are constant. Suppose that the convec-
tive terms in the Navier-Stokes and the energy equations are linearized as follows:

CK', uj-', V,) « CK"'-1, Uj* V,) + /MUZ', IC«'-a , Vfc) - /M«ïr', U '̂'-1, Vfc)

/«•'', #?, n) « fW'-1,*?, T)h) + ßtf(u
n

h'\ tf^-1, l/fc) - A/«*-1, t?^-1, T]h)

(5.31)
where superscript t denotes the iteration counter. For ßu = ßt = l, (5.31) is the
Newton-Raphson linearization and for ßu = ßt = 0 the Picard scheme. The resulting
matrix version of the linearized equations will have the following aspect:

A21 ^ O O | | P"-« ) = | O | (5.32)

where
• D « . T» _ i _ / 9 A* ^TTnll~1^ TTn>t—l

R-'I R" *• *<-» IT-1 (5'33)

and AJ l t A^ are the matrices coming respectively from the terms ciu^'jU^'*"1^/,)
and /iu?'1,^?'*" ,T7fc) . Let us define now

/Tjn.i-l\ A , _ \TJ . / *»iiv** y i A'u'*nV*J ) •"•12 i
Bn •= ( . 0 jV A21

A13
0

13),B 1 2 : = 1 3 , BM^ÍAAJjíe"-'-1) O )

B22 :=

p ._x '~ o
Y := e™, Fv := Rf*

The linear system (5.32) may be written as

(£ BB;:) (?) = (ï;)
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A block iterative algorithm may be employed to solve (5.35). The main advantatge
of this method is that smaller linear systems will have to be solved, although iterations
will be required. For the particular case of (5.35), two options are equally easy to
implement [SB]:

• Block Jacobi method (or block total-step method):

= F, -

Block Gauss-Seidel method (or block single-step method):

B22Y
J = Fv -

or
B»* = *,-*,*-'

B„X' = F, - BI2Y'

Remarks 5.2
(1) It is understood that a convergence criterion has to be chosen to stop the iterative

algorithms (5.36)-(5.38).
(2) Physically, the distinction between (5.37) and (5.38) relies on which equation

(mechanical or thermal) is solved first. Depending on the physics of the problem,
one option may be more efficient than the other, although the improvement will
be in no more than one iteration. In what follows, we will assume that the Navier-
Stokes equations are solved first, being clear that the following discussion carries
out verbatim if the order of block iterations is swapped. p

The convergence of any of the algorithms (5.36)-(5.38) depends on the spectral
radius of the square matrices contained in the off-diagonal matrices BU and B2i [SB].
Matrix B2i may be set to zero by selecting ßt = 0 (Picard method for the energy equa:
tion). However, from (5.34) and (5.29) it is seen that Bi2 contains the coupling matrix
C,«. For a given time step size and a mesh diameter A, this matrix is proportional to
I / Fr (see Box 5.1) or, equivalently, to Gr/Re2 (cf. Eqns. (5.5)). Therefore, algorithms
(5.36)-(5.38) will only converge for sufficiently small values of the Grashof number.
Although this fact might seem an important drawback for using a block iterative algo-
rithm, this is not the case: when G r (or Ra) are very high, even the linearization of the
initial problem (5.30) leads to diverging schemes. Relaxation procedures are needed for
these extreme cases to compute converged solutions.

The computational efficiency of a block iterative scheme is not clear for the linear
problem (5.35). However, this linear system arises from the linearization of (5.30), i.e.,
from (5.32). The natural idea is to deal with the iterations due to the problem non-
linearity and the block iterations in a single iterative loop. This leads to the following
scheme:

( .
A21 o n ' ~ (5-39)

A33(U
n·<-1)en·< = Rt" - ßtA*31(Q

n>i-i)Vn'k (5.40)
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where for k = i — 1 this is a Jacobi-type method and for k = i a Gauss-Seidel-type
algorithm. Using the expression for R¿ given by (5.33), from Eqn. (5.40) we have that

AsaiU^-1) - 0"-' + AAS^e*1'1'-1) • Un-fe - AA^e™'-1) • IT1'-1 = Rt (5.41)

For ßt = O (Picard linearization for the energy equation) or k = i — 1 (block Jacobí
algorithm), this last expression reduces to

A fYtn.i— 1\ u",» _ t>
33(U ) -8 = K.t

Assume that ßt = 1 and k = i. Since

"'-1) • e™' + A^©"'-1) • Un-'' - A^í©"'-1) • U"1'"1

is precisely the linearized expression of A33(Un'') • 0n>* and Un>* is already known from
(5.39), Eqn. (5.41) reduces to

AaaiU"-'') - 0"-'" = Rf

Summarizing, Eqn. (5.40) may be replaced by

A33(Un'fc).0n'i = Rt (5.42)

where

a) k = i — 1 if the convective term in the energy equation is linearized up to first order
(Picard method) or the block Jacobi method is used to couple the mechanical and
thermal problems,

b) k — i otherwise, that is, second order linearization is used for the convective term
in the energy equation and the block Gauss-Seidel method is employed as block
iterative scheme.

Let us go back now to the original matrix notation for (5.39) and (5.40). There
are two sources of nonlinearity reflected in these equations, the first coming from the
nonlinear character of the physical problem and the second due to the block iterative
method. As in Chapter 4, we will add two more sources: the SD method and the
iterative penalization. Altogether, there are four reasons to iterate (nonlinear terms,
block iterative coupling, SD method and iterative penalization) and they will be dealt
with in a single iterative loop.

The final algorithm is the following (compare with (4.60)):

For n = 1,2, ..., N, given Un~l , P""1 and 0""1 , find U", P" and 0n, approximations to
U(in), P(£") and 0(t"), as the converged solutions of the following iterative algorithm:

M „.<-, • Un-'W + 0AfK ».<-• IT'*'-1) • UB'«W

0AfK . „,,-i
**!*»

= OAtF"" ,.., + (1 - flJAíF"-^., + Mu ..<_, - IT-1

"' "

- (l - 0)AtKd ,„„-1 • U"'1 + (l - 0)AtGc<-i • P"'1

- AíC^.i-i • foQ^'V-1) + (1 -
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eMpP
n'i(i) + G% • Un'c(<) = eMpP"-*'-1) (5.44)

M, ..» • en'í(i) + 0AíH .»,*(un'£W) • 0n'£(¿> + 0AíH. n.* • en-t(í)
C|5f 4*i*f **!**

r + (i - oiAípr1 + M, „.» • e"-1

, ''í' (5.45)- -

where k = i-lork = i, according to the options a) and b) indicated above.

It is assumed in (5.44) that the iterative penalty method is used.

Remarks 5.3
(1) The linearization of the SD term, the iterative penalization and the block Jacobi or

block Gauss-Seidel methods can only yield a linear convergence rate, with a more
or less steep slope in a plot iterations vs logarithm of the residual. Sooner or later,
convergence will be driven by the slowest of these rates as the iterative procedure
goes on, even though ßu = 1 be selected to linearize the Navier-Stokes equations.
We have found from numerical experiments that the Newton- Raphson method is
only useful when the Reynolds and the Rayleigh numbers are small. Otherwise, it
only contributes to increase the computational cost, without reducing the number
of iterations needed to reach a prescribed convergence tolerance.

(2) If instead of using 0n-i(1'-1) in (5.44) and Un'«(*) in (5.45) (k = i- 1 or k = í) they
are replaced by the temperature and velocity nodal values of the previous time
step, Qn~l and U""1, one is led to the so called 'staggered algorithms', in which
the coupling between the Navier-Stokes and the energy equations is accomplished
by means of the time stepping. The algorithm in time in this case is block explicit,
regardless of the value of the parameter 6. Therefore, a critical time step exists
above which the algorithm becomes unstable. See, e.g., References [PF], [WTS],
[Zi] for related methods.

(3) Referring again to the stability in time, if a fully converged solution is obtained
for (5.43)-(5.45) then stability should be ensured provided that 0 > 1/2. Obvi-
ously, the block iterative method will not give exactly the same solution as the
full nonlinear system. An error will remain that may affect the stability of the
algorithm in time. Numerical experiments indicate that this in fact happens. We
have found that 6 = 1/2 (Crank- Ni colson) is very sensitive to the convergence tol-
erance adopted for each time step. The higher it is, the sooner instabilities begin
to appear, leading to the numerical blow-up after a few time steps. In this sense,
the backward Euler scheme (0 = 1) has been found to be much more robust. We
have never found instability problems using this method. Q
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5.3 Creeping flow of nonlinear materials

5.3.1 Generalized Newtonian fluids

The constitutive equation for a Newtonian fluid relates the stress tensor tr with the
strain rate tensor e through a linear equation, viz.,

ff=-pl + 2/ie(u) (5.46)

For a number of important materials, it is not possible to describe their rheological
behavior with Eqn. (5.46) and using a constant value for the dynamical viscosity ¡i.

A very simple extension of the Newtonian constitutive law is to consider a variable
viscosity /í in Eqn. (5.46) (this is still a particular case of the Reiner-Rivlin constitutive
model). This allows to model several non-Newtonian flow phenomena observed in
practice.

According to Tanner [Ta], the non-Newtonian fluid behavior in shear may be
classified into three different types: time independent fluids, time dependent fluids and
viscoelastic materials. The constitutive law for the first two types can be written as
(5.46), with /i variable. Elastic effects have to be taken into account for viscoelastic
materials.

Here, only time independent non-Newtonian fluids will be considered. Sometimes
they are just called non-Newtonian viscous fluids or generalized Newtonian fluids. Time
dependent materials could also be easily accomodateci within the following formulation.
For these materials, the viscosity increases in time (rheopectic fluids) or decreases
(thixotropic fluids) for a constant shear rate. For simplicity, we shall assume that \i is
time independent.

Generalized Newtonian fluids may be classified in turn into Bingham, pseudo-
plastic and dilatant materials. Bingham materials only flow after the stress exceeds a
certain threshold (yield stress). For pseudo-plastic fluids the viscosity falls progressively
as the shear rate increases. Only for very high rates of shear, it ceases to decrease and
remains constant. Dilatant materials exhibit the opposite response.

Pseudo-plastic and dilatant fluids have very important technological applications.
High polymers, polymer solutions and many suspensions exhibit a pseudo-plastic behav-
ior. Dilatant fluids are much less common in industrial applications. Some concentrated
solutions of solids are an example of this type of materials.

One of the most extensively used constitutive laws for generalized Newtonian
fluids is the so called power law. For a simple shear flow, its expression is

H = K0\i\
n-1

t n > 0 , K0>0 (5.47)

where KO is the material consistency and n the rate sensitivity. Both KQ and ñ are
physical parameters to be determined from experimental data. In Eqn. (5.47), 7 is the
shear rate. For 0 < n < 1, this equation represents a pseudo-plastic fluid (presenting
the shear thinning effect near the walls) and for n > 1 a dilatant material (showing
shear thickening near the walls). Observe that when (7) = 0 Eqn. (5.47) is meaningless.
Another constitutive law that has a wider range of applicability is the Carreau model,
whose expression for a simple shear flow is

(5-48)
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where ßo > 0 and À > 0 are physical parameters and now 0 < n < 1.
In general, ¿t can be considered as a function of the principle invariants of the

strain rate tensor £, defined as

/!(«) := Tr(«) = V • u,

/2(«):=5e:e, (5.49)

J3(i) := dct(e)

For incompressible fluids, V • u = 0 and thus /i(e) = 0. In most situations of
physical interest, /x is independent of /a(e).

Let us see how Eqns. (5.47) and (5.48) can be generalized. For a simple plane
shear flow with u = ( 1*1(22)1 0) (in Cartesian coordinates x\ and x¡) we have that

and therefore the generalized expressions for (5.47) and (5.48) are

H = K0 [4J2(e)](n-1)/2 (Power law) (5.50)

/z = Mo[l + 4A2I2(e)](n~1)/2 (Carreau) (5.51)

Another very important type of constitutive law is the one representing viscoplas-
tic materials. This rheological behavior is particularly well suited to model the flow of
metals in metal forming processes. When plastic deformations are much more impor-
tant than elastic deformations, elastic effects may be simply neglected. This is the so
called flow approach.

Here we will briefly describe a particular type of viscoplastic model, namely,
Perzyna's model (see, e.g., References [On], [OH], [ZG], [ZJO], [ZOH] for more in-
formation). The basic assumption is that the viscoplastic strain rate is related to the
stress through the following equation:

fii = 7 < 4(F) > jg- (5.52)
Offij

where F is the yield function for the material, Q the plastic potential, <j> a certain
function that defines the model and < • > is the Macauley bracket, denned by < / >= /
if / > 0 and < / > = O i f / < 0 . The constant 7 in Eqn. (5.52) has the physical meaning
of being the fluidity parameter.

Assume now associate plasticity (F = Q) and take for F the von Mises yield
surface, _

F = Q = v^/zK) - <ry (5.53)

where <ry is the uniaxial yield stress of the material and I^tr1) is the second principle
invariant of the tensor < / : = < ? + pi. For the function <f>, the following power law is
adopted:

= Fm (5.54)

(5-55)

After some calculations, from (5.53) it is found that

ÔQ
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Using Eqns. (5.53)-(5.55) in (5.52) we obtain that

./*
(5.56)

This equation (5.56) represents a generalized Newtonian material, the viscosity fi being
one half of the inverse of the coefficient multiplying a\j

Assume that ^3/2(0^) — <ry > 0 and define

/2 \1/2 /4 \1/2

I.- ( ±eij£ij J = í | J2(e) J (5.57)

We will have that

and hence

"='>+3ÍT)1/" í5'58'

This expression will only be valid for high values of e. Observe that for trv = 0 it
reduces to the power-law model given by (5.50) and with a certain identification of the
physical parameters.

In Section 5.5.3 we will present a numerical simulation of a fluid whose viscosity
obeys the power-law (5.50) and in next chapter the problem of lamination of a metal
flat plate using the constitutive equation (5.58).

Besides the nonlinear dependence of the viscosity on the invariant Iz(e) expressed
by Eqns. (5.50), (5.51) and (5.58), it may also depend on the temperature and the
pressure. The physical parameters in these equations depend on the temperature [ZJO],
[ZOH]. But even for Newtonian fluids, the viscosity depends on the temperature and
the pressure. Using reaction-rate concepts [Ta], the viscosity may be expressed in terms
of the (absolute) temperature -9 as

M = ¿¿o exp í — J (5.59)

where E is the activation energy, R the gas constant (8.314 J K~1mol~1) and HQ is the
viscosity for E = 0. For small temperature changes around a reference value i?o> Eqn.
(5.59) may be replaced by

H = /ÍQ exp [—Q(Î? — $0)]

where now ¿i0 is the viscosity for i? = i?o-
Concerning the dependence of /z on a pressure variation p, an expression of the

form / « \
(5.60)
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is often adopted. This equation can be derived from thermodynamical bases using
the free volume concept [Ta]. In general, the physical parameter B is very large and
pressure variations do not affect much the value of the viscosity.

In what follows, we will assume that an expression of ft in terms of /2(c) and i? is
given. Since Ii{t) is really a function of the velocity field u, we will write, symbolically,

/i = /i(tf,u) (5.61)

The only way to solve fluid flow problems involving nonlinear viscosities is nu-
merically. For Newtonian flows, analytical solutions in some simple cases allow to
understand which could be the flow behavior in more general situations. However, for
non-Newtonian flows even for simple problems numerical techniques are needed. For
the numerical simulation of some simple flow cases of non-Newtonian fluids, see, e.g.,
References [BLL], [BP], [CC], [DK], [DR], [SY], [TTK], among many others.

5.3.2 Stationary problem and finite element discretization

The rheological behavior described above is usually valid for highly viscous materials.
Therefore, inertial terms in the Navier-Stokes equations will have a very little influence,
i.e., the Reynolds number will be very small. In order to simplify the exposition, the
convective term in the momentum equations will be dropped, that is, only creeping
flows will be considered. Moreover, since the transient evolution will not introduce
anything new, the stationary problem will be treated.

Under the assumptions just stated, the problem to be solved is to find a velocity
field u, a pressure p and a temperature t? such that

-2V • [pe(u)} + Vp = pt in Q
V • u = 0 in ÍÏ (5.62)

• Vi? - fcAtf = Q in Q

In the energy equation, Q is the source term. Only the source coming from the
mechanical dissipation into heat will be taken into account:

Q = y : e = -pi : e(u) + 2/ze(u) : e(u)
= 2/ie(u) : e(u) (5.63)

where the fact that I : e(u) = V • u = 0 has been used.
The same boundary conditions as in Section 5.2 will be considered (Eqns. (5.8)).

Sometimes, the Neumann-type prescription for the temperature has to be generalized
to a Robbins boundary condition to include the surface heat convection, although this
is immaterial for what follows.

The spaces of trial solutions needed for the stationary problem are:

K = {v e ^(íi)" I v|r<lm = u>
VP = {q 6 £2(ÍÍ)| / qdfl = 0 if rnu = 0} (5.64)

Jn
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The spaces of test functions are again given by (5.10). Introducing the forms

a(n; u, v) = 2 / /i«(u) : e(v)díï,
Jn

n
lu(v) = í pt- vdíi + f t • vdT,

J(i 7rn" (5.65)
e(î?,7/) =

/(U,tf,77) = f
Jn

/»(/*, u; 17) = 2 / /«(u) : «(u^di! + /
./n ./r„,

the weak form of problem (5.62) with the boundary conditions (5.8) is: Find u € Fu,
p G Vp and t? G Ft such that

d(/i; u, v) - 6(p, v) = /u(v) Vv e Wu

b(q, u) = 0 VqeWp (5.66)

/(u,t?,77) + e(i?,J?) = /£(/i, 11517) VT? e Wt

We now consider the finite element discretization of problem (5.66). For simplicity,
the Galerkin approach will be used, although the SD formulation might be needed to
stabilize the convective term in the energy equation.

The discrete version of problem (5.66) leads to the following algebraic system:

K(/0 • U - G • P = Fu (5.67)
GT • U = 0 (5.68)

H(u)-0 = Ft(/i,u) (5.69)

The notation used for the matrices and the vectors is the same as before, although
subscripts have been omitted. Matrix H(u) for the temperature equation (5.69) ac-
counts for both the diffusive and convective terms. We have explicitly indicated the
dependence of the matrices and vectors in the above equations on the viscosity and the
velocity.

Let us discuss now the construction of the finite element spaces V^,;», Vpih and Vt%h-
Consider first the case in which the viscosity /* does not depend on the temperature 1?.
Under this assumption, Eqns. (5.67) and (5.68) are uncoupled with Eqn. (5.69), that
can be solved once U is known. If the viscosity fi is constant (Newtonian fluid), we know
that the discrete velocity space VUih and pressure space Vpih must satisfy the discrete
Babuska-Brezzi (BB) stability condition. When the viscosity depends on the invariants
of the strain-rate tensor e(u), the question is whether this condition will be sufficient
for assessing stability and convergence of the finite element scheme. In Reference [BN],
it is proved that for the case in which the viscosity obeys the power law or the Carreau
model, stable and convergent velocity-pressure pairs for the Stokes problem with fi
constant are also stable for the nonlinear case. Concerning the convergence of the
method, let h be the diameter of {0e} and suppose that the rate of convergence for
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the velocity is of order hm for Newtonian flows. Assume now that fi satisfies the power
law with rate of sensitivity n, with 0 < n < 1. Then, the rate of convergence for the
velocity will be of order hmn. For the Carreau model, the same rate of convergence as
for the constant viscosity case can be obtained. See Reference [BN] for details.

Based on these results, finite element interpolations for the velocity and the pres-
sure that are known to satisfy the discrete Babuska-Brezzi condition have been em-
ployed also for this problem. As in Section 5.2, the temperature will be interpolated
like the velocity components.

5.3.3 Iterative techniques

Iterative penalty method

Let us consider first the case in which fi is constant. The iterative penalty method
applied to problem (5.67)-(5.69) is:

Given Pe(°), for t = 1,2,... find U«W and P£('') such that

K(/z) • U«W - G • P'W = Fu

Gr u«(0 «(.-)_ «(<-i) (5'70)

This is the discrete version of problem (3.73). It should be remarked that the initial
guess Pe(°) must be such that the associated pressure (interpolated from these nodal
values) have zero mean value.

The analysis of Section 3.4.1 revealed that the convergence of (5.70) relies on the
value of the parameter

Z~«JU-
- €K.K¡

where JV0 is the norm of a(n; -, •), Ka its coercivity constant and K\, the constant in
the Babuska-Brezzi condition. Since now both Na and Ka will be proportional to fi,
we will have that

è = epe (5.71)

for a certain constant C. In fact, using the same arguments as in Section 3.4.1 one
obtains (see Reference [CCO] for details):

where C' is a constant and || • || denotes the discrete L2 norm.
It is important to observe that convergence is governed by the parameter c, which

is proportional to the viscosity /*. This explains why e must be taken proportional to
/í"1, since what provides an idea of how well the incompressibility constraint will be
approximated is ë, and not e itself. Of course, this comment can also be applied to
the classical penalty method (observe that the first pass in (5.70) is nothing but the
standard penalty method), and must be kept in mind when one deals with non-constant
viscosities.
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In practical problems, we have encountered two cases in which the the standard
penalty method cannot be applied and the iterative penalization is mandatory. The first
is the one discussed now, concerning non-Newtonian flows with variable viscosity. In
the numerical examples presented below, it will be seen that the viscosity varies several
orders of magnitude in the fluid domain. Recall that the practical rule for choosing the
penalty parameter for the classical penalty method is to take it in the range 10~6/z-1

to lO"9^"1. If a reference viscosity no is chosen a priori for determining a suitable
value of 6, it is not known whether this penalty parameter will yield a sufficiently
accurate satisfaction of the incompressibility constraint or to ill-conditioning of the
final stiffness matrix. We will insist on this point later. Let us just mention that this
ill-conditioning for non-Newtonian flows precludes the use of iterative solvers for the
resulting algebraic system, in which case the behavior of the standard penalty method
is certainly disappointing [CWJ]. For an application of the Augmented Lagrangian
method to non-Newtonian fluids, see Reference [HTB].

Perhaps another case in which the importance of the variable viscosity is more
clear is when the pseudo-concentration method is used to follow free surfaces. This will
be the subject of Chapter 6.

Iterative algorithm for thermally coupled non-Newtonian flows

In order to solve the coupled nonlinear system of equations (5.67)-(5.69) we will
use a block iterative algorithm, as in Section 5.2. Once again, the nonlinearity of the
problem and the iterative penalization will be dealt with within the same iterative loop.

Let //*•') denote the viscosity function when the temperature is known at it-
eration k and the velocity at iteration /. Let TOL be a given convergence toler-
ance. As in the previous chapter, we check convergence using the criterion ||Ue(*) —
U«(i-i)|| <TOL\\UtW\\. The iterative scheme used is the following:

Box 5.1 Algorithm for thermally coupled non-Newtonian flows

. Initialise /i<°'°), P<°), 6(0)

• t := 0
• WHILE (not converged) DO:

• i «- í + l
• Solve:

K (¿|(«'-i.''-i)) . U't1') - G • P'W = F
GT • U

• Update:
^(i-l.i)

• Solve:
H(u'('')

• Update:
//'•') n

• Check convergence:
If ||U«W - U*'-1*!! <TOL\\V*M\\ then (converged)

END while
END
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Remarks 5.4
(1) Observe that the thermal problem is solved once the mechanical variables U and

P are known for a certain iteration. There is also the possibility of swapping the
order of block iterations. However, for the problems we have considered so far we
have found the described option (slightly) more efficient.

(2) The iterative penalization in the above algorithm is coupled with the iterative loop
used to deal with the nonlinearity of the problem. It will be seen in the numerical
experiments presented below that this does not deteriorate the convergence rate
of the scheme.

(3) If the viscosity does not depend on the temperature, the algorithm presented is a
Picard (or successive substitution) type scheme. This is the most common option
in practice [CWJ], [HTB], [LLH], [ZJO], [ZOH]. In fact, convergence problems have
been observed when a Newton-Raphson scheme has been employed in the type of
problems we consider (see Reference [CSS] for further discussion and references
therein). The Picard method has been found to be faster than the Newton-
Raphson algorithm. Anyway, convergence is slow for small values of the rate
sensitivity n when the Power-law model is adopted for the viscosity. In Reference
[TNB], it is proposed to redefine /*(*•') as

«.(***) **(***) I » ./I »» \t£\ * / ^— fj* * / -|_ £^i ^ — yj i

The value u? = 0.4 was found to be a good choice.
(4) From the results of the previous section, it is clear that the algorithm of Box

5.1 can be thought of as a Gauss-Seidel iterative scheme with a Newton-Raphson
linearization of the energy equation, since the velocity used in this equation is the
actual iterate, both for the convective term and the source term. n

5.4 General problem — Iterative procedure

5.4.1 Motivation

In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we have described the numerical techniques used for two partic-
ular problems of practical interest. Both problems can be placed in the general setting
to be considered now, defined by the following system of partial differential equations:

p[otu + (u • V)u] - 2V • (/ic(u)] + Vp = pi in íi, í 6 (O, T)
V - u = 0 iníï, t e(0,r) (5.73)

pcp[dtâ + (u • V)d] - V • (JbViî) = Q in n, í 6 (O, T)

where the physical properties and the forcing terms may be variable. Particular cases
of interest are:

• p and Cp depend on the temperature. This in fact is observed experimentally [IOS],
[ZMS]. However, the Eulerian derivatives of p and cp have to be small enough to
ensure that the simplifications that lead from the general conservation equations
of continuum mechanics (momentum, mass and energy) to (5.73) are still valid.

• fi is SL function of i? and the invariants of c(u). This is the problem considered in
Section 5.3.
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• k is a function of t?. No assumption on the magnitude of the spatial and temporal
derivatives of the diffusion is now required. This situation is found when the
Fourier law of heat conduction, q = — fcV$ , q being the flux of heat, has to be
generalized to q = — V</(i?), where g is a nonlinear function of the temperature.
The effective conduction coefficient is now g'($ ). Nonlinear diffusion problems are
often found in practice.

• f depends on the temperature. The Boussinesq approximation is an example of
this situation.

• Q depends on the velocity and the temperature. This happens when the Joule
effect is not neglected (Section 5.3). Internal heat sources may be also introduced,
due for example to chemical reactions or electromagnetic effects.

• In Chapter 6, p, /i, Cp and k will be considered variable in space due to the
presence of two different fluids in the domain ÍÏ.

Other nonlinearities in the problem may arise because of the boundary conditions.
For example, typical surface radiation models lead to the boundary condition

for the temperature, a and r being physical parameters and t?«, the ambient tempera-
ture outside the domain Û. Surface convection and surface conduction laws have similar
expressions.

5.4.2 Time discretization

The fact that the density p and the specific heat cp be variable introduce an additional
difficulty in the time discretization of Eqns. (5.73). To see this, let us neglect the
convective term in the momentum equation and let us write it as

pdtu + g(u,p) = pf (5.74)

where £/(u,p) = -2V-[/z«(u)]+Vjj. Dividing Eqn. (5. 74) by p and using the generalized
trapezoidal rule to discretize in time leads to

') H- £5<„",p«) + 1^(»~',P~')

= er + (i _
If fi is constant, the terms in C(u,p) will lead to constant matrices once the spatial
discretization has been performed, and one needs to compute them only once. However,
if 0(u,p) is multiplied by l/p, these matrices have to be computed for each time step.
In order to avoid this additional computational cost, let us multiply Eqn. (5.75) by pn:

(un _ u«-l) i f

- pn(l -
Since the temporal derivative of p must be small, we can approximate

-£ï * 1 (5-77)
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Using the approximation (5.77), the variation of p only affects the terms where it ap-
pears explicitly in Eqn. (5.74), that is, the approximation of the velocity time derivative
and the body force term.

Observe from Eqn. (5.76) that the approximation given by (5.76) is unnecessary
when 9 = 1. A similar situation is found when the specific heat varies in time.

The approximation just described will be used in Chapter 6, where the temporal
variation of p and cp will be due to the advance of a fluid in an air-filled domain.

5.4.3 Fully discrete and linearized problem

We proceed now to present the algorithm that combines all the ideas developed up
to now. The basic scheme for the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
was presented in Box 4.3. This scheme will be completed now with the inclusion of
the temperature equation and the block iterative method to couple the mechanical and
thermal problems.

The notation used before will be kept in what follows. In particular, the forms that
define the problem will be those given by (4.13) and (5.65), now with all the physical
properties within the integral symbol, since they may be variable. The dependence on
these physical properties of the matrices and vectors resulting after the finite element
discretization has been performed will be explicitly indicated. The source term Q in
the energy equation will be considered in the force vector Ft.

The final transient and iterative algorithm using the generalized trapezoidal rule
to discretize in time, the SD formulation for the space discretization, the iterative
penalty method and the block iterative coupling is the following:

For n = 1, 2, ..., N, given Un~l , Pn~l and Bn~l , find Un, P" and On, approximations to
U(in), P(£n) and 0(tn), as the converged solutions of the following iterative algorithm:

Mc ,„.;_, (pn) • tT-'W + 0AtKc ,».<-, (pn; uM»'-1)) . u"'^)

' nii_, (pn; UM*-»)) • Un'c(''>
c***

, + MViC,-, (p") - U"' (5.78)

(1 - e)&tKct«,i-i(pn;Un-1} • U"'1

0At/3uIT „,,-_, (pn; U"-'*''-1)) • U"-'*''-1)
c,«„

(l - 0)A£Kd ,«,<-. (ff-1) • U"'1 + (l - 0)AfGj:„-i • P""1

"1'-1 (5.79)

.i (/o", c£) • en'<(i) + ÖAtHCi<„„- (pn, c£; Un'€W) • 9n'€(i)

,̂.., + (l - 0) Af F^1,. + Mt ,„, (pn, <£) • 6"-1 (5.80)

1-1
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Observe that the approximation given by (5.77) has been employed for the terms
involving the density (and also for the specific heat).

Box 5.2 General algorithm for thermally coupled flows

Set the initial condition U°, 0° and P° = 0
n :=0
WHILE n < N and (non-stationary) DO:

• n «— n + 1
• IF n < neu then 6 = 1

ELSE select 6, B > 1/2
• ¿ :=0
• Set Unii(°) = U"-1, Pn-*(°) = P"-1 and Qn'<0) = 6"-1

• WHILE (not converged) DO:
t t <- i + l
• Solve the Navier-Stokes equations (5.78)-(5.79)
• Update:

Solve the temperature equation (5.80)
Update:

pn «

F?

Jbn «
Ff «- Pt(i?

n·«(»)tu
n·c(í))

• Check convergence:
IF ||UM<) _ u
and ||0n'€W - e
then (converged)

END while fnoi converged)
• Un *- Un>€(')
• Pn <— Pn-e(')
• en *- en'<(i)

• Check if the steady-state has been reached:
IF ||Un - U"-1!!̂  <TOL At ||Un||L,
and ||en - e"-1!!̂  <TOL AÍ ||en||£.
then (stationary)

END while n < N and (non-stationary)
END

We shall assume that the physical properties p, cp and k and the body force term
in Eqn. (5.78) are functions of the temperature t? and that the viscosity and the forcing
term Ft depend on the temperature and the velocity, the latter through the source term
Q. The basic flow chart to solve Eqns. (5.78)-(5.79) is given in Box 5.2, where the same
notation as in Box 4.3 has been employed. It is assumed that all the terms depending
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on the temperature and the velocity are updated as soon as possible. For the particular
case of the Boussinesq problem, it has been shown in Section 5.2 that this is equivalent
to use the Gauss-Seidel block iterative method and the Newton-Raphson linearization
of the energy equation.

5.5 Some applications of the numerical method

We present thereafter the numerical simulation of three different problems involving
thermally coupled flows. The Boussinesq approximation is the mathematical model
for the first two examples. The last problem is the 4:1 plane extrusion of a nonlinear
material, with the viscosity depending on the temperature.

The numerical calculations have been carried out on a CONVEX-C320 computer
using double arithmetic precision.

5.5.1 Thermoconvective instability of plane Poiseuille flow

The problem definition is sketched in Figure 5.1. It consists of a two-dimensional
laminar flow in a horizontal channel suddently heated from below. A parabolic inlet
velocity profile is prescribed, whereas the outlet is left free, i.e., the associated natural
boundary condition is zero traction.

8 = 0 . ux = u =

x = 0 6 = 1 , UK = u = 0 x = 10

Figure 5.1 Geometry, initial and boundary conditions foi the problem of ther-
moconvective instability of plane Poiseuille flow. Coordinates, ve-
locity and temperature are assumed to be dimensionless.

This problem is solved in Reference [EP] as a benchmark for open boundary flows
using a finite difference method and a fine grid.

This numerical test can be considered as a model for several relevant engineering
problems, such as the fabrication of microelectronic circuits using the chemical vapour
deposition process (cf. [EP], see references therein).
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*->

Figuie 5.2 Transient evolution of the streamlines for the plane Poiseuille flow
(PPF) heated from below at times: (1): í = 0.2; (2): t = 0.8; (3):
t = 1.2; (4): t = 1.4.

Referring to Eqns. (5.6), the dimensionless parameters of the problem have been
taken as Re = 10, Fr = 1/150 and Pe = 40/9 (the average inlet velocity, the height of
the channel and the temperature difference between the top and bottom walls have been
chosen as reference values for velocity, length and temperature, respectively). These
parameters are the same as in Reference [EP] except for the Péclet number, which
is slightly higher in that work (Pe = 20/3). In both cases, these values result in a
thermoconvective instability of the basic Poiseuille flow. The linear stability analysis
of unstable stratified plane Poiseuille flow in a infinite horizontal channel can be found
in Reference [GR]. It is shown there that the form of the instability could vary from
travelling tranverse waves to longitudinal rolls, with axes parallel to the main flow
direction and thus leading to a three-dimensional flow pattern. Travelling transverse
waves are found for small values of the Rayleigh number. This is the situation for
the dimensionless parameters used here and therefore a two-dimensional calculation is
possible. It should be remarked, however, that three-dimensional effects are in general
very important for thermally coupled flows [Ke].

Let us describe now the numerical strategy followed to solve this problem. The
domain [0,10] x [0,1] has been discretized using a uniform mesh of 30 x 15 = 450 Qz/Pi
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JL.

Figure 5.3 Transient evolution of the streamlines for the plane Poiseuille flow
(PPF) heated from below at times: (1): t = 1.6; (2): t = 1.8; (3):
t = 2.2; (4): t = 2.5.

elements, yielding 1891 nodal points. For this longitudinal length, it is concluded in
Reference [EP] that the numerical solution is not affected by the artificial boundary
conditions for 2 < z < 8.

We have tested both the iterative penalty method with a parameter e = 10~4 and
the classical penalization, now with e = 10~r. We will show later that both approaches
yield a similar approximation for the incompressibility constraint and convergence his-
tory.

The SD formulation has been used for the space discretization, with and upwind
parameter QO = 0.5 (quadratic elements) and a natural length ho = 2 (corresponding
to quadrilateral elements). The use of this method is needed to stabilize the convective
terms of both the Navier-Stokes and the energy equations, since the cell Reynolds
number and the cell Péclet number are higher than two. It is found that the maximum
velocity norm is about 14.6 (cf. Figure 5.15) and therefore the maximum values of
these parameters are (Re)^ax = \ue\maxh

eRe/2 a 14.6 x 0.33 x 10/2 = 24.33 and
7max = \ue\maxh

ePe/2 % 14.6 X 0.33 x 4.44/2 = 10.81.
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E
H *

0.5 1.5 2. 2.5
Time

3.5

Temperature evolution

Figure 5.4 Transient evolution of the température at the central point (x =
5, y = 0.5). The initial time corresponds to í = 3.3 of the initial
calculation shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 (PPF).

L,.

Figure 5.5 Streamlines for t = 1.3, corresponding approximately to the max-
imum value of the temperature at the central point (PPF).
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Figure 5.6 Streamlines for t = 2.6, corresponding approximately to the min-
imum value of the temperature at the central point (PPF).

L,

Figure 5.7 Velocity vectors for t = 1.3, corresponding approximately to the
maximum value of the temperature at the central point (PPF).
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= • í s e

L,.

Figure 5.8 Velocity vectors for t = 2.6, corresponding approximately to the
minimum value of the temperature at the central point (PPF).

Figure 5.9 Temperature contours for t = 1.3, corresponding approximately
to the maximum value of the temperature at the central point
(PPF).
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Figure 5.10 Temperature contours for t = 2.6, corresponding approximately
to the minimum value of the temperature at the central point
(PPF).

Figure 5.11 Pressure contours for t = 1.3, corresponding approximately to
the maximum value of the temperature at the central point
(PPF).
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Figure 5.12 Pressure contours for t = 2.6, corresponding approximately to
the minimum value of the temperature at the central point
(PPF).

Figure 5.13 Vorticity contours for í = 1.3, corresponding approximately to
the maximum value of the temperature at the central point
(PPF).
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Figure 5.14 Vorticity contours for t = 2.6, corresponding approximately
to the minimum value of the temperature at the central point
(PPF).

The Gauss-Seidel block iterative procedure with a Newton-Raphson linearization
of the energy equation has been used, solving first the Navier-Stokes equations and then
the temperature equation. The first problem has been linearized only up to first order
(Picard method). The convergence tolerance has been taken as 0.1 % in the relative
L2 norm.

Of special interest is the choice of the parameter 0 of the generalized trapezoidal
rule. As it has already been mentioned, we have found that the Crank-Nicolson method
is very sensitive to the convergence tolerance (see Remark 5.3.(3)). The time step size
has been taken as Ai = 0.01. For TOL = 10%, instability problems have been found at
time step number 5, whereas for TOL = 1% they do not appear until time step number
37 and for TOL = 0.1% until time step number 121. Using the backward Euler method
(6=1) the time stepping algorithm has been found to be stable in all the cases. The
results presented here have been obtained using this method.

Numerical results are shown in Figures 5.2 to 5.18 (only one half of the computa-
tional domain is shown). The acronym 'PPF' (standing for Plane Poiseuille Flow) has
been used to identify the problem to which figures correspond. The transient evolution
from the basic Poiseuille flow to the periodic flow pattern finally obtained has been
plotted in the eight snapshots of Figures 5.2 and 5.3 (times are given in the captions).
After a time t = 3.3, the travelling waves are fully developed and a new run has been
carried out, redefining t — 0 for t = 3.3. The period of the oscillations has been found
to be approximately 2.5 time units. This can be observed from the transient evolution
of the temperature at the central point (x = 5, y = 0.5) depicted in Figure 5.4. This
value is very sensitive to the Péclet number, since in Reference [EP] and for Pe = 20/3
this period was found to be approximately 1.5 time units.
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Figure 5.15 Numerical values for the velocity and streamfunction at t = 1.3
(PPF). (1): Streamfunction; (2): x—velocity component con-
tours; (3): y—velocity component contours; (4): Norm of the
velocity contours.

The streamlines, velocity vectors, temperature contours, isobars and vorticity con-
tours for í = 1.3 and t = 2.6 are plotted in Figures 5.5 to 5.14. The first time corre-
sponds to a maximum value for the temperature at the central point and the latter to a
minimum. The periodicity of all these fields can be observed from the plots. Numerical
values are given for t = 1.3 in Figures 5.15 and 5.16.

Finally, Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the streamlines for t = 1.3 and í = 2.6 in the
whole computational domain. The bad influence of the artificial boundary conditions
can be observed, especially in what concerns the outlet wall. It is clear that the zero
traction prescription does not reproduce the effect of an infinitely long channel. The
proper evaluation of boundary conditions necessary for the numerical simulation of
flows in infinite domains is an area that still deserves a lot of research.

Once the numerical strategy and the physical results have been described, let us
discuss now the numerical behavior of the algorithm. The convergence history and the
evolution of the incompressibility constraint for the first two time steps, starting from
the Poiseuille flow, are shown in Figure 5.19. These results correspond to the iterative
penalty method with e = 10~4. The same plots for time step number 532 (í = 5.32)
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Figure 5.16 Numerical values for the velocity vectors, temperature, pressure
and vorticity at t = 1.3 (PPF). (1): Velocity vectors; (2): Tem-
perature; (3): Pressure; (4): Vorticity.

are shown in Figure 5.20, now for both the iterative penalty method with e = IO"4 and
the classical penalization with e = 10~7. It is observed that the convergence history
in both cases is almost the same, whereas the norm of the discrete velocity divergence
decreases in the first case to 0.5 x 10~7 and in the second case it remains constant and
equal to 0.15 x 10~7. The excellent behavior of the iterative penalty method is again
observed for this type of problems.

Between three and five iterations have been required to converge for each time
step. The CPU time per iteration has been 22.1 seconds. It is important to remark that
the solution of the Navier-Stokes equation requires the 78.98% of CPU, whereas the
temperature equation only the 15,24%. The increase of the computing time is not only
due to the formation of the element matrices and assembly, more costly for the Navier-
Stokes equations, but also to the solution of the final algebraic system of equations.
The time required for the temperature equation is the 29% of the time needed for the
Navier-Stokes equations. This gives an idea of the rapid increase of the computing
time with the number of equations of the system using a direct solver, that is what we
have employed. Having this in mind and observing that the iterations needed for each
time step are mainly due to the nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations, the block
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Figure 5.17 Influence of the outflow boundary condition for t = 1.3, corre-
sponding approximately to the maximum value of the tempera-
ture at the central point (PPF).

Figure 5.18 Influence of the outflow boundary condition for t = 2.6, corre-
sponding approximately to the minimum value of the tempera-
ture at the central point (PPF).
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Figure 5.19 Convergence history and evolution of the norm of the incora-
pressibility constraint for the first and second time steps (PPF).
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Figure 5.20 Convergence history and evolution of the norm of the incom-
pressibility constraint using the classical penalty method with
« = 10~7 and the iterative penalization with e = 10~4 for time
step No. 532 (PPF).

iterative algorithm used to uncouple the thermal and mechanical problems seems to be
a very efficient procedure.
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5.5.2 Transient natural convection of lo w-P r and 11-numb er fluids

In this example, the transient convective motion of a fluid enclosed in a square cavity
driven by a temperature gradient will be numerically analysed. The left vertical wall
is suddently heated and mantained at a constant temperature, while the right vertical
wall is mantained at the initial temperature. Horizontal walls are assumed to be adia-
batic, i.e., the zero heat flux boundary condition is prescribed. Homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions are prescribed everywhere on the boundary for the velocity.

8 = 1

— = 0 . u =u =0an • * ï

X = 0 !§--!

9 = 0

. = 0

Figure 5.21 Geometry, initial and boundary conditions for the problem of
transient natural convection of low-Prandtl-number fluids. Co-
ordinates, velocity and temperature are assumed to be dimen-
sionless.

The problem definition is represented in Figure 5.21. All the variables of the
problem have been nondimensionalized using the length of the cavity and the tem-
perature difference between the two vertical walls as reference values for length and
temperature, respectively. The reference velocity has been taken as n/L, as explained
in Section 5.2.1. Referring to Eqns. (5.7), the only dimensionless parameters involved
in the problem are the Prandtl number Pr and the Rayleigh number Äa or, equiva-
lently, the Grashof number Gr. Numerical results will be presented for Pr = 0.005 and
the values Gr = 3 x IO6 and Gr = 5 X IO6.

The value Pr = 0.005 is very small and not often encountered in common fluids.
For example, the Prandtl number is 0.71 for air, 7.03 for water and 0.0249 for mercury
(at 293 K). Small values of Pr are typical of liquid metals and semiconductors. The
problem to be studied now is relevant to the solidification of ingots and casting, crystal
growth from melts, materials processing, nuclear reactor safety and other applications
(cf. [MV]).
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Figure 5.22 Transient evolution of the streamlines and the temperature con-
tours for the problem of natural convection of low-Prandtl-
number fluids (LPN), Gr = 3 x IO6. (1): Streamlines, t = 0.4;
(2): Temperature contours, t = 0.4; (3): Streamlines, t = 1.2;
(4): Temperature contours, t = 1.2.

Although the problem just described is a very popular test for thermally coupled
flows when Pr is high, the interest for solving low-Prandtl-number flows is that this
problem is not yet well understood. It is found that the flow exhibits a periodic oscil-
lation when the Grashof number exceeds a critical value. In particular, for Pr = 0.005
a steady-state solution is obtained for Gr = 3 X 106 but the solution bifurcates and
for Gr = 5 x 106 an oscillatory flow field is found. For further information about this
problem the reader is referred to the work of Mohamad & Viskanta [MP], from where
this problem has been taken. Our purpose here is to demonstrate the efficiency of the
numerical method proposed in this work and also to get more insight in the physics of
the problem now considered. A much more detailed information about the recirculation
zones at the corners of the cavity and the dynamics of the vorticity than in the above
quoted reference will be given.

The numerical strategy employed is as follows. The finite element mesh used to
discretize the unit square is the same as in Example 4.1 and shown in Figure 4.6. It
consists of 671 Q^¡P\ elements and 2809 nodal points. The SD formulation has been
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Figure 5.23 Numerical values of the streamfunction when the steady-state
has already been reached, Gr = 3 x IO6 (LPN).

used for both the Navier-Stokes and the energy equation, with do = 0.5 and ho = 2 as
upwind factors and length of the parent domain, respectively. The iterative penalization
with e = 10~4 has been chosen, yielding a final value of order 10~12 for the norm of
the discrete velocity divergence in all the time steps. The Navier-Stokes equations
have been linearized up to first order, and the Gauss-Seidel block iterative method and
Newton-Raphson linearization of the temperature equation have been adopted. The
convergence tolerance has been taken as 0.1% in the relative L2 norm. Based on the
results and comments of the previous section, 6 = 1 (backward Euler) has been taken
for the generalized trapezoidal rule to advance in time.

Let us first discuss the results for Gr = 3 x IO6 and shown in Figures 5.22 to
5.28 (the abbreviation 'LPN', standing for Low-Prandt-Number, has been included to
identify the problem ). It has already been said that in this case a stable steady-state
solution is found. The time step size has been taken as Ai = 0.04, a high value,
considering that it is of the same magnitude as the mesh diameter and the backward
Euler scheme is only first order accurate. The steady-state solution is completely
developed at t = 6, time for which results are presented.

Figure 5.22 shows the transient evolution from the motionless flow field to' the
thermally induced solution. It is observed that the streamlines are initially a little
squared (for t = 0.4) and evolve to the almost circular shape shown in Figure 5.23 (for
t = 6). It is also observed how the temperature contours accomodate from the initial
constant temperature gradient to the final configuration of Figure 2.25. A detail of
the vortices created at the corners of the cavity is shown in Figure 5.24. Two vortices
appear at the top right and bottom left corners with similar strength, and only one in
the other two corners. Let us remark that the maximum and minimum values for the
streamfunction are exactly the same as those obtained in Reference [MV] using a much
finer mesh (81 X 81 = 6561 grid points) but a finite difference method.
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Figure 5.24 Details of the steady-state streamlines at the four corners of the
cavity (LPN), Gr = 3 x IO6. (1): Top left corner; (2): Top right
corner; (3): Bottom left corner; (4): Bottom right corner.

The velocity vectors, isobars and vorticiy contours are shown in Figures 5.26, 5.27
and 5.28, respectively. It is interesting to observe that pressure gradients are almost
constant at the middle of the walls and that high vorticity gradients are generated
there. It is argued in Reference [MV] that the instability found for higher values of
Gr is originated at the top right vortex. We believe that the sources of instability are
these high gradients of vorticity just mentioned. They are due to the fact that the
flow has to accomodate from the circular velocity field in the middle of the cavity to a
zero velocity at the walls, without smooth transition. Figure 5.26 is illustrative of this
situation.

The case Gr = 5 x IO6 is considered next. Now the time step size has been taken
as At = 0.004. The computation has started with the steady-state solution found
before, redefining t = 0 for t = 6. The transient evolution of the z—velocity component
at the points of coordinates (0.995,0.5) and (0.976,0.5) is depicted in Figure 2.29. It
is observed that an oscillatory flow pattern has been developed. The amplitude of
the oscillations grows slowly as time goes on. Details of the streamlines, temperature
contours, isobars and vorticity contours are shown for t = 3.2 in Figures 5.30 to 5.34.
From the former it is seen that now two more secondary vortices appear at the top left
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Figure 5.25 Steady-state temperature contours, Gr = 3 x IO6 (LPN).

Figure 5.26 Steady-state velocity vectors, Gr = 3 x IO6 (LPN).
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Figure 5.27 Steady-state pressure contours, Gr = 3 x IO6 (LPN).

Figure 5.28 Steady-state vorticity contours, Gr = 3 x IO6 (LPN).
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Figure 5.29 Transient evolution of the x—velocity component at points
(0.995,0.5) and (0.976,0.5), Gr = 5 x IO6 (LPN).
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Figure 5.30 Details of the streamlines at the four corners of the cavity for
t = 3.2, GT = 5 x IO6 (LPN). (1): Top left corner; (2): Top right
corner; (3): Bottoni left corner; (4): Bottom right corner.

and bottom right corners. The center of the elongated vortex at the other two corners
oscillates around the position found for Gr = 3 x IO6 (compare with Figure 5.24).

Finally, let us mention that the CPU time needed per iteration has been 45.483
seconds, of which the 83.41% are required by the Navier-Stokes solver and the 16.13%
for the solution of the temperature equation. The solution of the linear algebraic
system for this problem needs the 25.37% of what is needed for the Navier-Stokes
equations. Between two and three iterations have been needed per time step for the
case Gr = 3 X IO6 with Ai = 0.04 and only one in most of the time steps for the case
Gr = 5 x IO6 with A£ = 0.004. This again indicates that using a block iterative method
for thermally coupled problems is a good option.
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Figure 5.31 Global picture of the streamlines at the corners cavity for t = 3.2,
Gr = 5 x IO6 (LPN).
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Figure 5.32 Temperature contours for t = 3.2, Gr - 5 x IO6 (LPN).
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Figure 5.33 Pressure contours for í = 3.2, Gr = 5 x IO6 (LPN).
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Figure 5.34 Vorticity contours for t = 3.2, Gr = 5 x IO6 (LPN).
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5.5.3 The 4:1 plane extrussion of a power-law fluid

In this section we present some numerical results obtained for the well-known 4:1 plane
extrusion problem. This is a very popular test for non-Newtonian flows, since all the
now features that characterize these fluids are present in this problem. It is also used as
a test to check error estimators and adaptive remeshing techniques (see, e.g., Reference
[DT]).

The geometry and the boundary conditions are depicted in Figure 5.35. The
variation of the viscosity and the components of the velocity will be given for sections
A A, BB and CC indicated in this Figure.
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Figure 5.35 Geometry and boundary conditions for the 4:1 plane extrusion
of a power-law fluid.

Here, Eqns. (5.62) modelling the creeping flow of nonlinear materials will be
solved numerically. The finite element mesh employed for the space discretization is
composed of 525 Q2/PI elements (biquadratic interpolation for the velocity, piecewise
linear pressure), with a total of 2201 nodal points. There are 15 elements in. the
y—direction from the coordinates y = 3 to y = 4 and only 12 from y = 0 to y = 3.
The concentration of elements in the former zone is needed if one wants to reproduce
accurately the shear thinning effect of fluids whose viscosity obeys the power law that
we shall consider now, given by

(5.81)
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(a)

Cb)

Figure 5.36 Streamlines for ß = O (a) (thermally independent viscosity) and
for ß = 2 x IO3 (b) (thermally coupled flow). Observe the dif-
ferent curvature near the inflow vertical wall and the different
gradient of the streamfunction in the exit channel (EPL).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.37 Temperature contours for ß = 0 (a) (thermally independent vis-
cosity) and for ß = 2 x IO3 (b) (thermally coupled flow) (EPL).

In this expression, KO, n and ß are physical constants (Ko is the material consis-
tency and n the rate sensitivity) and t? is the temperature. The power law given by
Eqn. (5.50) has been combined with an exponential thermal dependence as dictated
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Figure 5.38 Details of the flow for ß = 0 (EPL). (1): Accomodatici! of the
parabolic velocity profile, corresponding to a Newtonian fluid, to
the non-Newtonian velocity profile near the bottom left corner.
Observe that velocity vectors have and positive ¡/—component;
(2): Velocity vectors in the exit channel. The shear thinning
effect is apparent; (3): Temperature contours near the corner of
the step; (4): Streamlines near the corner of the step.

by Eqn. (5.60), with a suitable identification of the physical parameters.
The values of the physical constants we have used are (all in SI units): p = 1200

(density), cp = 10 (specific heat), k = 2 (thermal conduction coefficient), KQ = IO6

(material consistency) and n = 0.2 (rate sensitivity). For this value of n the effect of
the non-constant viscosity is very pronounced. The values of the thermal properties
are non-physical, but they have been used to accentuate the temperature effect on the
viscosity. Numerical experiments have also been conducted with larger values of n, in
which case convergence is easier to achieve. Since the expression of the viscosity (5.81)
tends to infinity when Ii(£) tends to zero, we have introduced a cut-off value /ic = IO11

for fi. The values of the viscosity for the converged solutions are always below this
limit, except in isolated points.

The physical results for this problem are presented if Figures 5.36 to 5.43 (coordi-
nates are given in decimeters. The problem has been identified with the acronym 'EPL1,
standing for plane Extrussion of a Power-Law fluid). Figure 5.36 shows the streamlines
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Figure 5.38 Details of the flow for ß = 2 x IO3 (EPL). (1): Accomodation of
the parabolic velocity profile, corresponding to a Newtonian fluid,
to the non-Newtonian velocity profile near the bottom left corner;
(2): Velocity vectors in the exit channel. The shear thinning
effect is more pronounced than for ß = 0; (3): Temperature
contours near the corner of the step; (4): Streamlines near the
corner of the step.

for ß = 0 (thermally uncoupled flow) and for ß = 2 X IO3, where the effect of the
temperature on the viscosity (and thus on the velocity) is apparent. The temperature
contours are plotted in Figure 5.3?. From Eqn. (5.63) it is clear that the temperature
will rise where the internal mechanical work is higher, that is, in the zones with high
strain rate. This happens near the corner (z,y) = (16,3).

A detail of the flow features for both ß = 0 and ß = 2 x IO3 is shown in Figures
5.38 and 5.39, respectively. It is observed that the effect of the temperature on the
viscosity for the latter case results in an even more pronounced shear thinning.

Figures 5.40, 5.41 and 5.42 show the variation of the z-velocity component and
the viscosity along the sections AA, BB and CCindicated in Figure 5.35. The approx-
imation of the viscosity in the AA section is not very good for 0 < y < 3. As it has
been already said, the discretization there is poor. However, the variation of the x—
and j/-velocity components (Figures 5.40 and 5.43) is smooth, since the shear thinning
effect is not important in this section.
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Figure 5.40 z—velocity and viscosity profiles along section AA for ß = 0 and
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Figure 5.41 x—velocity and viscosity profiles along section BB for ß — 0 and
ß = 2 x IO3 (EPL).

Let us discuss now the performance of the iterative penalization. For values of ß
between 0 and 2 x IO3 the convergence history of the numerical simulation is similar.
However, for larger values of ß lack of convergence can occur. We have failed to obtain
converged solutions for ß = 5 X IO3, both for the standard penalty method and for the
iterative version. As proposed in Reference [ZOH], under-relaxation techniques may be
required when the dependence of the viscosity on the temperature is very pronounced.
The convergence of the algorithm will be discussed in the case in which ß = 2 x IO3,
that is, when the viscosity depends on the temperature (thermally coupled flow).

Figure 5.44 shows the evolution of the discrete L2 norm of the velocity residuals
over the norm of the actual velocity (in %). As usual, this has been taken as the
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Figure 5.43 y—velocity profiles along sections AA and CC for ß = 0 and
ß = 2 x IO3 (EPL).

parameter to decide whether convergence has been achieved or not. Both the curves
corresponding to the classical and the iterative penalty methods have been plotted.
Here, the penalty parameter that has been used is e = 10~12. In the first iteration,
the viscosity is set to its cut-off value. Thus, the effective initial guess for the second
iteration is the Newtonian solution with this viscosity. A real non-Newtonian behavior
will be first encountered in this second iteration and from there onwards iterations are
required to reach the prescribed convergence tolerance. However, we see that one more
iteration is needed if the iterative penalization is employed. The explanation we give
is that in this method the second pass of the algorithm uses the Newtonian pressures
obtained in the first one, and thus the complete non-Newtonian approximation is not
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Figure 5.44 Convergence history and evolution of the incompressibility con-
straint for € = 10-" and ß = 2 x IO3 (EPL).
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Figure 5.45 Convergence history and evolution of the incompressibility con-
straint for e = IO'9 and ß = 2 x IO3 (EPL).

obtained until the third iteration. In any case, it is interesting to observe that the final
convergence rate and the number of iterations needed to achieve convergence have not
been deteriorated because of the iterative penalization.

The important issue is to determine how well the incompressibility constraint has
been approximated. The evolution of ||BU|| (B = GT, with the notation used earlier)
as the iterative procedure goes on has been plotted in the second box of Figure 5.44
(we have normalised this norm by dividing it by N^). Observe that this value keeps
constant for the classical penalty method and that it decreases uniformly up to a value
of order 10~13 in 15 iterations if the iterative penalization is used. One might think that
the value of order IO"8 obtained with the classical penalty method is a good enough
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Figure 5.46 Convergence history for e = 10~9 for thermally coupled flow
(ß = 2 x IO3) and uncoupled flow (ß = 0) (EPL).

approximation. However, this may be somehow misleading, since the smallest value of
the final viscosity, say ¡i\t is of order IO3, and thus e « lO"9/^1 whereas the largest
viscosity value, say //2, is of order IO9 and then e a lO"3^1. Thus, the parameter
e introduced earlier is of order 10~9 in the low viscosity zones and of order 10~3 in
the high viscosity zones. Recalling that the approximation of the incompressibility
constraint is driven by ë, we may expect a much better satisfaction of this constraint
in the low viscosity regions than in the zones where the viscosity is high. If smaller
penalty parameters are employed, the solution is affected by the ill-conditioning of the
stiffness matrix, even for the direct solver we use. For e = 10~16 this ill-conditioning is
so important that the algorithm fails to converge.

The same experiments discussed above have been performed using a penalty pa-
rameter e = IO"9 and the results are presented in Figure 5.45 (convergence history and
evolution of the L2 norm of the discrete divergence). The conclusions are similar to
the previous case. Observe now that oscillations are found for the first eight iterations
and then the iterates converge uniformly. The reason for this behavior is the high value
of e, that is of the same order as /^T1, the inverse of the maximum viscosity, and 100
times higher than /i"1, the inverse of the cut-off value. To see that this behavior of
the iterative procedure is not due to the block iterative algorithm (see Box 5.1), the
convergence history for ß = 0 (uncoupled flow) and ß = 2 x IO3 (coupled flow) has been
plotted in Figure 5.46. In both cases oscillations appear for the first eight iterations,
although the final convergence rate of the uncoupled flow is slightly higher than for the
coupled flow for the last iterations.
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Concerning the computational cost of the simulation, the CPU required per iter-
ation has been 24.41 seconds for ß = 2 x IO3 and 18.58 seconds for ß — 0. For the first
case, the solution of the temperature equation needs the 20.46% of CPU time and the
solution of the momentum equations (Stokes problem) the 74.85%. Most of the com-
puting time now is needed to solve the linear algebraic system (about a 75%), both for
the Stokes and the energy equation. Updating the physical properties and performing
the smoothing technique explained in Chapter 4 in order to obtain nodal values of the
viscosity and the pressure is inexpensive: these operations only need the 1.6% of CPU
time.

5.6 Summary and conclusions

The basic numerical method described in Chapter 4 has been applied here to solve ther-
mally coupled flows and flows of non-Newtonian fluids. The first issue to be considered
is the algorithm used to couple the energy equation with the Navier-Stokes equations.
This has been done by means of a block iterative coupling. Although its use seems to
be quite 'natural', an effort has been made to analyse how can it be interpreted and
to place it in the general framework of iterative algorithms. In particular, it has been
proved for Newtonian fluids that the solution of the energy equation using the actual
iterate of the velocity field can be thought of as a Newton-Raphson linearization of the
convective term in this equation coupled with a Gauss-Seidel block iterative technique.
In more general situations, numerical experiments have indicated that this coupling
between the thermal and mechanical problems is very efficient from the computational
standpoint.

The extension of the numerical methods used for the Navier-Stokes equations to
the problems considered here has proved to be effective. In particular, the Streamline
Diffusion method has proved to work very well when div-stable velocity-pressure finite
element interpolations are used. Numerical results have demonstrated that a consistent
Petrov-Galerkin weighting yields very accurate solutions, without any oscillations.

Concerning the time stepping algorithm, the Crank-Nicolson method has been
found to be very sensitive to the convergence tolerance adopted within each time step.
Using the block iterative technique, the coupling between the thermal and mechanical
problems is only accomplished up to a certain tolerance and thus a certain stability
limit will exist for the time step size. Using the backward Euler scheme no stability
problems have been encountered in the numerical tests.

Perhaps the behavior of iterative penalization is the most salient result. It was
derived and analysed for a much simpler problem than the one considered here (station-
ary Navier-Stokes equations with constant viscosity and under conditions that ensure
uniqueness of solution) but happens to perform very well for thermally coupled flows
and, what is more important, for non-Newtonian fluids. In this last case, the classi-
cal penalization is inappropiate due to the high variation of the viscosity in the fluid
domain, and therefore either the incompressibility constraint is poorly approximated
or the final stiffness matrix is ill-conditioned. The iterative penalty method allows to
circumvent both problems using relatively high values of the penalty parameter.
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CHAPTER 6

MOULD FILLING SIMULATION

6.1 Introduction

This chapter will be devoted to present a specific application of the numerical tools
developed previously: the numerical simulation of mould filling processes. Mould filling
is an integral part of the casting process, an ancient metal forming technique. It
starts with the pouring of a molten metal into a mould until it is filled and it is
concluded when the solid nature of the metal is restored. The complete numerical
simulation of these processes involves modelling of mould rilling, prediction of thermal
stresses in a solidifying material and micro-macro modelling in order to predict material
micro-structure. Besides the inherent difficulty to model all these physical phenomena,
another problem arises because of the identification of material properties, for which
delicate experiments are needed. Mould filling as the first stage of the casting process
will be the subject of this chapter.

The main difficulty for simulating the flow of a molten metal in a mould is the
modelling of free surfaces. Most of the numerical approaches to this problem have been
limited to simple geometries, due to the high computational cost of this simulation
and that numerical models have been mainly based on finite difference techniques.
Because of the available computer potential, it has become possible to deal with more
complicated geometries for which finite element models are especially well suited. The
representation of feeders, gating systems, risers and the overall mould geometry does
not offer any difficulty using finite elements. Proper evaluation of the position of the
melt during the transient analysis is the most important problem.

The model that we shall use here to track the free surface of the fluid is based upon
the pseudo-concentration technique, which employs a fixed mesh. The moving fluid may
fill the elements partially or fully. The version of this method we shall use is due'to
Thompson [Thl], [Th2], [TS], although it has also been used under the names volume
of fluid method (VOF) [HN] or saturation method [SW]. The basic idea is to introduce
a scalar function which is advected according to the velocity flow field obtained from
the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. This function is defined on the whole
computational domain. A certain isovalue contour is used to define the front of the
'real' fluid. The unfilled region is assumed to be occupied by a fictions material whose
physical properties are such that its motion does not affect the dynamical behavior of
the fluid under consideration. To fix ideas, we shall consider that this fictious material
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is air.
There are other popular methods to track free surfaces. One of them is the up-

dated Lagrangian approach, in which the mesh moves with the fluid [Zi]. The main
disadvantatge of this method is that the mesh becomes distorted during the analysis and
eventually remeshing is needed. Only when small distortions occur the method is suc-
cessful [LDD], [ZJO], [ZOH]. A second approach is the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
method (see, e.g., References [Hu], [SFD]). In this method, a velocity is assigned to the
mesh which is independent of the fluid velocity except at the boundary, and is chosen
in order to minimize the mesh distortion and/or the convective terms. This requires
some o priori knowledge of the fluid flow.

The pseudo-concentration technique has been used by several authors to follow
free surfaces of creeping flows and viscoplastic flows in the context of metal forming
processes, such as extrusion, forging or rolling. See, e.g., References [AI], [AID], [DP],
[TS]. For applications of this method to mould filling, see References [DGB], [HS],
[LUC].

This chapter is organized as follows. The basic pseudo-concentration technique is
described in Section 6.2, whereas Section 6.3 is concerned with some problems encoun-
tered when this method is employed. These problems are either practical, arising from
the computer implementation of the method, or conceptual. The coupling between
the Navier-Stokes and energy equations with the free surface tracking is considered in
Section 6.4. Practical numerical examples are presented in Section 6.5. The numerical
simulation of two mould filling problems is first discussed. The final example is the
classical lamination of a metal flat plate, now analysing the transient mechanical and
thermal evolution since the metal contacts the roll until it leaves it.

6.2 The pseudo-concentration method

6.2.1 Basic formulation

The basic idea of the pseudo-concentration technique is to define a scalar function, say
V>(x), over the computational domain SI in such a manner that its value at a certain
point x G ÍÏ indicates the presence or absence of fluid. This function may be considered
as a fictious fluid property. For instance, we may assign the value 1 to regions where
the fluid has already entered and the value 0 to air-filled regions. The position of the
fluid front will be defined by the isovalue contour V^*) = V'c» where ^c 6 [0,1] is a
critical value defined a priori. We usually take Vv = 0.5. This value is immaterial if
tf> is a true step function, but is needed in the finite element discretization and for the
smoothing to be described later.

The conservation of the pseudo-concentration in any control volume Vt C í! which
is moving with the velocity field u leads to

¿ dû = O<íí y v,

If we further assume that t/> is smooth and u is divergence-free, this implies that

I infì, i e (0, T) (6.1)
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where, as usual, (0,T) denotes the time interval where the problem is to be solved.
Equation (6.1) is hyperbolic and therefore boundary conditions for V* have to be spec-
ified at the inflow boundary, that is,

tf(x,t) = tf(x,i), xer,-n/, Í6(0 ,T) (6.2)

where
rin/ := {x G dfl | u • n < 0}

and V¡ is a given function. Finally, an initial condition of the form

), xeí ï (6.3)

has to be appended to (6.1)-(6.2), V'o(x) being chosen in order to define the initial
position of the fluid front.

Solving problem (6.1)-(6.3) the position of the fluid will be identified by the values
^(x,£) > ij>c and the position of the air by V'(x.í) < V'c·

6.2.2 Numerical solution of the pseudo-concentration problem

The numerical techniques introduced in the previous chapters will be applied to the
numerical solution of problem (6.1)-(6.3). Time derivatives will be discretized using
the generalized trapezoidal rule and the Streamline Diffusion (SD) formulation will be
employed for the space discretization.

The time discretization of Eqn. (6.1) leads to the following problem: Given
V»°(x) = V'o(x), for n = 1,2,...,^ find if>n(x), approximation to ij)(-x.,tn), such that

V>" + 0Ai(un • V)V>n = V»"'1 - (1 - 6)&t(un-1 • V)^"-1 (6.4)

After choosing a suitable finite element partition {ÍÏe}, e = 1,..., JVei, of the domain ÍÏ,
the SD method applied to Eqn. (6.4) leads to the variational equations

if.,
5?'e(ufc, ifo; <j>h)

(6.5)

where the test functions </>/, and the trial solutions r¡>£ belong to H1^), the former sat-
isfying homogeneous boundary conditions on r¿n/ and the latter the essential boundary
conditions (6.2). The SD term in Eqn. (6.5) is given by

n*
+ tf Aí(uJÍ • V)V-fc + (1 -

The intrinsic time re
f is computed as explained in Chapter 1 (Eqn. (1.36)) using

a Péclet number 7 = oo (see Box 1.1) to compute the upwind function.
Let us denote by M/ the 'mass' (or Gramm) matrix for the pseudo-concentration

interpolation and by J the matrix arising from the convective term in Eqn. (6.5)
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(considering both the Galer kin and the SD contributions). The matrix version of Eqn.
(6.5) will read as follows:

M, • *" + 0AiJ(U") - *n = M/ • «"-1 - (1 - OjAíJÍU"-1) • ï""1 (6.7)

the capital letter 9 denoting the vector of nodal unknowns of the pseudo- concentration
function. The dependence of matrix J on the velocity has been explicitly indicated.

Remarks 6.1
(1) The parameter 0 of the generalized trapezoidal rule may be set different to that

employed for the Navier-Stokes or the energy equations. In fact, when if> is a step
function or with a high gradient at the fluid front, the backward Euler scheme
(0 = 1) is inappropiate due to its high dissipation, even though it may be used
for the Navier-Stokes and energy equations. In this case, the Crank-Nicolson
scheme (0 = 1/2) should be employed. However, this problem does not appear if
the pseudo-concentration is a smooth function, since the position of the critical
contour i/>c will be advected properly, because the error of the backward Euler
scheme is basically an amplitude error and not a phase error.

(2) In our calculations we have chosen for the pseudo-concentration i}> the same finite
element interpolation as for the components of the velocity field and the temper-
ature.

6.3 Some numerical techniques

6.3.1 General considerations

The use of the pseudo-concentration method described above provides a basic technique
to track free-surfaces of viscous incompressible flows, although several problems appear
when it is implemented in a computer code.

The first problem encountered is merely for post-processing the results. If the no-
slip boundary condition is prescribed for the velocity field, the pseudo-concentration
values for points of the finite element discretization located at the boundary of the
computational domain will never be advected and therefore the final value obtained
for them will be given by the initial condition V"o(x)- Assume that this initial value is
zero. If fluid enters and occupies the neighboring nodal points, located at a distance
h from the boundary, the pseudo-concentration value for them will be 1. When the
discrete function T/>/, is interpolated, the critical contour V'c will be placed between the
boundary and the contiguous points. In particular, for i¡)c — 0.5 the predicted position
of the front will be at a distance h/2 from the boundary.

A possible way to artificially overcome this problem is to modify the pseudo-
concentration values of the boundary nodal points. We have implemented the following
method. Let V'm be the mean value of the function ^ for an element il* adjacent to the
boundary. The condition ^m > if)c will indicate that most of the nodes of the element
have already been filled. In this situation, the value of the pseudo-concentration for a
node located at the boundary, Vfci is modified as follows:

Ik «- & + PWm - fa) (6.8)
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where 0 < p < 1. The constant p may be adjusted in order to control when the
boundary nodes have to be considered part of the fluid or part of the air. As time
advances, the application of (6.8) will yield a value 1 for ^fc if this procedure enters the
calculation, although it may also be used as a post-processing facility.

There are two more problems to be considered for the implementation of the
pseudo-concentration technique. One of them is the choice of the function ^. If we
take a step function, as indicated before, numerical problems may be encountered when
it is transported. We have seen in Chapter 1 that small oscillations in the vicinity of
sharp gradients still remain using the SD formulation. These oscillations may propagate
and yield to distorted front shapes, especially near corners. Since the basic idea of the
method does not depend on the choice of the function V>, it is preferable to use a smooth
function instead of one whith abrupt changes. The smoothing technique we employ will
be discussed below. Nevertheless, we have found that if the peaks encountered when
dealing with a step function are just eliminated for each time step, an accurate tracking
of the front is obtained using the SD method.

The last problem to be considered is the evacuation of air bubbles. Since we
deal with incompressible flows, air cannot shrink and air bubbles near the corners will
remain if a method to evacuate them is not devised. In practice, moulds are made
of porous materials, usually sand in casting applications. Therefore, air can leave the
mould without resistence. Numerically, a possible way to evacuate air is to introduce
holes on the boundary and to block them when the fluid touches the wall. This method
will also be explained in the following.

6.3.2 Smoothing of the pseudo-concentration surface

Even if the initial condition V>0(x) is a smooth function, if the pseudo-concentration
is mantained unmodified over several time steps it may begin to lose its smoothness
and numerical problems may be encountered. Since the only important factor is the
location of the critical contour that defines the front, it is possible to smooth V> while
maintaining the position of this critical contour. Following Thompson [Thl], this can
be performed redefining the pseudo-concentration for each node of the finite element
mesh according to the following expression:

V1 = & + sgn(V»o - 4>c) <r d (6.9)

where t/>0 stands for the calculated value of rf>t a is a given constant, d is the distance
from the node under consideration to the front and sgn(-) is the signum of the value
enclosed in the brackets.

Equation (6.9) indicates that the smoothed pseudo-concentration is obtained
adding or substracting to the critical value a quantity proportional to the distance
to the front, according to which material occupies the point (the fluid analysed or air).
The constant a is the slope of the new pseudo-concentration surface in the direction
normal to the front.

The crucial point is how to calculate the distance d from a point under consid-
eration to the front. We have tested several possibilities that will be briefly described
now.
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Nodal-based distance

To calculate the distance d, we may first identify the points surrounding the
front. This can be easily done by checking if their pseudo-concentration value is close
to Vv, i-e., IV' — V'el is less than a given tolerance that depends on the diameter of the
elements and the constant a. Once these points surrounding the front are identified,
the required distance from a point of interest to the front is evaluated as the mimimum
of the distances to these points. We have found that this method yields a somehow
ondulated (and therefore inappropiate) representation of the front, especially for coarse
meshes. Moreover, the tolerance to be used depends strongly on the element dimensions
and the slope of the pseudo-concentration surface.

Integraiion-points-based distance

Instead of using the nodal points surrounding the front to calculate d for a given
point, we may also employ the integration points. Apart from this, the idea is the same
as before and the problems encountered are also the same, perhaps to a lesser extend.

Interpolation of a straight line

Once we know the values of the pseudo-concentration for all the nodal points, it
is possible to calculate the position of the points of the front located at the sides of
the elements. This can be done by checking if the sign oii{> — if>c changes when passing
from a certain node of an element to the adjacent one. When this happens, the position
where the value V>c is attained can be computed using a linear interpolation between the
values of ip at the two nodes identified and the coordinates of these two nodes. In the
most common case in which only one front crosses the element, two front points which
are part of the element sides will be found. Between these two points, the position of
a specified number of additional front points may be calculated by interpolating the
front within each element by a straight line. If more than a single front crosses the
element, an even number of front points lying on the element sides will be found. The
way to connect pairs of them is easily established by moving along the boundary and
checking the sign of ̂  — ̂ c.

When the process just described is finished, the front will be represented by a
set of points lying on straight segments within each element. The distance d from a
considered point to the front is then computed as the mimimum of the distances to all
these front points.

The accuracy of this method depends on the smoothness of the front (not on the
pseudo-concentration), as well as on the number of front points to be interpolated within
each element. Clearly, if the front presents a sharp corner within a certain element,
the approximation by a straight segment will be indeed poor. Moreover, advancing in
time the approximation error will sum up and the final representation of the front may
be completely wrong. In these cases the smoothing of the pseudo-concentration is not
recommended. We have solved some problems of this kind just using a step function
for V* and without smoothing. However, when the front is smooth, this method has
proved to be quite effective. In general, we have found that four or five additional front
points interpolated within each element are needed when quadratic elements are used.

For the particular case of finite elements with interior nodes, such as the QzfPi
or the Pf /Pi pairs, this smoothing technique has an additional problem that we have
observed while running some test cases. Let us consider the situation illustrated in
Figure 6.1 for the two-dimensional QtlP\ element.

The nodes of the element have been denoted by NI, JV2,..., N9, the front points
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Time step n

N6

Time step n+1

N6

N7

Figure 6.1 Formation of spurious air-bubbles for interior nodes. The dashed
line denotes the critical contour t/>c.

located on the sides of the element by El, E2 and the additional front points by
.Al, Al. In the situation of the picture on the left of Figure 6.1, application of Eqn.
(6.9) computing the distance d as explained above will lead to

= &-«• min{dist(J\T9, Al),dist(J\T9, A2)}
(6.10)

where dr is the 'real' distance from node N9 to the front. Inequality (6.10) indicates that
we are underestimating the value of V" at node N9. The error will be much smaller for
nodes N4 and N8. After solving the transport equation for the pseudo-concentration
it may happen that nodes N4 and N8 are already part of the fluid whereas node N9
remains in the unfilled region (see the picture on the right of Figure 6.1). Since the
fluid front will be again approximated by a straight segment, node N 9 may be situated
at the wrong side of this. Applying again (6.9) we will obtain

, Al'), dist( JV9, Al1)} < Ve

It is even possible that V^*1 < V1? • L·i any case, there exists the possibility that as
the fluid front advances a spurious bubble around node N9 be left behind. We have
observed this misbehavior in practice.

The way to circumvent this problem is quite simple. Once the values of the
smoothed pseudo-concentration for the nodes lying on the element sides have been
calculated using Eqn. (6.9), the value for the interior node is computed from interpo-
lation. The serendipid interpolation (Q¡) is used for the biquadratic element (^2) and
the quadratic simplicial interpolation (P2) for the enriched simplex P2

+.
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6.3.3 Air release — Introduction of holes

It has already been said that in practical problems air can leave the mould through its
porous walls. Numerical models must incorporate a facility to evacuate air in order to
prevent the appearence of air bubbles, especially near the corners.

The basic idea of the method to be described now is to place some holes in the
walls of the mould and to block them when the fluid reaches these walls. Thus, air will
be allowed to leave the mould but the fluid analysed will not.

To motivate the basic inconvenience of this method, let us describe how boundary
conditions are implemented in the computer code developed in this work. If a boundary
node has a Neumann type prescription, its velocity is one of the unknowns of the
problem. But if a Dirichlet condition is prescribed there, the velocity vector is known.
The columns and rows corresponding to the node under consideration of the assembled
matrix of the final algebraic system are not needed. The product of the columns by
the velocity components of the node are moved to the right-hand-side. The matrix of
the resulting reduced system, say A, will be smaller than if these columns and rows
are not eliminated. Since we work with dynamic memory allocation, the dimension
of matrix A has to be known before starting the analysis, after reading the data of
the problem. Hence, the change of a node from a Neumann boundary condition to a
Dirichlet boundary condition during the analysis is not so simple as it might seem at
first glance.

In order to avoid the need for changing the size of the problem, we leave the nodes
located at the holes always free. When the fluid reaches them, the velocity (or perhaps
only the component normal to the wall) is prescribed to zero not exactly, but through
penalization.

To describe this method, let us consider a generic linear system of the form

Ax = b (6.11)

where x is a vector of n unknowns. Suppose that the ¿— th component of x is to be
prescribed to a value z, i.e., z,- = z. Prom Eqn. (6.11) we will have that

a¿fz¿ = b{- tiijXj (6.12)
¿=i J^i

Assume that the component a,-,- of matrix A is not zero and replace

(6.13)V ;+ A)

From Eqn. (6.12) we will have that

from where it follows that z¿ — » z as A — » oo.
In practice, we have observed that values of A of order IO6 yield a good enough

approximation to the prescription to be imposed (observe that A is dimensionless).
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The way to block the holes is now clear. For a certain time step, the value of the
pseudo-concentration at the point of interest is computed. If this value i/> is lower than
t/>c, À = 0 is taken for the system analogous to (6.11) arising from the fully discrete
and linearized Navier-Stokes equations and the redefinition (6.13) is not performed.
Otherwise, a high value of A is selected, taking x = O in (6.13).

Consider now the transport equation for the pseudo-concentration. If for a certain
time step the velocity at a node lying on the hole is left free, it may point into the
mould due to suction effects. In this situation, the hole must be considered as a part
of the inflow boundary r,-n/ and therefore the function ^ must be prescribed there.
Otherwise, it may happen that values of if> higher than fa be transported into the
mould, thus introducing spurious fluid. The situation is similar to what happens for
the one-dimensional hyperbolic equation

dti> + udxi> = 0, 0 < z < 1

If u > 0 and the value of if> at x = 0 is not prescribed, the solution is simply ^(z,£) =
V>o(z - ut), where V'o(z) is the initial condition extended by periodicity to the whole
real line R.

There is another way to see that if $ is not prescribed at the nodes for which the
velocity points into the mould then spurious material will be introduced. Let Vt be any
control volume surrounding this node. Multiplying Eqn. (6.1) by \¡>, integrating over
YI and using the fact that u is divergence-free yields

If ip is not prescribed where n • u < 0, the integral of ij>2 over Ft may increase as time
goes on, and this happens for any control volume Vt, that is, a spurious fluid-filled
region may appear around the hole.

Having these considerations in mind, it is clear that the pseudo-concentration must
be prescribed at the temporary free wall nodes where n-u < 0. For a certain time step,
the value of the prescription will be the value obtained in the previous one. The way
to implement this is the same as for the velocities in the Navier-Stokes equations. Let
V£-1 the value of the pseudo-concentration at the node under consideration for time
step n — 1. Considering that the system to be solved to find ̂  for time step n is (6.11),
the redefinition (6.13) will be employed, with z = V'i'"1- Again, we have found that
good results are obtained taking À of order IO6.

The checks to be performed for temporary free boundary nodes are summarized
in Box 6.1. It is understood that all the variables (pseudo-concentration and velocity)
refer to a certain node and that Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed according
to the penalty technique described here.
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Box 6.1 Checks for temporary free wall nodes

IF ij>£~1 < rl>e then
• IF n • u < 0 then

Prescribe $£ to ̂ ~l

ELSE
Leave ip£ free

END
• Leave u free (Neumann type condition)

ELSE
• Prescribe a = 0
• Leave V

END

6.4 The Navier-Stokes equations with a moving free
surface

6.4.1 Statement of the problem

In Section 5.4 we have considered the general problem for an incompressible fluid in
laminar regime and taking into account thermal effects. Now we will include the exis-
tence of a free surface within the domain fi, which will be tracked using the techniques
described in this chapter.

The mechanical and thermal equations describing the problem are (5.73), viz.

p[dtn + (u • V)u] - 2V • [/*(u)] + Vp = pf in H, í € (O, T)

V - u = 0 in í!, re(0,r ) (6.15)

pcp(dt* + (u • V)tf] - V • (fcVt?) = Q in ÍÏ, í e (O, T)

It has been already explained in Section 5.4 the interest of considering the physical
properties and the forcing terms as variable. The boundary conditions for the velocity
and the temperature to be considered here are

u = u on r¿u, í 6 (0,T)

n-o- = t on rnu, r e (0,T)

u - n = ü„, n .<r-gi = íi, n - < r - g 2 = í2, on rmu, t € (0,T) (6.16)
t? = i? on rát

-Jbn • Vi? = <f on T««

where the notation is the same as in Chapters 4 and 5. In particular, the boundary <9fl
has been considered splitted into three sets of disjoint components TJU} Fnu and Fmu,
the latter being the part of the boundary where mixed conditions are prescribed: the
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normal velocity and the tangent stresses. Vectors gì and g2 (for the three-dimensional
case) span the space tangent to Fmu.

The initial conditions for Eqns. (6.15) are

u(x,0) = uo(x) in O
in fi ( ' '

The definition of the position of the fluid front will be given by the physical
properties. Let r be any of these, i.e., density (/>), viscosity (/í), specific heat (Cp) or
conduction coefficient (k). We will have that

' 0' - \ i r « i r i f x € t i \ n t

where
n t :={*eí l | t f (x , í )>lfe} (6.19)

and the pseudo-concentration function ^ is the solution of the following problem:

dtV- + (u • V)V> = O inii, *e(0,T)
tf = tf onrin/, te (0 ,T) (6.20)

inn

This is the formulation of the pseudo-concentration method. In Eqn. (6.18),
the property T for the fluid-filled region is allowed to depend on the unknowns of the
problem, whereas it has been considered constant for the air, i.e., for the fictious fluid.
Observe that since the physical properties will be discontinuos across the fluid front, the
differential equations (6.15) will not exactly describe the conservation of momentum,
mass and energy, since the jump of these properties has been simply ignored.

A particular case of the mixed boundary condition on rmu will be employed here,
namely, the von Karman law for the shear stress, also used in References [DGB] and
[LUC] (see Reference [FCT] for another friction law for Bingham fluids). Introducing
the tangent stress vector

tT

and the tangent velocity
"r = (u

the expression of this law is

where the dimensionless friction coefficient u+ depends on the rugosity of the wall and
the position of the point considered through the relation

u+ = Alog(y+) + B

A and B being physical parameters. As in Reference [DGB] we will take A = 2.5,
B = 5.5 (smooth walls) and y+ = 100, yielding u+ = 17.01.

Friction laws of this type are normally applied to turbulent flow problems, trying
to emulate the frictional effect of boundary layers. As in the above quoted references,
we shall use (6.21) to obtain tangencial tractions at the walls of the mould.
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6.4.2 Numerical treatment

It has already been explained in detail in Chapter 5 how to solve problem (6.15)-(6.17)
and in Section 6.2.2 the numerical solution of problem (6.20). It only remains to link
both problems through the updating of the physical properties given by Eqn. (6.18) for
the continuous problem. First, let us discuss how to compute the matrices involving any
of these properties. For example, consider the matrix K¿ arising from the viscous terms
of the Navier-Stokes equations (see Box 4.2). Neglecting the contribution of the SD
term, this matrix comes from 2 /n /¿¿(u) : e(v)dfì. Using numerical integration within
each element of the finite element partition with Ngp integration points of positions in
the parent domain £k and weights un, fe = 1,..., Ngpi we will have that

/. n<

e=l fc=l

where J is the Jacobian determinant of the isoparametric mapping. It is therefore
clear that the viscosity must be computed and stored for each integration point of each
element. The same holds true for the rest of physical properties. Let us denote by TT
any of them and by rr£ its value at the Jfe—th integration point of the e~th element. To
determine how to calculate it we first must know the value of the pseudo-concentration
at this point, ^(Cfc). which is easily calculated from the standard interpolation from
the nodal values of ̂  for the element. Then,

**•(&)>*. ,622i
if *•(&)<*« ( }

The property TT for the fluid analysed may depend on the velocity and the temper-
ature. For the 'air', it may be any constant provided that the motion of the resulting
fictious fluid do not affect the motion of the 'real' fluid. There is always the possibility
of using the real air properties.

The final transient and iterative algorithm is given in Box 6.2. Only the basic
steps of the scheme presented in Box 5.2 for the general problem of thermally coupled
flows and nonlinear materials are indicated. The basic calculations needed to track the
free surface are included.

Remarks 6.2
(1) In Box 6.2 it is assumed that the Navier-Stokes equations are solved first and

then the solution of the energy equation is performed. As mentioned in Chapter
5, there is no difficulty in swapping the order of block iterations.

(2) The pseudo-concentration may be calculated at the begining of the time step or
at the end (staggered with respect to the other problems). This last choice is
considered in Box 6.2. Both options are equally valid, but one must keep in mind
that if the former is chosen the front will be 'delayed' one time step with respect
to the velocity, pressure and temperature, whereas if the second possibility is
adopted the situation will be the inverse. It could also be possible to include the
calculation of the pseudo-concentration within the block iterative loop. We have
found that this leads to convergence problems, which are due to the fact that an
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integration point may belong to the fluid in a certain iteration and to the air in
the next one, thus having different physical properties from iteration to iteration.

(3) The parameter 6 of the generalized trapezoidal rule for the three different transient
problems to be solved (velocity-pressure, temperature and pseudo-concentration)
may be different and chosen according to the accuracy in time required for each
problem.

(4) In Box 6.2, it is understood that the boundary conditions for the temporary free
wall nodes are always adjusted using the penalization method described in Section
6.3.3.

(5) In the most common situation, the fluid front will cross an element. For some of
its integration points the properties of the fluid will be used and for the others
the properties of the air. Clearly, the accuracy of the integration rule will be
poor for these elements, although this should not affect much the global accuracy.
Also, there will be a jump in the fluxes of temperature and stresses that we have
not considered. Let us denote by Fy the part of the front crossing element e.
Considering for example the temperature equation, this jump (arising from the
application of the divergence theorem) will be

¿ -*a,>n-(Vi?)a,v],

where r/ is the test function for the temperature. For the finite element dis-
cretization, the derivatives of t? within each element will be continuous, i.e.,
(Vtî)/ju;d = (Vi?)at>, and therefore this integral will not vanish if the diffusions
are different. The continuity of heat fluxes for the continuous problem implies
that the bracketed term must be zero. The influence of the inclusion of the jump
in the finite element problem is an aspect that deserves greater attention.

(6) The use of the friction law given by Eqn. (6.21) will introduce another nonlinearity
in the problem. Even if the Newton-Raphson linearization is employed for the
convective term of the Navier-Stokes equations, this term is linearized only up
to first order, since its influence is not very important, as we shall show in a
numerical example. Moreover, the value of the friction at time step n — 1 is
considered to be approximately the same as for time step n when the equations are
written for this time step (this is the same approximation used for the density; see
Section 5.4.2). This approximation is obviously unnecessary when the backward
Euler scheme is used for the Navier-Stokes equations. Let us denote by P/HC =
F/r,-c(u) the contribution to the discrete forcing vector for Eqn. (5.78) arising
from the friction law (6.21) (omitting the dependence on the SD contributions).
The approximations just mentioned can be expressed as

0F?ric(u) + (1 - 0)F?-'(u) « F/Hcdi"-''-1)

where n and i are the actual time step and iteration, respectively.
(7) The iterative penalty method has proved to be a fundamental ingredient for the

success of the pseudo-concentration technique. In practical situations, especially
for highly viscous flows, the viscosity of the fictious material will be several orders
of magnitude smaller than that of the fluid analysed. Even if the exact value
for the air is not used, it must be between 3 and 5 orders of magnitude smaller.
Hence, choosing a priori a penalty parameter for the classical penalty method will
yield unavoidably a poor approximation to the incompressibility constraint or to
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ill-conditioning. This is aggravated by the fact that contiguous elements may have
stiffness matrices of an order of magnitude completely différent. We have observed
from several numerical experiments that if e is taken as e = 10~n/íTja

uí(i (assuming
the fluid viscosity to be constant) and /i0«v = 10~3¿t/|u¿d, ill-conditioning is ob-
served for values of n as small as 3 (we have used the check proposed in Reference
[ZT], Chapter 15, for ill-conditioning). rj

Box 6.2 General algorithm including free-surface tracking

Set the initial condition U°, P° = 0, 9° and *°
n:=0
WHILE n < N and (non-stationary) DO:

• n *— n + 1
• i := O
• WHILE (not converged) DO:

• **-» + !
• Solve the Navier-Stokes equations (5.78)-(5.79)
• Update the physical properties and forcing terms
• Solve the temperature equation (5.80)
0 Update the physical properties and forcing terms
• Check convergence

END while (not converged)
• Check the sign of n • u for the temporary free wall nodes

and adjust the boundary conditions for •$ (see Box 6.1)
• Solve the pseudo-concentration equation (6.7)
• Smooth the pseudo-concentration (see Eqn.(6.9))
• Update the physical properties according to (6.22)
• Check whether ^ > ^c or ̂  < ^c for the temporary free wall nodes

and adjust the boundary conditions for u (see Box 6.1)
• Check if the steady-state has been reached

END while n < N and (non-stationary)
END

6.5 Application to some practical problems

The numerical model to simulate the mould filling process presented in this chapter will
be applied now to three different problems. The first has been taken from Reference
[DGC] and consists in the filling of a cavity due to the gravity acceleration. In the
second problem the mould is filled by imposing an inflow velocity at the entrance of
the cavity. The last problem is not directly related to the mould filling simulation,
but demonstrates the possibility to apply the model described here to another metal
forming problem: the plane strain hot rolling of a metal slab.

As in the two previous chapters, the numerical calculations have been carried out
on a CONVEX-C320 computer using double arithmetic precision.
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6.5.1 Mould filling by gravity

The problem definition for this first example is sketched in Figure 6.2. The mould is
filled by a fluid that enters through the left vertical channel due to the action of the
gravity acceleration. The data of the problem and the physical properties are those
used in Reference [DGC]. In particular, the density and viscosity have been taken as
p\ = 100, Hi = 0.2 for the fluid analysed (in SI units) and p2 = 0.1, HI = 0.02 for the
air (fictious material). Part of the top wall of the square cavity has been left free in
order to allow the air evacuation. No temporary holes have been used for this example.

9.0

1.0
/
/y

Distances in cm

3-0

Exit (n.ff = 0)

U!

5.0

5.0

On the walls: u-n = 0 , t T given by wall friction.
Initial condition : u = 0

Figure 6.2 Geometry and boundary conditions for the problem of mould fill-
ing by gravity (MFC).

The boundary conditions for the Navier-Stokes equations are zero normal veloc-
ities and tangent stresses given by the wall friction law (6.21), with u+ = 17.01. The
initial condition is zero velocity everywhere and the fluid front located at the entrance
of the left vertical channel. No thermal analysis will be performed for this example.

The computational domain has been discretized using a rather uniform mesh of
280 QÌ/PI elements (see Figure 6.3), yielding 1233 nodal points. The iterative penalty
method has been employed with a penalty parameter e = 10~4. The algorithmic
constants of the SD formulation have been taken as QO = 0.5 and ho = 2. The backward
Euler scheme has been used to advance in time for the Navier-Stokes equations and the
Crank-Nicolson method for the transport of the pseudo-concentration, the time step
size being Ai = 0.01 in both cases.
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Figure 6.3 Finite element mesh for the problem of mould filling by gravity
(280 Q2/Pi elements, 1233 nodal points) (MFC).

Figure 6.4 Positions of the fluid front using the Qj/Pi element (MFC). (1):
t = 0.1; (2): t = 0.2; (3): t = 0.3; (4): t = 0.4.
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Figure 6.5 Positions of the fluid front using the Qi/Pi element (MFC). (1):
t = 0.5; (2): t = 0.6; (3): t = 0.7; (4): t = 0.8.

Figure 6.6 Evolution of the streamlines using the Qz/Pi element (MFG). (1):
t = 0.2; (2): t = 0.4; (3): t = 0.6; (4): t = 0.8.
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fe—v^

Figure 6.7 Evolution of the pressure contours using the Qj/Pi element
(MFC). (1): t = 0.2; (2): t = 0.4; (3): t = 0.6; (4): t = 0.8.

Within each time step the convergence tolerance has been taken as 0.1%, first
solving the transport of the pseudo-concentration and then iterating (using the Pi-
card method) until a converged solution of the Navier-Stokes equation is found. Two
iterations have been needed per time step. The final value of the norm of the incom-
pressibility constraint has been found to be of order 10~n for all the time steps.

Once the pseudo-concentration is calculated, the smoothing technique described
in Section 6.3.2 has been employed, with a slope o-=l (see Eqn. (6.9)) and using five
points within each element to compute the distace d.

Numerical results are shown in Figures 6.4 to 6.8. The evolution of the fluid front
is depicted in the first two of them. In general, our results agree very well with those
presented in Reference [DGC], although they are delayed since the initial position of
the front is different and we have solved first the transport of the pseudo-concentration
(cf. Remark 6.2.(2)). Looking at Figures 6.4.(1) and 6.4.(2) it is observed that the
influence of the friction is very little at the walls of the vertical channel, since the shape
of the front is almost straight there. To give a qualitative explanation to this fact,
let us consider a single particle in contact with the walls and neglecting the effect of
the contiguous particles, i.e., just considering the gravity acceleration. Denoting by
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Figuie 6.8 Comparison of the tesults obtained using the Qi/P\ and the
QI/PO elements at time t = 0.4 (MFC). (1): Position of the front
using the Qi/Po element; (2): Position of the front using the
QI/PI element; (3): Pressure contours using the Qi/Po element;
(4): Pressure contours using the Qi/Pi element.

x = x(t) its vertical position mesured from the entrance of the channel, this function
will be the solution of the following non-linear equation

x = -a(x)2 + g (6.23)

where a = (t<+)~2 « 3.46 x 10~3 and g is the gravity acceleration. Assuming initial
conditions z(0) = 0 and ¿(0) = 0, the solution of Eqn. (6.23) is

*w = yr
i
a

(6.24)

(6.25)

Expanding the velocity given by (6.24) in Taylor series in the neighborhood of t = 0
(or a = 0) it is found that

(Í) = g [í - iaffí3 + 0(ayt5)]
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from where it follows that for a small or t small the influence of the friction is negligible
with respect to the gravity effect. Friction will only be important once the vertical
channel is completely filled. We have solved numerically the falling of the fluid in a
very long channel (2 meters) and the position of the front agrees extremely well with
the results predicted by Eqn. (6.25).

Let us return now to the discussion of the physical results. The evolution of the
streamlines is shown in Figure 6.6. From the second box it is observed that a vortex
is induced in the air due to the transmisión of shear stresses from the fluid to the air.
When the cavity is filled, this vortex disappears.

Pressure contours at different times are plotted in Figure 6.7. These contours
allow to check the influence of the air on the motion of the fluid that fills the mould.
Pressure gradients should be rapidly dissipated in the region occupied by the fictious
material and this in fact is observed to happen (see the positions of the front in Figures
6.4 and 6.5 corresponding to the plots of Figure 6.7).

A comparison between the behavior of the (¿2/Pi and the Qi/Po elements is
shown in Figure 6.8. For the latter element, the mesh has been built up by splitting
each element of mesh used for the former into four bilinear quadrilaterals and the SD
parameters have been taken as a0 = 1 and h0 = 2. Apart from this, the numerical
strategy is the same in both cases. From the first and second boxes of Figure 6.8 it
is observed that the Qi/Po element shows a stifter behavior than the Qi¡P\ pair, for
which the fluid front is smoother. Pressure contours in both cases are similar (slightly
smaller absolute values are obtained using the Qi/Po element). The possible stability
problems that could be found using the bilinear-constant pair have not been observed
for this particular example.

The cost of the numerical simulation is significantly smaller using the Q\/Po
than the Q2¡P\ element. This is basically due to the formation and storage of the
element matrices. The elemental stiffness matrix for the Qz/Pi element has 18 x 18 =
324 components, whereas four matrices for the Qi/Po element have 4 x 8 x 8 = 256
components. Also, the bandwidth of the assembled global matrix for the Qi/Po pair
is smaller than for the Qi/Pi- Using a profile storage, the maximum column height
(after renumbering the equations) for the problem now considered is 96 for the former
and 163 for the latter. The total memory required is 2.44 and 2.13 Mega-bytes, and
the CPU time per iteration 10.8 and 7.8 seconds, respectively. Finally, let us mention
that the tracking of the free surface has a very reduced computational cost compared
to the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (the 16.36% of the total CPU time for
the QZ/PI element).

6.5.2 Injection mould filling

In this second example the numerical simulation of the filling of the mould shown in
Figure 6.9 is considered. The geometry and experimental results for this problem have
been provided by RENAULT (Reference [RA]). The experiments have been carried out
using Gallium, a metal well suited to experimentation because it has a low fusion point
(30° C) and therefore it is easy to use it in the laboratory and to recover it once the
experiments are finished. Moreover, its properties are close enough to those of the
alluminiimi and other metals used in casting applications.
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Figure 6.9 Geometry and boundary conditions for the problem of injection
mould filling (IMF).

Figure 6.10 Finite element mesh for the problem of injection mould filling
(548 Q2/Pi elements, 2351 nodal points) (IMF).
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Figure 6.11 Positions of the fluid front (IMF). (1): t = 0.1; (2): t = 0.2; (3):
t = 0.3; (4): t = 0.4.

Figure 6.12 Positions of the fluid front (IMF). (1): t = 0.50; (2): t = 0.55;
(3): t = 0.60; (4): t = 0.65.
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Figure 6.13 Positions of the fluid front (IMF). (1): t = 0.7; (2): t = 0.8; (3):
t = 0.9; (4): t = 1.0.

Figure 6.14 Positions of the fluid front (IMF). (1): t = 1.2; (2): t = 1.4; (3):
t = 1.6; (4): t = 1.8.
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Figure 6.15 Some relevant physical results at t = 0.4 (IMF). (1): Position of
the front; (2): Streamlines; (3): Pressure contours; (4): Temper-
ature contours.

The molten metal enters through the left gate shown in Figure 6.9 with a hori-
zontal velocity of 0.31 m/s. The vertical velocity is accomodated to the slope of the
top wall of the entering gate. The physical properties of the molten Gallium at 55°
C are (all in SI units) p = 5.9 x IO3 (density), p = 1.9 x 10~3 (dynamical viscosity),
k = 30.4 (thermal conduction coefficient) and cp = 250 (specific heat at constant pres-
sure). Thus, the Reynolds number based on the velocity that enters the cavity (0.62)
and its longitudinal length (0.1) is Re = 1.93 X 105. The flow is clearly turbulent for
such a high Reynolds number and it is impossible to simulate it with a laminar model
as ours. The physical properties of air are p = 1.2, \i = 1.8 x 10~s, cp = 1005 and
k = 0.0256. In order to reproduce the relative importance of all the physical effects,
we have used the real properties of the Gallium and the air except for the dynamical
viscosity, which has been taken 10n times higher for both the Gallium and the air.
Results are qualitatively similar for n = 3 and n = 2. We have failed to obtain a
converged solution for lower values of this exponent.

The boundary conditions for this problem are zero normal velocities at the walls
and zero tangent stresses, i.e., no friction with the walls is considered. The fluid is
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Figure 6.16 Some relevant physical results at í = 0.6 (IMF). (1): Position of
the front; (2): Streamlines; (3): Pressure contours; (4): Temper-
ature contours.

assumed to be initially at the entrance of the left gate. A thermally uncoupled flow
model will be adopted. Therefore, it is possible to deal with relative temperatures.
The temperature of the Gallium has been assumed to be 40° C higher than that of the
air (i.e., 60° C for standard laboratory conditions). The walls of the mould have been
assumed to be adiabatic.

The finite element mesh designed for this problem is shown in Figure 6.10. It
consists of 548 Qz/Pi elements and 2351 nodal points. The iterative penalty method
has been employed, using a penalty parameter f = 10~4. The algorithmic constants
of the SD method have been taken as OQ = 0.5 and h0 = 2. The backward Euler
scheme has been employed to advance in time for the three transient problems to
be solved (velocity-pressure, temperature and pseudo-concentration). The smoothing
technique described in Section 6.3.2 has been used, with <r = 1 and five additional
points within each element to compute the distance d (see Eqn. (6.9)). Within each
time step, of size Ai = 0.01, the advection of the pseudo-concentration has been solved
first and then iterations have been carried out (between three and four) to obtain a
converged solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (with a tolerance 0.1%). Finally, the
temperature equation has been solved.
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Figute 6.17 Some relevant physical results at t = 1.2 (IMF). (1): Position of
the front; (2): Streamlines; (3): Pressure contours; (4): Temper-
ature contours.

In order to allow the air evacuation, some holes have been introduced on the walls
of the mould. They are schematically shown in Figure 6.9 (three or four nodes of the
finite element discretization correspond to each hole). The parameter A to block them
when the Gallium touches the wall (see Section 6.3.3) has been taken as A = IO6.

Numerical results are shown in Figures 6.11 to 6.20. The position of the fluid
front at different times is depicted in Figures 6.11 to 6.14. It is observed how several
air bubbles appear in the Gallium. This fact is also observed in the experimental
results [RA], with which the numerical simulation shows a good qualitative agreement.
The differences should be attributed to the different Reynolds number of the numerical
calculation. Air bubbles disappear as time goes on due to the artificial effect of the
smoothing technique. Observe from Figure 6.1 that the interpolation of the front
by a straight segment within each element will advance or delay artificially the front
depending on its curvature. Physically, air bubbles disappear because air can escape
through the porous lateral walls of the sand mould.

Figures 6.15 to 6.18 show the position of the fluid front, the streamline pattern, the
pressure contours and the temperature contours at different times. From the streamline
plots, it is observed how air enters or leaves the mould through the holes, as well as
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Figure 6.18 Some relevant physical results at í = 1.6 (IMF). (1): Position of
the front; (2): Streamlines; (3): Pressure contours; (4): Temper-
ature contours.

the creation of vortices due to the transmisión of shear stresses. All these results are
in accordance with what physical intuition predicts. From the pressure plots it is seen
that pressure gradients are rapidly dissipated in the air region. This indicates that
the motion of air does not influence much that of the Gallium. Isotemperature curves
show how heat is basically transported through convection. Conduction transport is
only apparent in regions occupied by Gallium that has first entered the cavity. It is
remarkable to note the high temperature gradients that the numerical method is able
to capture at the interface between hot Gallium and cold air.

Velocity vectors at times t = 0.6 and t = 1.6 are plotted in Figures 6.19 and
6.20, respectively. From the former it is observed how air enters the mould through
the holes placed at the top wall and leaves it through the holes of the bottom left
corner. The pseudo-concentration is prescribed at the temporary inflow using the
penalization technique described in Section 6.3.3. Otherwise, spurious fluid would
enter the cavity. The effect of the blocking of the holes when Gallium contacts the
walls is clearly appreciated from Figure 6.20. It is also observed that a voxtex remains
in the fluid-filled region.
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Figure 6.19 Velocity vectors at í = 0.6 (IMF),

Figure 6.20 Velocity vectors at t = 1.6 (IMF).
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Figure 6.21 Positions of the fluid front without the introduction of holes on
the walls (IMF). (1): t = 0.5; (2): t = 1.0; (3): t = 1.5; (4): t =
2.0.

Figure 6.22 Velocity vectors at t = 1.0 without the introduction of holes on
the walls (IMF).
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Figure 6.23 Convergence history and evolution of the norm of the incom-
pressibility constraint for time step number 77 (IMF).

If air is not allowed to escape, the flow features are much more complicated. If
only the top wall is left free, the position of the fluid front at different times is depicted
in Figure 6.21. It could be argued that the ondulations of the fluid surface are due to a
misbehavior of the pseudo-concentration technique. To show that this is not the case,
the velocity vectors for í = 1.0 have been plotted in Figure 6.22. It is observed how
small recirculation zones are created in the air region, thus inducing the shape of the
fluid front.

Referring now to some computational aspects of the calculation, the behavior of
the iterative penalty method has been found to be again very effective. The convergence
history and the evolution of the norm of the incompressibility constraint for time step
number 77 are shown in Figure 6.23. It is observed that this norm decreases almost
three orders of magnitude in four iterations. This decrease is even more accentuated
for the first time steps (not shown). Starting from a value of order 10~7, a final value
of order IO"11 is obtained in four iterations.

Most of the computational cost of the simulation is due to the solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations. The CPU time per iteration has been 24.27 seconds (54.96%
for the formation of the element matrices, 44.96% for the solution of the linear system).
The pseudo-concentration and the temperature are solved only once per time step. The
CPU time needed has been 5.03 (11.54% for the element matrices, 52.98% for the linear
system, 35.48% for the smoothing and updating of physical properties) and 3.05 seconds
(24.83% for the element matrices, 75.16% for the linear system), respectively.

6.5.3 Hot rolling of a rectangular slab

The plane stress hot rolling of a metal has been chosen for this last example. The
problem definition is sketched in Figure 6.24. All the data except for slight changes
in the geometry have been taken from Reference [ZOH]. In particular, the constitutive
law (5.58) has been adopted for the metal, with 7 = oo (pure plastic flow) and ffy
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depending on the temperature through the following empirical law:

1
(6.26)

with

Z := \/3ê exp í -^ J (6.27)

The parameter i is defined by Eqn. (5.57) and the experimental constants (7,-, » =
1,2,3,4, and R are

Ci = 0.01901 m2/MN

C2 = 7.92 x 10* s"1

C3 = 5.0

C4 = 1.39 x IO5 J/g mole
A = 8.311 J/g mole K

The use of the pseudo-concentration technique will allow us to follow the metal
since it first contacts the roll until the steady-state is reached. Besides the inherent
interest of this numerical simulation, a classical problem concerning free surfaces will
be solved: the swelling problem (see, e.g., Reference [WC] and references therein).

The values of the physical properties we have used are the following:

p Kg/cm3

k cal/cm s K

cp cal/Kg K

H N s/cm2

Metal

0.00275
0.4302

239.01

Fictious fluid

0.001
0.01

1000.0

1.0

For the viscosity law (5.58), a cut-off value /ze = 10s has been chosen. The
viscosity values in the metal for the converged solution are always below this limit,
except where the strain rate is small, i.e., in regions where the flow approach used here
is not valid. This happens before the metal contacts the roll. Since we assume that
the initial position of the metal is the first contact with this roll (see Figure 6.24), this
simplification is immaterial for the results.

In practice, there is no rigid contact between the metal and the roll. In order
to simulate the friction between them, we have just assigned a smaller viscosity (100
times smaller) to a boundary zone defined by very narrow elements (see Figure 6.25).
In Reference [ZOH], the friction was introduced by means of a law relating <rv with
the pressure and using a somehow arbitrary friction coefficient. The introduction of
proper friction laws between roll and slab surfaces is an aspect that deserves further
investigation.

Not all the plastic work has been considered to be transformed into heat, but only
the 90%. Therefore, the source term for the energy equation given by expression (5.63)
has been multiplied by 0.9.
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Figure 6.24 Geometry and boundary conditions for the problem of hot rolling
of a metal slab (HRM).

Figure 6.25 Finite element mesh for the problem of hot rolling a metal slab
(HRM) (340 QJ/PI elements, 1449 nodal points).
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Figure 6.26.(a) Position of the metal front at t = 0.5 (HRM).

Figure 6.26.(b) Some viscosity contours at t = 0.5 (HRM).
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Figure 6.26.(c) Temperature contours at t = 0.5 (HRM).

Figure 6.26.(d) Some pressure contours at t = 0.5 (HRM).
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Figure 6.27.(a) Position of the metal front at t = 2.0 (HRM).

Figure 6.27.(b) Viscosity contours at t = 2.0 (HRM).
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Figure 6.27.(c) Temperature contours at t = 2.0 (HRM).

Figure 6.27.(d) Some pressure contours at t = 2.0 (HRM).
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Figure 6.28.(a) Position of the metal front at t = 5.0 (HRM).

Figure 6.28.(b) Viscosity contours at t = 5.0 (HRM).
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Figure 6.28.(c) Temperature contours at t = 5.0 (HRM).

Figure 6.28.(d) Some pressure contours at í = 5.0 (HRM).
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Figure 6.29 Velocity profiles (norms) for some vertical sections at t = 5.0
(HRM). (1): Contact with the roll (x = 2.5); (2): x = 3.125; (3):
x = 3.750; (4): Center o£ the roll (x = 5.0).

The computational domain has been discretized using the mesh shown in Figure
6.25. It consists of 340 Qi/P\ elements, with 1449 nodal points. A parameter e = 10~9

has been used for the iterative penalty method. Convective terms for the Navier-Stokes
equations have been neglected (creeping flow). Since convection is not very important
for the temperature equation either, the Galerkin approach has been used to solve it.
The transport of the pseudo-concentration has been solved using the SD formulation,
with a0 = 0.5 and ho = 2. As for the previous examples, within each time step
this transport equation is solved first. Since now the flow is thermally coupled, the
block iterative scheme described in Chapter 5 has been employed to deal with the
mechanical and thermal problems. The time step size has been taken as Ai = 0.01,
using the backward Euler scheme to advance in time. Now, no smoothing oí the pseudo-
concentration has been performed, i.e., a true step function is transported. The metal
is defined by the value 1 and the 'air' for the value 0. The metal front is assumed to
be defined by ^>c = 0.5.

In all the previous examples, no comment has been made about the numerical
integration rule. We have always used the Gauss-Legendre 3 x 3 integration for the 2D
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QZ/PI element. However, when the viscosity at the nodes of the mesh is computed using
the least-squares smoothing technique described in Chapter 4, oscillations appear in the
vicinity of sharp viscosity gradients, i.e., at the metal front in this case. This problem
was not encountered for the problem solved in Section 5.5.3 because the variation we
obtained for the viscosity was smooth. In order to avoid this problem, for this particular
example we have used the nodal 3 x 3 rule (Lobatto), i.e., with the integration points
placed at the nodes of the elements. Therefore, no smoothing is needed to obtain nodal
viscosity values.

Numerical result s at different times are shown in Figures 6.26 to 6.28. The position
of the metal front, some viscosity contours, temperature contours and pressure contours
are plotted for each case. It is observed that the viscosity is low where the temperature
is high, in accordance with the constitutive law given by Eqns. (5.58), (6.26) and (6.2T).
High temperatures appear in the region where the strain rate is higher, arising from
the transformation of plastic work into heat. Prom Figure 6.19 it is observed how the
swelling effect is perfectly well reproduced using the pseudo-concentration technique.

The velocity profiles for different sections x = const, are shown in Figure 6.29.
Recalling that the velocity of the roll is 28.73 cm/s, it is observed that the no-slip point
is placed approximately at z = 3.125. The relative velocity between the roll and the
metal depends on the friction coefficient to be used for the narrow elements in contact
with the roll.

We have also computed the roll force and the roll torque, assuming as in Reference
[ZOH] that the former acts midway along the angular arc of contact and that it is
directed towards the roll center. The values we have obtained are F = 0.4955 N for
the force and T = 0.1207 N cm for the torque.

Concerning the numerical behavior of the algorithm, between three and six iter-
ations have been needed to convergence for a tolerance of the 0.1% in the relative L2

norm. The iterative penalty method yields a value of order 10~8 for the norm of the
incompressibility constraint, starting from a value of order 10~5

The computational cost of the simulation has been of 14.16 CPU seconds per
iteration (solution of the Stokes problem, temperature equation and updating of the
physical properties, including the calculation of the viscosity). The 68.77% of the
total CPU time has been needed to solve the Stokes equations, the 19.64% for the
temperature equation and the 8.69% for the pseudo-concentration transport equation.

6.6 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter we have given a complete description of the pseudo-concentration tech-
nique as a numerical method to track free surfaces of viscous incompressible flows.
Besides the application of the techniques developed in the previous chapters applied
now to the solution of its transport equation (Streamline Diffusion formulation, gener-
alized trapezoidal rule to advance in time), some specific issues have been introduced
here. The most important one is with no doubt the introduction of temporary holes
on the walls in order to allow the air release, an essential ingredient for the success of
this method. Two aspects have to be considered when one deals with temporary free
wall nodes. The first is that one must check whether the fluid has touched the wall or
not and, if so, to block the holes. The other is that the sign of the normal velocity has
to be computed. If the velocity points into the computational domain, the temporary
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free node is part of the inflow boundary and thus the pseudo-concentration must be
prescribed there. We have used a penalty technique to prescribe both the velocity and
the pseudo-concentration when necessary.

Also related to the free surface tracking, some problems arising from the smoothing
technique described here have been noticed. In particular, special reference has been
given to the calculation of the distance from a certain point to the fluid front.

Concerning the solution of the Navier-Stokes and temperature equations when a
free surface has to be simulated, a comprehensive description of the transient algorithm,
its implications and some approximations has been given. Once again, the numerical
methods developed previously have demonstrated their robustness for the problem con-
sidered in this chapter. The SD formulation and the iterative penalty method have been
shown to be extremely effective.

The main interest of this chapter relies however on the numerical results that have
been presented. They show that the pseudo-concentration technique is an effective
method to track free surfaces with complicated shapes. If the physical properties of the
fictious material are properly chosen, its motion does not affect that of the fluid that
one wishes to analyse. It is observed that pressure gradients are rapidly dissipated in
the region occupied by this fictious fluid. Moreover, an accurate thermal analysis can
be performed. This is an aspect of vital importance in casting applications, the subject
that has motivated the work presented in this chapter.
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Afterword

It is not my purpose now to give a detailed description of the results obtained in this
work, but rather to give an overall assessment about the numerical behavior of the
techniques developed here and to discuss some possible future research lines that could
emanate from this thesis.

The first question is the extension of the Streamline Diffusion (SD) method to
problems with very sharp gradients of the solution or even discontinuities. The SD is
not a monotone method and therefore small oscillations still remain in the vicinity of
sharp gradients (internal or boundary layers). Nonlinear algorithms have to be devised
to overcome this problem, adding the so called discontinuity or shock capturing terms.
This is a point that has not been treated in this work and that deserves further research.
A method based on the introduction of a nonlinear crosswind diffusion designed in order
to satisfy the discrete maximum principle is currently being developed. In any case,
the original version of the SD method has proved to be very effective for the problems
considered in this work, both using linear and quadratic finite elements.

Time stepping algorithms is another point of interest. The discontinuous Galerkin
method for the time discretization is very attractive, at least from the conceptual point
of view. Nevertheless, I think that further experience is needed and that appropiate
iterative algorithms have to be developed to convince users that the additional com-
putational cost that it involves compared to finite differences is worth affording. The
trapezoidal rule employed here yields satisfactory results, but maybe in a near future
the finite element method will also dominate the time domain and space-time unstruc-
tured finite element meshes will prevail over classical finite difference techniques.

Concerning the treatment of the incompressibility constraint of the Navier-Stokes
equations, the discussion is focussed on the use of stabilization techniques, such as
the Galerkin/least-squares (GLS) method, or mixed finite element interpolations. The
former simplifies the computer implementation, the latter allows the use of penalty
methods and therefore the reduction of the number of unknowns. If iterative methods
have to be used to solve linear systems, the main drawback of penalty methods is the
ill-conditioning of the matrix. This can be alleviated using the iterative penalization
analysed in this work, whose behavior is general situations has been found to be ex-
cellent. Numerical experiments have to help to decide in favor of one approach or the
other, although no absolute answer 'is to be expected.

From the theoretical standpoint, it would be interesting to extend the analysis of
the iterative penalty method of Chapter 3 to branches of nonsingular solutions for the
stationary Navier-Stokes equations. The condition that ensures uniqueness should.be
replaced by the weaker condition of local invertibility of the Navier-Stokes operator.
I don't expect much changes in the conclusions. Another question that still remains
open is the convergence of the SD method presented in Chapter 4, at least for simple
problems. As mentioned in the text, some partial results are known for the GLS ap-
proach. The idea would be to drop the pressure stabilization term of this method and
to assume that the Babuska-Brezzi stability condition holds.

Whichever the basic numerical tool for the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
be, it will not be enough to solve many real flow problems. Micro-scale phenomena are
beyond the actual possibilities of discretization and the need for appropiate turbulence
models emerges. This is not only a numerical problem, but a deeper understanding of
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turbulent behavior is needed. The implementation of some more or less well established
turbulence models must be a forthcoming step in the development of the code written
for this thesis.

Besides the applications to thermally coupled flows, flows of nonlinear materials
and free surface tracking presented in chapters 5 and 6, a lot of possibilities are open
once the basic finite element model is established. Considering only incompressible
flow problems, the numerical simulation of reactive flows, viscoelastic materials, elec-
tromagnetically coupled flows and numerical techniques such as error estimation, mesh
adaptivity and fast solvers are some of the fascinating challenges that computational
fluid dynamics has ahead. I expect that the techniques presented in this thesis and the
code that implements them will be a valid starting point.
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